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College 
lays off 
TERRACE-  Six Northwest 
Community College: workers 
lost their jobs last week as the 
facility brought spending within 
provincial guidelines., . . . .  
The rsix!were given the word 
June29 and received two men- 
ths pay]n lieu of notice in an ef- 
fort bylthe college to trim spen- 
ding hy $600,000. 
That's the difference between 
what the college's original $9 
million spending plan and the 
final budget allocation it receiv- 
ed from the provincial govern- 
ment. 
The cuts to make up the 
shortfall include chopping three 
programs here and in Prince 
Rupert. />~ 
All told, the college will have 
18 fewer positions, the majority' 
of which are in Terrace, b e ~  .... 
it won'{~'be' replacing people '
who are taking early retirement 
or tll0se who are resigning..- 
The cuts should balance this 
year's budget which is~ .tO be 
•~preeented:,to,,:the:eollege/board 
for approval .later.this month, 
N3VC(] vice-president 'Ge0ffrey 
Harris said last week. 
The icollege i had been coun- 
ting on the province to deliver 
on its pr6mises for more money 
for post:secondary education. 
Three programs are being 
• cut:-the electronic technician 
program and community service 
worker program, both offered 
in Terrace, and the marine 
engine repair program, offered 
in Prince Rupert. 
Harris said an average of only 
four students,enr0lled in each of 
the three programs last year. 
• "We just couldn't continue 
to support hem at that level of 
enrollment," he said. "Not 
When we have waiting lists for 
other programs. It was the best 
way to: balance the budget 
without impacting significantly 
on the educational programm- 
ing." : 
"Hopefully within the next 
few years we'd Hke to see those 
programs reappear," Harris ad- 
ded .  ' 
Much of the planned expan- 
sion to programs at the college 
has been put on h01d, he added, 
although some program expan- 
sions will g0 ahead. "We're not 
it's a 
: ,pictu~edl 
tion of( 
"Our 
period) 
much lo 
situatim 
enoughproven rese~&~,i he' 
A press release 'issued"!]ast 
week also indicated the c0m, i 
pany would benefit by plans to i 
build a road into the~lSkut 
because itwould no longer have 
to rely on expensive:fair 
t ranspor t ,  " 
cent'd A2 " : 
Ski loan . . . .  i, i:.: i I • ~i ~ ' '~  
coming 
TERRACE- -  It has taken 
nearly two years but the Shames 
Mountain Ski corporation will 
soon have a $505,000 federal- 
provincial loan first announced 
in July 1988. 
The loan will provide one- 
quarter of the amount necessary 
to construct a ski development 
on Shames Mountain west of 
Terrace. 
Construct ion project'  
manager Mark Grabowski said 
last week the loan will come 
through following the signing 
this Friday of a land-use agree- 
ment between the corporation 
and government officials for the 
Shames Mountain area. ~" 
The agreement contains pro- 
visions the corporation had to 
meet ~to q~fy  fo r  the loan.  
They mclude ~ at sfying the pro- 
vincial and federal governments 
Orabowski said the~ lifts 
would be flown off the moun- 
tain as soon as a helicopter was 
available. 
He said clearing had been 
completed on all but the two 
steepest trails on Shames and 
that plans to open this year are 
on schedule. 
In the meantime, at least one 
of the options being examined 
• by the provincial government 
over a proposed shares-for-debt 
swap between the  regional 
district and the Shames Moan- 
taln Ski Corporation could re- 
quire areferendum, says a pro- 
vincial official. 
"It's not a common request, 
but it's not unique ither," said 
AI Tamblin of the municipal af- 
fairs ministry •which regulates 
activities'of regional districts. 
that the corporation had equity The ski c0rporation wan. ts .to. 
; equal.~t0., the Joan~ount;.,re,,...C_0~qve..~. $322,000= i t .  owes :  the 
quires the corporation to investl regional'district for equipment 
any profits back into the Opera- 
tion for the first five years and 
providing proof of insurance. 
Meanwhile, crews were ex- 
pected to start work today  on  
dismantling lift equipment 
bought from the regional 
district at its now-closed Kit- 
sumkalum ski hill. 
Teachers 
leaving 
TERRACE - -  Large  numbers  
of teachers in. the Nass Valley 
are resigning, according to a 
Nishga Teachers' Association 
spokesman. 
James Hogan last week said 
between 10 and 15 teachers have 
given notice. 
"The turnover is about a 
third of the staff," he said. "It 
isn't as high as last year --  when 
it was 60 per cent - -  but last 
year was a strike year." 
Teachers and the Nisga'a 
school board are in the middle 
of contract talks for a new 
agreement to replace one that 
ran out the end of June. 
That contract was reached 
last year after the longest 
teachers" strike in B.C. history. 
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Not,v   • food fishery receives a boost 
~ C E  i -  Federal pro- for dealing with native fishing, native communities to share with the Sparrow decision, dealings with native food 
SeCutors~e planningt0 drop il- "Charges will be laid only their ul lo~tion. • "Regulations prohibiting the fishermen." 
legal fishing charges against where the activity severely af- .The paper~says fisheries of- sale of food fish will remain in 
natives following, a precedent, fects the.department's ability to fleers woulduse generous and ef fect , "  the ~ paper says, The Kitsumkalum band's 
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bought in 1986 from the 
district's now-closed Kit- 
sumaklum ski operation into 
shares. It has yet to make 
payments on the debt and also 
wants $94,000 in interest i owes 
to be forgiven. 
It's this option, to turn all or 
part of the principal and all or 
part of the interest, into shares 
that could require areferendum 
of regional district voters. 
And while the municipal af- 
fairs ministry considers the pro- 
posal, the regional district has 
asked taxpayers for their opio 
nions. 
That was included in a press 
release issued last week with 
background material on the 
district's involvement with the 
ski corporation. 
The regional district would 
become the  l~rgest single 
shareholder in the ski corpora- 
tion i f  the proposal went 
through. 
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Quiet 
grad 
TERRACE --  RCMP are con- 
gratulating local grads for 
holding a quiet and  safe 
weekend of graduation celebra- 
tions. 
A couple of windows of cars 
parked on Hwyl6 near Copper 
Flats were broken, Terrace 
RCMP Const. Ken Harkness 
said, and a couple of party- 
goers were picked up for being 
intoxicated in public. But that 
was it. 
"We've had no reported in- 
cidences of signs painted over or 
of any serious vandalism," he 
said, noting most involved 
harmless pranks. "A little bit of 
toilet paper here and there, but 
that was it." 
And most importantly, the 
grad weekend lived up to its 
"safe" billing. 
"There were no impaireds 
picked up as a result of grad, 
and there were no motor vehicle 
accidents as a result," Harkness 
said. 
The official grad celebrations 
were organized largely by the 
Kinsmen club, with help from 
parents, teachers, volunteers 
and the RCMP. 
Harkness called the event a 
big success, and said the safety 
of the celebrations were a credit 
to the maturity of the grads and 
the support of the community. 
"It's an indication of the 
grads' enthusiasm and maturi- 
ty," he added. "It appears that 
they've got the message and are 
acting much more responsibly." 
f rom f ront  
Gold mine 
Skyline earlier estimated that 
a road into the Iskut could save 
it as much as $200,000 a month. 
Short said added capital 
means there will be more money 
available for Skyline to invest in 
the road. 
A provincial mines official 
said last week it is still too early 
to gauge the impact of the 
Skyline closure on plans to 
build the]skut road....:.. 
Skyline is one.of thrce com- 
paales expectedto'sh~e, along 
with the provincial government, 
in the estimated $20 million cost 
of the road. 
Greg McKillop said recover- 
ing road costs is based on more 
than those companies becoming 
involved because the govern- 
ment expects other mineral pro- 
perties will be developed. 
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BLADE 
# , , I l k  
Bone-In. 2 .82 kg. " *' i ' : ' ' 
STARKIST : . 
• . 
t '  
"', 
184 g. 
i. 
Tin. Packed in Water. 
• /  
I 
Frozen  
NIAGARA 
Pink orWhite.  355  mL.  Tin. 
I 
FIESTA 
=-:if: 
Ii, ,[ :.i 
Asst. Varieties. 
SATURDAY 
JULY 7 ~~ 
L US. HERE'S M'OR 
THRIFT PAK r erwaitea 
r JIF BLUEWATER ~~~ . F IRST  CHOICE 
FISH STICKS r DELl MEATS 
6 Varieties. 70  g. Pkg. 
200  g. Pkg. Pkg. of 8. -iii, ~''' "r~ ~F - 
R e l i e f  .with this coupon and the purchase of one 200g. package of Bluewater Rsh *With this coupon and the pui'ch,e of one 70 g. package of Overwaltea First 
Sticks you will receive the second package of 200 g. 31uewater Rsh SUcks Choice Dell Meats you will receive the second package of 70 g. Overwaltea Rmt 
FREE. Choice Dell Meats FREE. r" e q u e st e d * Umlt: One item per coupon. Coupon valid July 4, 5 ,6& 7, 1990. Coul~n must * Umit: One item per coupon. Coupon valid July 4, 5 ,6& 7, 1990. Coupon must 
be presented at time of purchase. ;~. 9 0 -'be presented at time of purchase. 
week consider a re.nest from ~ BULK F 0 ~ ~, __  ~ ~  
Church the is1991 year's taxes Seventh-Day fOra d figure exemption an of adjustment $1,048. Adventist from itsto [ P',EA. of ~ ~~p rB_B. Q.,: ~i~ Rpg 
,°a,e.e.,0cou.oi,.,=r LETTUCE H a  |H.,.i.- SAUCE I i Ramie.- Ulrich Unruh said the church " " . . . . .  
had only just learned other 
religious groups in the com- 
munity did not have to pay pro- 
• With this coupon and the purchase of one 500 g. container of Bulk B.B.Q. 
party taxes on land where their * With this coupon and the purchase of one 370 mL. Utohouss Dressing you will Sauce you will receive the second container of 500 g. Bulk B.B.Q. Sauce of churches and schools were 
receive one head of lettuce FREE, equal value or lesser ,value FREE, located. 
The Seventh-Day Adventists * Umlt: One item per coupon. Coupon valid July 4, 5, 6 & 7, 19901 Coupon I , U " must .I mlt: One item per coupon. Coupon valid July 4, 5, 6 & 7, 1990. CouIx)n must 
be presented at time of purchase. I 6no I= I I be presented at time of purchase, • l - -  own two lotsatthecornerof  IHB~ . . . . .  " - - -  ' - ' "  i~F- - - - - - - - - - ,  - 
Griffiths St. and Lloyde Ave. I . . . .  _ _  . . . .  t uv¢; ,u  ] ___  
one of which is occupied by the = ~ ~...--.,h,.,..--..~,L. 
and ,l yar   
swingsThe °tber includesa b'"eld' I ~ r n d  playg ound. FAMILY  I I ]~ I I~BB~I~I" '~"  ~1~ BOBOLI 
Also requesting 19,l tax ex- i ' 4~lb  P H F E  i PBZZA " B R E A D ~ I ~ p H ~ ~  eruptions are the Terrace Little FLOUR,  .', ,:, ~ 
Theatre Society and' Terrace 
Curling Association, all of '~ i ~ k  
which have been granted in past 4 kgl Bag' / 
years. - . . .  ~ ~,  :L :  I 6 inch. Pkg. of 2, 
Under the Municipid Rct, : . . . . .  I. 
religious organizations and I : ' ..... 
specified charitable organiza- *With this coupon and the ~Jrchsso f one 4 kg. bag of Wsstom Family Hour I *With this coupon and the purchase of one package of 12" Boboll Bread you will 
tions qualify for a tax break.To you will receive the second bag of 4 kg. Western FAmily I=ln, r ICn~l~. , recelw R" ¢tn~.,,~=,.~,,~ co=,, 
receive exemption, however, 
they must apply to the city in 
time to be included in a special 
exemption by-law which must 
be passed by council by Aug. 
31. 
CORRECTION 
In this week's 'Dollarmanla' 
flyer, the selection of toys s01d on 
page 2 Is c!earance, and may not 
be available in all stores. Barble & 
i G.I. Job. vehicles will not be 
available, i . • ' 
We ap01ogiZe for any Inconve- 
nience this may have caused. 
Kn~rt Canada Limited! 
I [ 
%- -  
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Band will ~ . . . . .  " , /  
food fish • . . . .  i , . 
TERRACE -- The Kit- explained, ',we,re not halting 
sumkalum band will start gill ' our fishing in one area to move 
netting fish in the Kalum River somewhere else." '~ ~ i ~ 
next year, says band chief Cliff The numbers of fish return. 
Bolton. ing to the river have been going 
Department of Fisheries and up since it was closed for con- 
Oceans (DFO) officials said the servation purposes more than 
band has sent a proposal for a 20 years ago, DFO spokesman 
chinook salmon food fishery on Norm Lemmon added. 
the river to take advantage of The Kitsumkalum move 
replenished stocks there, comes after a Supreme Court of 
But Bolton said last week the Canada decision a month ago 
band is simply telling the affirmed the rights of native In- 
government what it intends to dians to fish. The judges hear- 
do, and will carry out the plan ing the ..case of Musqueam 
with or without DFO approval, native fisherman Ron Sparrow 
"We're going to do as other unanimously found the fishing 
tribal groups and nations are rights of natives must take 
doing around us and start asser- priority over all other groups, 
ting our rights - -  rights we and that conservation.is the on- 
never gave up," he said. iy reason to prevent natives 
"We've been Mr. Nice Guys for from fishing. 
too long." "I think the Sparrow decision 
Ii i has been long overdue," Bolton Bolton said most of the "A ' fishing would fikely be'done at said. lot of the so.called the site of an .old band village at laws governing fisheries were l,,i the mouth of the river's canyon. just interpretations by certain 
!i "All we're doing is re- bureaucrats. And the courts are 
~" establishing ourselves on the saying they don't  mean 
ii I THE BIG SURPRISE: Heather Davidson breaks open the time proved time really does fly by, judging from surprised shouts I river." he said. anything." 
"Our people have virtually i! I ,  capsu e her Copper Mountain Elementary Grade • 6 class that went up when the box was opened and its contents I He said the move doesn't been squeezed out of the 
prepared last September. Inside were drawings, clippings, distributed, mean the band will abandon it's Kaium, while sportfishing oes 
f ~ I trinkets, toys, and samples of the kids schoolwork. The event Skeena River food fishery, on whether it's regulated or 
"We've xpanded our area," he not." 
c,'iticizes gu n bill Wanted 
: , . - ............... : TERRACE --  As many casual 
TERRACE-- Proposed federal "This (the proposed legisla- doesFulton's bill. " national co-operation:to stol~ jobs for students as possible are 
:: :gun control egislation will only tion) is going down the same Fulton's bill would also cur- the production o f  automatic wanted July 9-18 by local 
: affect legitimate firearm owners road as the Liberals did. It's a tail the search and seizure weapons, he said; employment officers for a com- 
petition with Kitimat and Prince : and not the people who response to the use of firearms powers of police forces in look- "Israel knows the great ma. Rupert. 
• shouldn't have them in the first in urban areas but it makes it ing for illegal firearms, jority of the Uzis (a small, fully "We've won two years in a 
• place, says Skeena NDP MP extremely d i f f i cu l t  for "Police already have suffi- automatic weapon)it produces row and we want to do it 
J im Fulton. legitimate users, especiailythose cientpowers under hot pursuit, are not being sold in the again," said employment of. 
' ~ In particular, Fulton said sug- in rural areas," Fulton added. And if they have information, legitimate market. They are go- ricer Nicki Carlash. 
gested requirements for a The MP prefers eliminating they can always obtain a court ing underground," said Fulton. 
28-day waiting period before the requirement for FACs for order," said Fulton. Job orders can be made at 
.~ being allowed to buy a firearm, rural residents and more con- He isn't opposed to sugges- He also wants extra and~nan. 635-7134, Carlash continued, 
• datory jail sentences for those for any task that requires astu- " 'f having a photograph on a FAC centration on penalties for those tions that ammunition clip sizes who use guns in commiting an dent. .. 
j ~ (firearms acquistion permit) for semi-automatic weapons be offence. T-shirts will be given to those I ~ and character references don't who use guns in unlawful acts. reduced, saying most legitimate 
I make sense for gun owners in The FAC elimination idea owners probably won't object. Although mandatory  placing orders. 
] rural areas, was contained in a private "What nobody has addressed sentences may go contrary to : j  "In smaller areas that means members's bill Fulton introdue- is that people who want guns court arguments which say that 
! . ] j !  : a horrendous process of gather- ed nine years ago and put fo r -can  always buy them on the such punishment is contrary to ~ '~ Rj~a l r l  K 
. . i ,  ~ga l l that  you need. It-merely ward again recently, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  black~:-market; ~' Fu l ton  con; .... theCharter oL Rights, -Fulton I' lie IT UP 
Creates a mind-boggling level of The proposed federal egisla- tinued. ? said the measure is necessary. , 
red tape for legitimate gun tion calls for mandatory gun Curtailing the black market "Tough. That's tough," he 
owners and handlers," he said. safety and handling courses as and availability requires inter- said. ...Jim Fulton 
F~ 
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EDITORIAl i • ...ON:THE POSITIVE,SIDE. . . .  
 PER CAN BE REYCLEI),,. 
. , . ,  , - ,  ,• ,- , 
All aboard 
Just a couple of years ago Toronto 
school children were asked a number of 
questions about Canada. When asked 
who Sir John A. Macdonald was, most 
thought he founded the McDonald's 
restuarant chain. Perhaps that says 
something about the Toronto school 
system and granted Sir John A. and 
Ronald sort o f  look a like, but it does 
reveal a certain lack of knowledge about 
the country. 
Doing something about this has 
gathered interest of late. A number of  
Canadian unity, groups want increased 
travel between the regions to make peo- 
ple more familiar and more aware of  
what the country is about and of the peo- 
ple who live within. Newly-elected 
Liberal party leader Jean Chretien said 
much the same thing a couple of  weeks 
ago. 
But travel within the country is expen- 
sive. You can fly to Europe for less than 
what it costs to get to the east coast. 
There are already some programs in 
place - -  exchanges between students, for 
example. Yet there is potential for 
governments, businesses and social 
groups to become innovative. 
What about a system of tax credits for 
' ; , : .  f'!i!: ~ 
Canadian travel? Although We're~/ 
already under a staggering deficit,:enL 
couraging people to spend money Within i • 
Canada would reduce the amount spent 
to travel outside. Could businesses in 
Nova Scotia, for instance, offer dis- 
counts to people from B.C. and vice ver- 
sa? 
Might'VIA Rail bring in car trains? It 
could be possible to load up the car in 
B.C., travel by train to Quebec, tour that 
province and then drive back. Service 
clubs and businesses, through their con- 
nections, could organize job exchanges. 
They could be short or long terms. 
There's enough in common nowadays 
about jobs no matter where they are to 
make such exchanges possible. The same 
could be possible for the public service 
sector. 
Such projects would accomplish 
several things, There would be the 
natural benefits of  recreation and travel. 
There would be the untold advantage in 
adding knowledge about the country. 
Most importantly, we might learn 
something about ourselves. For only by 
viewing ,things through the eyes of  others 
do we appreciate that which we take for 
granted. 
Different ways 
Not long ago.. jn.,B.C, progress was:"' provide economic growth and social; 
easureu m the nu'mber of hydro dams stability but which don't completely alter 
built and the number of trees cut. The or change the environment. The added 
greater the number, the better things 
were. That 's  now reversed. Progress now 
is defined as not having to build more 
dhms and is in planting trees. 
Some of  this is a matter of  changing 
opinions and views. Some of  it is also 
learning that there are ways of  doing 
things differently that over time that still 
advantage will be increased efficiency 
and monetary savings. 
The challenge of  the 1990s is combin- 
ing the new opinions and views with 
what is possible. In 10 years, perhaps, 
we'll be talking about progress not so 
much as how things have changed but in 
how they have stayed the same. 
Young and restless 
Six thousand screaming, 
squabbling Liberals attended 
the leadership convention in 
Calgary's Saddledome. For 
their., next convention, Liberals 
may 'have to book Toronto's 
Skydome. It seats 50,000. That 
would provide room for several 
Olympic-sized boxing rings 
where disgruntled delegates 
could duke out their policy dif- 
ferences. 
If leadership conventions ex- 
pand any more, delegates will 
have to equip themslves with 
high-powered binoculars, in- 
dustriai strength earmuffs, and 
battery-driven scooters. 
This unwieldy size has sanc- 
tioned the recruitment of 
fourteen-year,old . delegates. 
Few adults retain the eyesight to 
distinguish candidates as they 
sit on the faraway stage, dwarf- 
ed by distance to the size of 
aphids scaling the trunk of a 
maple tree. Nor do adults enjoy 
arthritis-free index fingers with 
which to poke breast bones and 
drive home arguments, denuded mountains, or salute 
Convention hoopla calls for . . the Stars and Stnpes fluttermg 
par!ici.pa.n, ts w!th supple joints : from the flagpole before •City 
ann nair trtgger renexes • Hail, guilt will halt them' from 
Cheerleaders with bullhorns tir pointing an accusing finger at 
their troops at every exclama- our generation, 
tion point in their candidate's National political' conven. 
speech. Delegates are then ex- tions used to be timed to dodge 
~ei lc~de. to l~.p up from !heir t rad i t iona l  : ho l idays  -- s cnanung s~ogans atny 
" Christmas, Thanksgiving, or 
law breaking noise levels, while Victoria Day, Now they must 
stabbing skyward with card- mesh: with ele~hentary school 
board placards stapled, to Schedules. :They've become the 
spli.nt,ery sta!s. . .  " Ultim/ite field.trip. ,.. • 
U niy .r °°ust ' aa°!escents.:!,:!:!~i::~do!es~nts would, seem too 
possess the speed, agdlty, and iim~tit~e':i6~be entrusted':witi/ 
Through 
e,o©ass f 
bladder control necessary to the selection of a politician like- 
jockey convention crowds all ly to become prime minister 
the way to the washrooms and some day. But maybe these 
back to their seats while one youngsters are different• Cer- 
ballot is tallied, tainly they must be dedicated to 
• Youth also require less stay with acampaign thatdrags 
seating space• on for months. 
The guff is teenagers are shar- Maybe they are so different 
ing in government, asprepara- they read the editorial before 
tion for exercising their fran- turning to Calvin and Hobbs. 
chise when they reach voting Maybe they break from 
age. homework for The National 
Actually, adults are conning rather than for The Simpsons. 
them into collaboi'ating in the Maybethey would trade a week 
destruction of our planet. By at Disneyland for a chance to 
allowing them to vote for party attend a session of Youth 
leaders, the young folk will have Parliament. 
less excuse to complain about Yet I doubt it. 
our sorry stewardship. . Butwho can judge whether 
Then as adults when they they're less knowledgeable than 
grope through smog, gazeup at adult delegates?. 
• l 4 , • •  C a  
Mu ron "'sey un 
gets Ious /marks 
VICTORIA -- Every time the 
word socialism is uttered 
within the confines of Van- 
couver's Fraser Institute, 
sirens, bells and water 
sprinklers go off, which isn't 
surprising considering the in- 
stitute's ultra-conservative 
outlook. 
What is. surprising, though, 
is the institute's lack of con- 
fidence in the Mulroney 
government. A recent "report 
card" by the institute on the 
Tory government's perfor- 
mance during the past 12 mon- 
ths reads more like an assess- 
ment of the socialist hordes in 
Sweden. 
The report card assessess the 
Mulroney government's perfor- 
mance in 18 different 
"courses". The marks given 
are A, B, C, D and F (Fail). 
And here's the taiiy: three 
As, One B, two Cs, five Ds, six 
Fs and one I. If the govern, 
ment were a student i  would 
have failed the grade. 
According to the Fraser In- 
stitute, the government passed 
only three courses with an A 
-- trade policy, foreign invest- 
ment and privatization. 
The only B was awarded for 
the government's energy 
policy; the two Cs were for job 
creation and what the institute 
called changing policy thrust, 
measuring the govenment's 
ability to adjust o new condi- 
tion. 
The government got a D, 
barely a passing rade, in 
future deficit, unemployment 
insurance reform, reform of 
universal social programs, 
competition policy, and 
agriculture policy. 
Falling grades were given for 
the government's handling of 
the current deficit, tax reduc- 
tion to stimulate growth, infla- 
tion control, labor law reform, 
seizing its mandate and at- 
titude. 
'-Alongside the marks for last 
year are those for the four 
pTeeeding years. Apparently 
the Fraser Institute believes 
that the Mulroney government 
I~KP_,T~'~'r~eD rr-ro A'rR¢~ "~, I .,.~oteTtoe4,,ot.-"l 
hmm, . , , J  . . . . .  ! 
Capital ;I 
by Hubert Beyer 
has not been able to "seize its - 
mandate" in the past five 
years. Every year, the govern- 
ment got a F. 
Commenting on the matter, ': 
the istitute says that 
had:the:same unemployment ' 
rate~ag the U.S., 298,000more :!,,,c' 
Canadians would have jobs," 
the institute said• ,,,.',.~ 
Of course, the criticism the 
"ideophobic policy posture Fraser Institute levels at the 
leads to lack of direction." ~: Mulroney government isn ' t the 
The government should seize same the Liberals, the NDP or 
the mandate for change and ..... ilthe ~Ve~age Canadian may 
set a clear policy course. The 
institute wants to know 
whether the Tories are pro- 
gbvernment or pro-people 
power. "The government has 
continued to mouth rhetoric of 
statist egalitarianism." 
The institute also lambastes 
the federal government for its 
ambiguous stand on the GST. 
"Willingness to accept lowest 
poll standing in history over 
tax measure designed to fight 
the deficit, but unwillingness 
to tolerate anypolitical 
discomfort to eliminate major 
sources of overspending reveal 
bias towards government 
growth," the istitute says. 
Inflation control earned the 
Tories a failing grade and the 
remark that "Canada has had 
one year more inflation than 
the U.S. Money supply runn- 
ing out of control once 
again." 
Ottawa's privatization policy 
was a c'.-ar winner in the opi- 
nion of the institute. "Air 
Canada, PetroCanada et
cetera, well done" were one of 
the most flattering things the 
report card said about he 
Mulroney government. An A 
Was the ieward. 
In job creation, the govern- 
ment just scraped by with a D, 
and the institute's remarks 
t weren t~attering at all. 
"Structural unemployment 
causal,by legislation prevents 
Cafiada,from atching the 
U.S. jobless rate. if Canada 
hav~ ofthe Tories' perfor- 
mance. 
For Mukoney and his Tories 
to get straight As from the 
Fraser Institute, they would 
have to implement policies that 
would cause riots in the 
streets. The farther the Tories 
distance themselves from the 
policies advocated by the : 
Liberals or the NDP, the hap- 
pier the Fraser Institute is. , 
The Fraser Institute won't 
be satisfied until the last 
government enterprise has been 
privatized, the minimum wage 
is below that of right-to-work 
states in the U.S., and univer- 
sal social programs uch as 
unemployment i surance, in- 
come assistance and family 
allowance have been drastically' - 
slashed. -, 
Still, it is interesting to note '-~i .... 
that the Fraser Institute lashes '< 
out at the Tories, whose '- 
policies are closer to its own 
social and economic redo .~. 
than those of any other party, : 
even if that means further ero- 
sion of confiden.ce in the 
government. ..:':.ii~*" "
All of which raises the ques-~i. ~ 
tion: if the government's ,. -=k!,i,~ 
closest friends and allies are ? i:*:~!~: 
abandoning it, who is left to q ~-~;{.-:.:~: 
support he Tories? ~ " '; i ~!!~ 
According to the polls, not '~::i 
very many.: As:the Fraser In, ..:i~:~i/Z:I 
stitute pointed o'Ut, thehe govei'n~ .... ' 
ment has the lowest p011 stan:':i~i!!~ 
ding in history, and that isn't.i~i:! i ::~ i"i 
about o change. '~i 
% 
!~l!!: L.. . I ,  
~':'.T.-1-i 
, - . ] 
ill i" ' School doors  widen 
Mainstreaming ends the 'special' stigm  
!! . i} , i i~ ' ,  By  JEFF  NAGEL 
- : . . ' I ERRACE-  Jane Lussicr is 
' . - - s~Tears ' i :o ld , .  She goes to 
• k indergar ten  at Up lands  
Elementa~ sch0ol and plays in 
;"' the;piayground;:.Just like any 
. o the fs~.y~-o id . . '  
/~But .m 'Jane's case that's 
" Uhusual;--il~ecause she's severe- 
ly physically and mentally han. 
dlcapped, i. ;". ' .  "' 
• ~Untfl~recently she wouldn't 
have been allowed in a regular 
class, She would be either se- 
questered: in a school for the 
handicapp~.~0r.put in a special 
class~ II , i~ '  ':~ ........ 
,But  now• .-.- more and more 
parents of, hmdicapped children 
wanttheirkids.to grow up in a 
normal classroom environment. 
On  theil':side is the provincial 
government, i i~the Charter of 
Rights .and :Freedoms, and a 
growing  :body~ o f  legal  
precedents that lull say hun. 
dicapped children are entitled to 
a-:.~'egidar . edUcation •alongside 
their:peers. :.. ,  , . " 
• ~,",.The,. •traditional .school 
systemii: isolated , them," School 
diRrict i s'pokesman ,Paul Ax- 
elson says. " 'Lock them away, 
• keep them out of sight, don't let 
them be part of our life.' And 
: we know that from human 
rights legislation these people 
have every hit as much right to 
be part of what goes on in 
school as every other student." 
Parents of  children like Jane 
: • saythat despite their handicaps, 
• " thefshould be allowed to grow 
.. up alongside regular kids their 
:: owi~ age, and not be excluded 
::~ from normal social activity. 
"We " ' . d ldn t want  her 
= segregated , "  says Cathy  
Lussier. "We decided we'd 
' -  rather she just go into a regular 
c lassand belong and be ac- 
! cepted," 
; L i iss ier says her daughter's 
condition remains a mystery. 
• •Nothing seems wrong with Jane 
:; physically, so doctors conclude 
• a mental disabiltiy is impairing 
her motor functions. She is also 
MEET JANE: Like most six-year-olds, she enjoys the playground at recess. But in the past her severe 
handicaps would have ~recluded the possibility of her attending regular classes. Now, with a govern- 
ment committed to making the handicapped at home in society - -  and with the full-time assistance of 
aide Jackie Strachan - that's exactly what Jane's doing, 
: severe ly  deve lopmenta l ly  . . . . . . . . . .  
: delayed, doesn't speak, and has .... disabled, and gifted students. , ~change_s tQ J~e, ,.~.f~o, ol  ~.  thiql£ they ';" benefit f ro~ it as 
httle~ compi~ehenslon of .what The government s ~mt~atlve whee|chmr ramp was budt, and: well. ~;;: ' ' '  ' :: ~:' '~  . . . . . .  
goes on around her. to integrate hand icapped a special room was,added on to 
PWe've gone through all the children into regular classes - -  the school for changing her. 
tests and,, there'.s:~,,no known known as malnstreaming - - is Other equipment, including a 
cause. She's just Jane," Lussier costly. More staff are needed to computer and a special chair, 
says..",We're not even sure she care for special needs students was also provided. 
: recognizes us. But we didn't: ,- when they are put into'regular "We're amazed at what the 
want to see her goto Jack Cook . il classes than when they were school has done for her," 
Schoo l  ( fo r .  handicappe¢l i ' i " l  "we . . . . . .  a/an"r warn" "-ner segregated, We decided children) and end up with o de/.,il ' 
kids. We wanted her to be with: we'd rather she/ust go into a regu/ar class and 
belong and be accepted. She really responds to the 
other kids and I think they benefit from it as well." 
concentrated in just a couple of 
classes. 
But proponents ay what the 
system loses in efficiency it 
more than makes up for by giv-  
ing the handicapped a more 
humane, just education. 
Mainstream~g Jane meant 
Lussier says. "The support here 
in Terrace has been just incredi- 
ble." 
Initially worried the' other 
children at the school wouldn't 
accept Jane, Lussier now says 
she has fit in well. "She really 
responds to the other kids and I 
Lussier found the class play- 
ing a game when she dropped in 
to see how Jane was doing. 
"They were all sitting around in 
a circle," she says. "And she 
was included in the game - - she  
wasn't left out. Once they've 
been around her they come up 
to her and ask questions and 
play with her." 
Another sign of acceptanc~ 
came near the end of the year: 
Jane was invited to a birthday 
party. 
" I  don't know what happens 
down the road, if they'll be like 
that in Grade 3 or not. But I 
guess we'll see. It seems just in 
her little lifetime there's been a 
lot of change." 
typical kids." 
The new thinking has spawn- 
ed a burgeoning new field of 
teaching called special educa- 
tion. In the Terrace school 
district it accounts for nearly $2 
million, or about seven per cent 
of the district's budget. The 
department operates programs 
and provides teacher's aides for 
the handicapped, learning 
Students learn violence 
TERRACE - -  Abused children 
o f  broken families and drug- 
and alcohol.addicted parents 
are bringing their problems to 
school. 
:~ Andrew Scruton, the school 
district's special instruction 
blems. 
School District 88 has higher 
incidences of both handicapped 
children, as well as children 
with behavioural problems and 
learning disabilities than the 
per cent depending on the 
definition that's used. 
Scruton says he has seen 
teachers emotionally traumatiz- 
ed by the high:stress job of 
handling an increasing level of 
provincial average, Scruton classroom violence. 
director, says a chaotic situation sa s But sev " i i i !• .  , " " ." y .  erely handicapped The child comes to school 
':. e~s[s ,m c[,assro0ms tooay, children aren't a problem ~ the solving ~ prob lems through 
iw.n!cn,  .Be cans a reflection, oI  government backs the integra, physical aggression," he says. 
,i ;msturmng trends wRhln society tion of the handicapped into "When hedirtied his diapers he 
:ii: itself.: . regular classes, and has provid- was beaten When he cried he 
::!'!,:i: ~S0ciety is ch~,ging Very, ed enough money, '. :- :: : :was beaten, When he did 
:~i~!veyYl signiticantly, he says. Where  there isn't enough anything wrong he was beaten 
:;~ ",We're having an increasing money, he says, is inprograms And he has learned that any 
i :: numbe? of  younger students to help kids with behavioUral : problem is dealt with throu h • , .  ,~ .  , . . g 
. . . . .  wtth~extreme, behavlourai pro- type problems, which largely t~h__vsical Ilaoroe~:inn" ~ncl 
:~: b le '~ '. w e hav  e a numl~er o f  re]'lect'their home life. ~ ~I T (~ V~iol'ence.". ' - ' ' -  ° . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• :.. children under the age of 10 - " Thes . . . .  : .,, ....... , . . . . . .  What  we have  111.Ter- . e / .  problem children Andrew Scruton 
'.':-wnO' are lnVOlVeO in slgnillcant ' . arch' . . . . .  ' • . . . . . .  - race.is a /am"  ' t In the situation through >.'.~ tn~ft ~ hght here m xerrace o . . . .  .,,,.,~,' an f . . . . . . . . .  ........ . _ . , _  ... ofo ; , , , ,  ~ . . . . . .  , , .  :,:= , y ault,ofthelr own, headds, money, Scruton says, joking 
Sl nlIl ou l  i¢$ ¢11~L~11£ [¢;I ~:,: :An , ,  we nave a g ,  canuy 5 I J Htll(e,~, ' :noting •.they are using survival that special educators work on 
i',!i ~her~humber  of suicide at- where  drug  and  a /co~o/  skills they had to learn because the basis that money grows on 
:~:: ten~pts'idzd c'oli~pletionS ''• - " ~ " " ' . . . . .  ' . . . . .  "home is " trees : , . . . .~, . ,  ........ ; , . . .  ,, .:..,- : . .  abuse ISgolng on athlgh . . . .  such an awful place. • 
ine  proolems generally stem But "H  w . - rates And the rec.it~ ~ he warned the conse- o far is the school 
:!:i: ~r~! : ! roumeat  home, ~crut0n that  I's showing ~u~!~e qfuences for society will be dire system to go? Before weYd say 
:~::: ? : ;  ~ . . , . ' behavioural problems in we d try to be all things to all 
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wr i te r  ponclers 
weighty issue 
Dear Sir: 
I wish to bring to the atten. 
tion of city council, after the 
long procrastinating and 
delaying tactics, the comple- 
tion and updating of our 
local aquatic centre, "comes 
to those who wait". 
However, with completion, 
comes as usual, complaints. I 
wish city council and the 
local recreation department 
to take note that the use of  
the weight room ha`been 
denied to those under 16. 
Lift the weights anyway 
you wantl These facilities 
were/are paid by the local 
taxpayer, as well as, provin- 
cial, whom I 'm sure,, many 
have children who may well 
be under the age of 16. I 
believe this to be unfair and 
perhaps against the Charter 
of Rights! 
If  this, in your great 
wisdom, is to prevent injury 
then perhaps the pool should 
be closed to people who can't 
swim and those who can't 
skate be banned from the 
arena. Ridiculous, rightl 
With all the family break 
ups and youth running 
around the streets, I much 
prefer them lifting weights 
than lifting rocks and trying 
a discus through a local 
home or business window. 
I thought our city council 
members would be happy to 
see them off  the streets and ' 
out of  trouble'--  guess not li- 
So, in keeping th i s  in 
mind, I suggest for those 
parents who have children 
turned away from the use o f  
those facilities to ask, no de- 
round, a reduction of their 
house taxes. 
I much prefer them lif- 
ting weights than lifting 
rocks and trying a 
discus through a local 
home or business win- 
.dow. 
I f  not, then demand a time 
be set aside for the use of the 
weight room for those under 
16 - -  it can be a long, hot 
summerl Do you know 
where your child is'/ 
I think in closing that your 
idea of a convention centre 
over that Of the library 
sucks! God know that's all 
we need - -  more drunks on 
the road, more accidents, 
more deaths, more family 
fights, hreakups as if society 
did not have enough - -  pro- 
blems already. 
Yours truly, 
William Buck, 
Past President, 
Terrace Anti- 
Poverty Group:  
and Parent. 
Why nu rses 
are on strike 
Dear Sir: 
Your local community 
health and home care nurses 
are on strike, along with their 
colleagues all over the pro- 
vince. I would like to explain 
" why. 
As a community health 
nurse I am paid approx- 
imately $800 per month less 
than ,  general duty nurse in 
an acute care hospital. 
Nurses employed in health 
units and mental health cen- 
tres in B.C. feel that the 
government's refusal to cor- 
rect this inequity reflects a 
lower value being attached to 
our work. 
Yet we are responsible for 
keeping people out of 
hospital ~ is that not as 
valuable as, for example, 
assisting at open heart 
surgery7 Our work tends to 
be less dramat ic ,  less 
"med iagen ic" ,  and 
sometimes misunderstood. 
In a "typical" day, a com- 
munity health nurse might 
have any of the following 
responsibilities: 
- -  immunizing babies 
and preschoolers against 
potentially fatal or disabling 
diseases, and discussing with 
each parent the child's 
development ,  nutr i t ion,  
general health, behaviour 
and safety. 
- -  visiting the new 
parents of a handicapped 
baby to assess the parents' 
needs for information and 
support, develop a plan to 
meet those needs, and decide 
which other community  
agencies to involve. 
- -  attending d com. 
munity meeting to plan a 
health fair to involve many 
d i f fe rent  agencies in 
celebrating and promoting 
health and healthy lifestyles. 
- -  providing informa. 
tion on AIDS and its preven- 
tion to corrections workers 
or other groups. 
- -  tracing contacts of 
communicable diseases, in- 
c lud ing TB,  sexua l ly  
transmitted diseases, and 
others. 
- -  introducing a group 
of young, single mothers to 
each other in a "Nobody's 
Perfect" parenting session. 
Community health nurses 
strongly feel that their work 
(and that of home care 
nurses, mental health nurses, 
and long term care assessors) 
must be valued as highly.as 
the work of acute care 
nurses. 
Please write your MLA if 
you agree, and request an im.  
mediate setflementl 
Yours for a 
healthy communi- 
- ty, 
Carol Harrison, 
B.S .N . ,  R .N ,  
Terrace, B.C. 
Matter of choice 
Dear Sir: 
In answer to Marianne 
Weston's letter. She writes: 
" I  am tired of hearing quotes 
f rom the Bible, of how 
>.,chastity before marriage is 
the cornerstone of society, 
how wrong it is to be gay (are 
gays maybe;dot the modem. 
t ime lepers Jesus  
befriended?), all you have to 
do is not have sex and you 
won't I~e punished". 
The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad. 
dress and local telephone 
number. Addresses or phone 
numbers won't be printed 
with the letter, but they are 
necessary for •confirmation 
of the letter's authenticity 
The writer's name will be 
published. Requests • for 
names to be withheld may be 
I 
1 don't blame her that she 
is tired of hearing "quotes 
from the Bible". It is about 
time to study the whole Bible 
and not take sentences out of 
context. Her own example, 
are gays maybe not the 
modern-time lepers Jesus 
befriended7 I would say: yes 
in a wayl 
cont'd,A6 
granted in extraordinary cir- 
cumstances. 
Thank you letters should 
besubmitted to the "Card o f  
Thanks '  section of the 
c lass i f ieds .  
Letters containing libelous 
or objectionable matter will 
be edited or returned to the 
writer. All letters are mn on 
a space available basis, with 
shorter letters likely to be 
published soonest. 
I 
) 
i 
g 
@ 
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n e e d s PRONTO "For all the diets rVeg0albeen .  rve r,,--n""* n . . ,= , , . ,  w.,,,,. 
Call U8 For Nut#System you did it for reel'S 
study much Appliance ....'~p Nu~l/.Sy~, W~flht Lo~ Proflram ,ncludo~ avad~/of Repairs amc,ous rno~s and snacks, nuldllonaland behavioral coumeling, • fight activity, and weight maintenance. :. , ' 
Any port TERRACE-- For. appointment call 635.3113 [ ~~~~ 
development a  Kit/mat will re- . L ~  
quire environmental and 
feasibility studies no matter 
who undertakes the project, 
says Skcena MLA Dave Parker. ~-  r i  , ~ , ,  ~]~ , ,  
Parker, reacting to criticisms $~[~ ~[ 
following the announcement ~[ t~ ~t  ' ~ ~  
last week of a $400,000 study to The f r londl lut" ' lnn '~ townl ~ ,  _~_  41~ " Our client, Cathy Ro h tte, 
look into the possibility of a ~koo~p~,Wo~,~'~,~W= . . . .  ~ J l l~[ I  : Iost26V, lbs. 
provincially-regulated port, said . v~ c~ u~ ~ ~ ~ ~.,l  m~l~'~Mff , 0~ ra . . i x~dve ' 
much workis needed before .~(~:~i::¢* sum e D, i "= '  
plans can be considered, l~mm ~ ~, m r nlng o.,o.a,.. "Any development  -- .~'~i .... ~"},~.'.', ' cilentstNsyear. 
whether private sector or ( i ~ ! ' ; ~ ~  Delights ,,~..: 
municipal, provincial  or 'sin, easyand 
federal, is going to have tO meet ~ ; : i ~  Prom Local permanent weloht 
rigid environmental "~"~:.iti ~ . War ~ j~ ,o. 
standards," said Parker. Dave Parker  ers. .~0~. ,0~ 
taking must be followed products for both export and "No calo0e 
regardless of who develops the import, said Parker. countlno 
port," he added. The first part of the $400,000 * NO gimmicks 
The port development con- study, to be ready this fall, will ~ L I N G ~  ~.  0m lira ~ 
cept includes one body which examine the feasibility of the 0M WEL filet of ~kno~ in pall pashy with s~tn~. "~ ' ,  ' 
would also have jui'isdiction port development. Phase II, if / . s14.95 ~ 
over industrial land develop, the first part is approved by the . STEAK STU 
ment surrounding the Terrace- provincial cabinet, will consist /dusted/CAJUNwlthSALMON.N, ~reo. p~ r, ed ~FFE0stu~edRLEr 0F=~ in a aySOLE 
Kit/mat airport, of engineering and environmen- 
That  combination, said tat studies. 
Parker, would ensure the best A seven-member committee 
possible facilities and methods with = Parker as chairman and 
to handle export and import consisting of regional officials 
goods, has been established to oversee 
"It  needs to be multi- the $400,000 study. 
purpose," added Pfirker in sug- ,k * * * ,k * 
gesting a Kit/mat port would be Several provincial officials, 
equipped to handle container including north coast region 
traffic, barges, ferries and economic development officer 
cruise ships. Bob Thompson, have been 
The MLA, he's also the assigned to the project. 
minister responsible for nor- Also working on the project 
them development,  is Doug Smith of Smith Com- 
acknowledged that there is munications Ltd., a local public 
already a public port at Prince relations firm. He's nearing the 
Rupert but that its facilities are end of a five-month contract 
geared only to export products, with the city to work on 
In contrast, a Kit/mat port economic and social develop- 
could deal with a wide range of ment policies. 
with a tomato ginger salsa, sa~on sauce. 
=13.95 =14.95 
• SMOKED SALMON FETTUCINI 
~'~k~ noodles In.seal in a llOht cream sauce with smoked 
\~k'lt~ salmon and chives. 
For more Information and reservations call: 
DINER: Men. - Sun. UJNglk Men. - Fd. 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
5p,m. to11 p,m. 11:30a,m. to2p.m. Terracee.c. 635-9161 
Call Today And Begin To Losel 
638-1800 
4644 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE 
• *Specdal of~ c~sts of 3 weeks of i~Syster~ .wices. 0¢~ not n:~e 
YaRd at Pm'UcJpa~O c~b'os ,k~ 18 • 24. New dlonts mdy. 
OFFER EFFECTNE 
June 18.39,1H0 
Anniversary 
From A6 
Matter  of choice Sale 
And what did Jesus do to 
the lepers? He healed them! 
And so He heals gays in our 
i.days, if they cry out for help 
..to Him. 
God is not ready to punish 
people for their sins. On the 
contrary, He gave a Saviour. 
God is a loving God. We can 
do many stupid things to 
ourselves which will kill us. 
We have our own respon- 
sibility. 
By the way, schools are 
not the place for sex, and 
condoms are available in 
many places. Worried 
problem? Irresponsible peo- 
ple don't use them even if 
you give them for free. 
Nobody can stop this pro- 
blem. There are too many of 
these irresponsible people. 
Look in your newspaper. 
How many people are con- 
victed for drunk driving? 
How many people are killed 
that way? Don't tell me they 
were ignorant, or that they 
did not get any information! 
Many people choose to do 
wrong (sin). We cannot 
blame God for our own 
stupidity and willful disobe- 
J u ly  2 - 14  
- .WWW JEANS 
Boot & 
straight leg 
s ty le .  
Reg. $25.98 
SUMMER CLUB 
JACKETS 
,,..! ?: 
: ' ; ; : i ' , ; :  • ;,, t % 
COTTON T-SHIRTS 
Short sleeved. Reg. $1 1.00. 
mothers have the freedom to dience of His Law! For men. Reg. $34.98. / 
supply their kids with them if Channah Polak i • $26~9 l 2!$1499 they want to. What is the Terrace, B.C. 
D A I l J r l to ' I "NA . . 
_,r~_..~.~ .m.m.¢.~_.~_, , . ,  = GWG WILDERNESS RED STRAP - -T - -  ~ =wJ  m- re=m- -I  ~ == ~=&"~= ... SINCE 1955 
TRANSPORTA T/ON ' GEAR JEANS JEANS ITANK TOPS 
-~S YS TEMS L TD~__ Reg. to $51.98 Reg. $39.98 ISummer tank ~l~ ~ ~l J  
J ttoL~l~cSSh~r ! tops  for men. V 
= 4 1  '31" to choose from. ~ U  70 0 Lots of styles 
! .s.,.Ts L.o, sJ..s ! 
Shod seeve T shl.rts with assorted Back, stone was [ ]  " had or bleached. //)7 I • HI BOY i ,ogos. ,eg. to,18.98 Reg. to$34.98. /z~F ~ l  ''lL l 
• FLAT DECK , $ " " 99  $ " 99 ' le i • FORK LIFT SERVICE ) 
" DALLY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT , d 'E - - l l~ ' -~/  ! 
• SERVICE FROM PRINCE GEORGE i LADLES SHORTS HIKING BooTs i 
• LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE i Assodedety les :  Reg. $69.98. , " " q k / 1 
CHARTERS i 20%o, ,  , L I • SCHEDULED SERVICE ON 
HIGHWAY 37 N. 
" DALLY SCHEDULED GENERAL i 100% COTTON COVERALLS L " " ' " ~ Fr k'4~ "  " : I 
FREIGHT SERVICE FROM , ~ l so  , ~ • ~ I s,...,.,,,,.,.,.. .................................................... 29  ~L LtA. COOL SHORT S I[ 
~l VANCOUVER j i ...............................................................  L 2 styles to choose from. 1 ~1 • DALLY FREIGHT SERVICE TO i Slze$40-46TalI.Reg $3 ' 'S  ' S Q • O g  ' '~ ' ' " :  :'!" ' ' I 
~J STEWART , [] t@A99 Reg. to =29.98 * I i Sizes 48-62 Regular. Bog. $42.08 .................................................... II~pStp " i 
"~. kmW d B W  
,',~1 Unmd Vmn Une, I 
" UN D 
, i ~1 KIT IMAT ~ b  TERR&CE 1 
 1632-2544 635-27281 :- - 
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Maim,  Beg. 3.99..,., ............. ... dr,,,,-ir - I  
•CANDY•:  
I(err 9009 i' ,, 
l l lO"od cand~i 1 AJ  
+eg. 1.99.+. .............................. i i'~" 
~n 80~ 
is|cried cn~s  9 AA 
qeg. 2.99 .............................. , . . L ,~  
:a~ 4540 I Ad 
+eg, 1.99 ............ ,................... , . . i  ~ ' - r~ 
~snemd ennooo e~m RI9 Ad 
KisSed Regal Nscd~ 1.44 
1009, Reg. 1.99 .......................... 
• I~"1 ~ ~H W:tl~:t u ;I :b$"i[l] ~ i,',ll 
~lnoo dabbers ' I Iq  4 ,4A  
Flee. 1.49 ............ ...................... 
~ylng cards 919 A A 
:leg. 1.SO ............................. ~'- I  '~ ' , '~ '~ 
raper candies , "8 /1  dd =I,.4/1.00......: ................... / ,~ '~ 
potholder ~ AA 
Hag. 3.00 ......... ;......................... ~r ' , 'g  "e 
cn m~. .44  T%,,,eg, 1,oo .................. 211  
S~wer Cudaln Hosks 9 AA 
Reg. 2.99, ................................ ~ , '~ '~ 
D~ument Rams 
8~"x11" _t~ dd 
Reg. 3.97 ..................... .............. ~.-'r'-r 
61OCkbuzler Plclure :2  441 
Frames Peg. 2.97 ....................... , 
crate- 1 dd 
R~. 1.99 ....................... , .......... i , ~  
Eve In one 
o ,0 . , .  1 .44  
Hag. 2.49 ................................... 
WIzzer Spin tops 1.44 
ReD. 1.99 ................................... 
Youno'n~ov~ 
d~, ,  ousts 1.44 
Rag. 2.49 .................................... 
~m . .  Teas Ga 'o  ~ 44 I 
Reg. 3,99 ............... . . ,  ........ - .  
Rnwheds Aost'd 
co,our,, Reg. 70c _':111 dd 
48¢ on. er ......... ,.................. " *~ " . - "  -" 
I0 pack ~asUc 
~.nom 91q A A 
~.  2.49 ............................. L / ~ ' ~  
8~n~te 9 ~ece 
Bowl sets, Reg. 7.69 ~ A~ 
1.72 el. of .................................. v , ' - I r ' - i  
~i"o v'9~i~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I °~°~'c~'rm""eg. 2.49 ............................... 91"I A l  
s~ge bins 9 /1~ 1.72 On., ........................... " r - I~s~r '~ 
~0. 2.99 ................................... ,,- e-T-~ 
n A~Ne comic 
Standers drlln : ::~. ~:;;.~.;:-:i:~" 21~ AAibook  fl0ms 9 AA 
lm,,~,, ~ :  2~?9 ;..::.i:...:.:. ~u,"~"~ n~" R.99 ................................... " ' . "~ 
S~mflln carnal " - .  i Teenage Meant ~ega 
bowls 
,~  m.40  ............... i .......... 3/1 .~4n+u~,,c.o,,eg ~k, ~.44  
. . . .  Reg. 1.99 ................................... l i
Ed0-O.lelll . . . . . .  
2 cup measuring cup 1 
~, .  1.99 ................................... .44  
co...u~, 1 AA' 
Reg. 2.00 ................................... m .-ir ,-r 
Rub~aM SPSI'~a' 1,44 
Reg. 1,99 ................................... 
: :+ PET DEPT 
.,,o.,o P,.,, 1 dd  
flog. 2.39 ................................... . - rq r  
~m~cl~ Patterns ~ AA 
Assoded Rq. pdces .................... u, ' - i r ' .w 
mo,,one) ~,,~, R I1  dd  
Hamster & Ge~ 
~29o+ 2 .4~ 
Rag. 3.29 ................................... 
Hartz cedar shavings 
.oo, ~ .  2.. 21' ;  ~ta 
1.72 ca. or ........................... ItW , "v"a '  
++Go,mat kl~ ,.or 9 d 4 
101b bag, Hag. 2.99 ..................... --. ' ,nr 
Lldlos Tube Tops 9 AA 
Reg. 3,99 ................................... L . ,~  
~dke S pk 9 AA 
sub s~ Hose ............................ ~ ,~r"~ 
I *41~.  I~ mb V ~  A m • 
WIDE MOUTH QUART 
MASON JARS 
12 per box. P~g. 9.99 
7,44 
VIDEO CASSETTE 
PLAYER 
UH~ oq~q qud~. 
F i R~. 399.00 
299.44  
/ 
BUNK BEDS 
6" a~d ~dy~.  M~ maH~as. 
Reg. 699.96 
544,44 
. 
OSCILLATING FANS • 
3 s~., wNa?n quit m~m'. 
16" Rig. 44.99 
39.44  
12" Reg. 34.99 
A~ . -- 
) 
,~. ' ALL FULL SIZE 1 + 
• BIKES 
In stock, qualm, full wanan~. 
ALL AT 
15%. 
++ OFF+:,: 
" RESIN iTACKING "' 
LAWH CHAIRS 
'. Ouamy. 9 ~. wanan~. 
N~ ~ ~sl. ~.  18.99 : 
19 AA 
i i  ~ma cotton Briefs el, i j l a  Disc 16 Film A A|Reg 3 59 J ' .q ,£ i  Reg, 3.49 ................................... L,Eg, q |  ..................................... 
ii,yion ,m~ m,m 9 A A 
i Reg. 2.79 ................................... ' r - .  " lr"l  
iUd~a cotton ~m ~ AA 
Tony sHp~rs ~ • AiReD. 3.29 ................................... 4;,."lt",l 
Reg. 3.99 ................................... at_, a~ ~ 
10" to 27" i ~  
oh. ~,ooa . . . .  
. . . . .  919 AL IN~ 4.9, a ~.1, 
~.  l.O~..,*..,,,........,.,.,.....,,i/bl~l+ _._ . J  • 
3 pk ~fs  ~ lA , (  
ROB. 3.99 ................................... r . .q , . i  ~ll  Insoles a} I~ l  • t 
Toothpaste 150ml 1 Ad 
Reg. 1 84 ................................... I , ' T 'g  
~o~es Tissues 
200's 
Reg 129 ......... i ................... 2 /1 .44  
6 pk Ivory snow 
face soap a) AA 
ReD. 2.79 ................................... L , ~  
~nderz or ~npecflve 
sRck de~oranl 
,eg ~4oo ................................ 1,44  
Ban Roll on 
deodorant 599ml 
Reg. 3.29 ................................... £. .qq  
4 pk Imrspectlve 
tooth brus~s 
, eg  moo ................................ 1,44  
Puffs (300) 
,eg 2/3.00 ................................... 94¢  
Penpecgve swabs t AA  
(3oo's) Bag. 1.99 ........................ i , - I -~  
50 pk Foam plates 9 A~ 
R~. 3.37 ................................... L . ' l r  "ii 
100 pk Wootcreat 
Foam cups 9 AA 
Bag. 3.19 ................................ ~. .L , - -p~ 
69 pet paper plates QAA 
Bag. 2.79 ................................... L . ' I " !  
Assorted cutlery 911  AA 
Reo. 99¢ .............................. L Ie  , ' i t  ~ 
He.me straws ~11 AA 
50 pk, Reg. 79¢ .................... I , P / z  z ' l '" l '  
c,,no ,, . .; .99 ......................... 1 44  (Glad). Reg. 
Mens subs~nd 
T-shtrts & Briefs 1.44  
Ds~ OIA nn 
rod~ers 2-3x 
r a,.,, 2.41  Fl~. 3.99 ................................... 
I pk I~anls 
osob clolh, 9 dd  
Flog. 2.99 ................................... +-- . - r  "1 
'3+°~.99 ................................... 3 44  ~eg. 
~azzle Jewelry 9 A+A 
FleD. 2/600 ................................. L - . ' r " l  
~ppemi & 
~:,,,,,o , . . .  .............................. 1.4,4 
J(abob TradlUun 
:o , . .  ......................................... 2.41  
lsso~ed magic 9 / I ,4  
panby ........................................ - - , ' - ' r - I  
my , -  9 •AA 
~loney 5009 ................................ s, ,~'"r ' i  
re"oy ice Tea 90,4  
pk p,-s de.,, ......................... " - - . ' ,  
.,he~ T .as 9 4 i 
1849 ............................................ 
;upreme ,pegettl 1 .gd 
sauce 750m1 ............................... 
Monotone & choose ~ l I d,A 
,.or .................................. " -  . - - -  
;tyrofoom coolers 9 A~ 
~OL. Reg. 3.99 ............................ ,r-., ' ir ~ 
'oleman Rigid 
ce pack 20oz 
leg f99 ................................... 1 .44
Na~r Muscles 
arm bands I~AA 
lq .  2.97 ................................... dG,,"i,q 
I, qua ~mr  
I I . . . .  r . . . .  , . i I i ~ - Hi 
'R~k~'s~d~M " " PRI ' ~ " ; ' ~ " ' • . f  - ~ . .w~.  ;. ~ ,~ , Woohvorlh u r e ¢E8 EFFECTIVE ~ WE RESERVE 1"HE RIGHT ease Lm e p.m: e kin. e m " 
~÷~ 
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New buses  in 
TERRACE - -  This week's new 
bus service already promises to 
have some changes. 
Dave Storey of Fanvest Bus 
Lines, the company providing 
the service for B.C. Transit, 
says a new small van with a lift 
for wheelchairs will probably be 
replaced with a larger, 20-seat 
bus that also has a lift. 
"Because the handyDART 
van will be used on conjunction 
with conventional service, we. 
feel it won't be large enough, 
especially with school specials," 
he said. 
There is already a20-seat bus 
with a lift and space for two. 
wheelchairs in operation with a 
conventional bus and the 
smaller van. 
When the switch of the small 
van takes place, probably this 
fall, there will then be two of 
the 20-seat vans and one con- 
ventional bus. 
The new service concentrates 
on door-to-door handicapped 
service for people in wheelchairs 
and provides for service to some 
areas not on main bus routes in 
Thornhill on Kirkaldy and 
Queensway. 
Calls for handicapped service 
should be made at least 24 hours 
in advance while for the other 
service, the call should be made 
at least 15 minutes before the 
bus leaves the Skeena Mall. 
As well, Storey said there will 
be an increase in the number of 
ON THE road this week are new transit buses offering more mutes, 
special pickups in Thornhill and ramps for those in wheelchairs. 
"That's not one of the drivers, but that is Heather Storey behind the 
wheel of one of the new vehicles. It seats 20 and has space for two 
wheelchairs. 
city runs, especially in the mor- 
ning runs to the point there will 
be service on some runs 30 
minutes apart. 
"We'll be up to 30 hours of 
bus service each day and six 
hours with the handyDART on 
Saturday," he said. There will 
also be an extra run put on 
Saturdays. 
The one advantage of the 
20-seat bus is its mobility in 
traffic and in snow, Storey add- 
ed. 
"They can speed up and slow 
down faster, make it easier to 
keep to schedules," he said. 
The one 20-seat bus now here 
has been converted to run on 
natural gas and Storey says that 
should reduce its operating 
costs by at least half. 
Tree growers meet here 
TERRACE - -  Some 150 in the south to the Yukon 
silviculturists are meeting here border and west to Prince 
this week for the Northern Rupert. 
Silviculture Committee (NSC) The two-day event began to- 
summer workshop and annual 
general meeting, day and features several 
Workshop chairman Bob speakers and tours to Skeena 
Wilson said NSC members in- Cellulose's cottonwood planta- 
eluded representatives of the tion, the Salvus research project 
forests ministry, private in- and replanted areas to the north 
dustry and consultants from of Terrace. 
northern forest districts cover- Wilson said topics being 
ing the area from Williams Lake discussed included how to 
recover ich, valley-bottom sites 
lost to brush and management 
of  second growth areas once 
seedlings Lhave become 
established. 
"We discuss common pro- 
blems, what  we've been trying, 
what  has worked and what 
hasn ' t , "  he said, adding the 
participants brought  wi th  them 
"a  real range of  experience and 
knowledge."  
FREE BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
A nondenominational, 8 lesson course designed to give a general 
knowledge of the Bible. Subjects include: Old Testament, New Testament 
and Christianity. 
• This course Is absolutely FREE of efiarge. 
• Based entirely on the Bible. (no present day revelations) 
,, Conducted entirely by mall. 
(all postage paid by the Terrace Church of Christ) 
To re~eive this FREE Bible Correspondence Course send your name and 
address to: 
Terrace Church of Christ, 4603 Park Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1G5 (Please Print) or cell 635-9805 
N*E*W*S 
BY ROBERT Q. SMITH 
GENERAL MANAGER 
HONEYMOON PACKAGE 
Book a Wedding Reception with us in one of our fine Ballrooms and the 
Bride and Groom receive the following bonus: 
1. A complimentary Honeymoon Suite. 
2. A bottle of bubbly, flowers and chocolates in room. 
3. Breakfast In bed. 
4. A pdvate limousine service to the Terrace/Kltimat airport to start off your 
honeymoon or service to your home in the Terrace ~ea. 
Call Jackle Nadeau, our Banquet Co-ordlnator, who will make all the er- 
rangements for your wedding receptions. 
By the way, drop in to the Terrace Inn and see our newly decorated 
Skeena Ballroom. It looks greet. 
BANQUETS AND MEETINGS 
We offer the finest feclllUas In Terrace for that special event, whether It be 
a wedding reception, anniversary, pdvate party or an Important business 
meting. 
' A total of 6 rooms are available with capacity from 20 to 300 persons. Call 
us for rates and availabilities. 
THE SIXTY PLUS CLUB 
Have you joined our club. It's for seniors 60 years plus end offers speolal 
'senior's discount rates st the hotel Including 20% off food In our restaurant" 
and lounge. 
Drop In and get your FREE ~lxty Plus membership card. The front desk will 
look after you. 
LUNCH BUFFET 
Enjoy our popular Noon Hour Buffet Monday through Friday. A good sstec- 
of salads, soup and a hot entree for only $6.95, Try It out 8oonl 
' . . : ,  L • 
4551 Grelg Avenue; 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1M7 .... 
For Reservations, 
Call (804)  635-8630 or 
ITo, Free 1.eo0. 63.81881 
Fax [804] 035-2788 
, .  , . " i  :~ ~ ~, ~.i?, :~. . : " ,  " ~, , 
• ,.. 638-SA 
: , s .  i 
J 
h I i 
r~; %• ' :~ ' • 
. ,  L =,.:. 
PORT 
DEVEkO,PMENT 
PROPOSAL 
The government of British Columbia 
believes the future of the north lies in 
supporting worthwhile economic 
initiatives that northerners themselves 
want to see. 
That's why we are providing the 
funds to study a development 
proposal that could include 
• expansions of the seaport at Kitimat, 
the airport at Terrace and supporting 
industrial lands. 
A Kitimat/Terrace Port Committee, 
made up of prominent northerners, 
has been established to study the 
feasibility of this project. 
We are committed 5o northern 
development based on the north's 
own priorities and perspectives. 
• . , , , . - ,  
B 
very unusual during a recent trip to Berlin -- a Second World 
, War bunker recently uncovered in what was no-man's ial ld- 
i between£ast and West Be'rlin. This picture is of one of severa ! 
I paintings found on the bunker's walls. 
History viewed 
" . / i  
TERRACE~ ~ Ben 
Ho venkamp found more 
than he expected while on a 
recent o~ of Europe. 1 
He" :h~.  an inteiest in 
military .history so it was 
natural, to visit Berlin and 
pass through, Checkpoint 
CharHeand what's left of the 
Berlin" Wall. ' 
, Butbeyond the wall and 
into die-no man's land-that 
separate! 'the tw o Berlins, 
Hovenkamp and a friend 
found a group of people and 
signs of recent digging. 
"I didn't know what it was 
at first and then I Saw the 
opening ,to some sort of 
bunker," said Hovenkamp Ben Hovenkamp 
who returned from his trip 
just last week. An examination of double = 
He then began talking to lightning flashes on the 
an East German reporter to uniforms of the  soldiers 
find that the bunker was not painted on the wall left 
only home to German Hovenkamp thinking the 
soldiers at the end of the Se- men who lived in the bunker 
cond World War but arise, were SS. 
near to the one in which: "It was the most exciting 
Adolf Hitler spent his last time of my fife. I'll never see, 
days.  anything like that again" he 
A tour of the "bunker said. 
revealed paintings of Get- Hovenkamp .said that 
; man soldiers on walls, the re- when they climbed out of the 
mains o f :an  infirmary, air bunker, they were told to 
ii c i rculat ion ducts  and leave the area because it was 
assorted'debris. :" ............... now a military zone : .~ - - - 
i~ l~ '  risen covered up We were probably the 
fill this time sealed," said only two Canadians to see 
Hovenk~ip.~/ .... " //:.,/ itS" he added. . ... .,.i~.,- ..... " 
SCHOOLS 0UT, L.A.'S IN! 
Vancouver to Disneyland with Canadian Holidays. 7 nights 
, at the Penny Sleeper just $499.00. 
SILVERWINO SPECIAL - VANCOUVER TO HOHOLULU 
if booked by July 30 just $349.00 plus tax; all travel 
completed by Oct. 30. 
ROYAL VIKINS LINE TAKES CANAOIAH DOLLARS": 
at Par for sailings August 8 and 19: 
TALE OF TWO CITIES WiTH CANADIAN HOLIDAYS 
10 days, 8 nights Bangkok and Hong Kong just $1,899:00 
includes air, accommodation and breakfast daily. . 
: WHAT IS THE ROMAN WALL THAT RUNS ACROSS -.: 
NORTHERN BRmAN? ::. 
l i i  I I  ~',i , DON T FORGET TO CHECK OUTTHE OKIDfl FARE,$ZO,~D .,; 
:: :: one way on Air BC and Canadiqn,. • : ~i:~:: ' ! ~~:: 
UelJp~H i:: , 
• ,.... • • " ' *~,?,':'7~ 
~CATCH • THE SP iR IT  AT  ::': "!:: 
:. . '~, : . .: ..".~ , ;%, ,~.  , .  
eaS,le!l : :]ii:i: ! 
Skeena Mall. 
TERRACE : - -H ighwaYs  
workers who operate the ferry 
and cablecar a t  Usk• need a* 
lesson in public relations, says 
district highway~ manager John 
Newh0use. .... !., : ' .... 
He W~ lirespOnding to agr0up 
of Usk'residents;wh0 presented 
him with:/~:li~t dfm6re than 20 
complaints about he 'ferry ser- 
vice, :The: ferry!;:!crosses the 
Skeena River there, linking the 
village on the .north side with 
Highway 16. ' -'~ ' ....... 
Usk CommunityAssociation 
spokesman Elizabeth Snyder 
cited instances whenl ferry 
, operators have threatened and 
intimidated people; been drunk 
on the job, acted violently, and 
refused to admit people they 
didn't like. ' ~: 
Newhouse reacted by suspen- 
ding the ferry worker at which 
most of the complaints were 
.. directed, He is to be reassigned 
to another post where he won't 
be dealing with the public. 
Newhouse said:RCMP were 
also investigating some of the 
allegations against he man. 
Snyder said residents also 
want to see a supervisor based 
 Res idents wa I 
ofUsk ferry . . . . .  , ~ i i at the ferry. : 
"It's .mainly an albusb ~0f 
power and authority. I think a 
lot of it has to do with thel~o!a, 
tion. They Work al0n~'~dithe 
supervision is! not i: the~ei:!~:: she 
: said. ',They're " . .ng  good at ~"  
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the Hell t! a ., 
* With a 
~'1 ~u~ ~~( complete,, :: 
'"~.~O~ \'~.- selection of i 
the ferry and the cab l~3~ r [ 
that's not the (ptobl~'i:!/( i '~  
argument is with ho~:the . 
with the:public;" :~ *:*::::,;:::~:"":" 
Newhouse agreed:and p!edg- 
ed to immediate ly ;0rg~ a : ~ '  - 
seminar on public relationS foi': ' 
the ferry workers.:::: ' The job ,  Salmon, Steelheed,& Trout  
description in the '~t  hasn't Lures 
paid too much l attention to  ,:: Example: ,~ze 65 Salmon Spoons. 
public reiati0ns,~i~he:,.sfiid. : Reg. lowprfcea.99 $31~/," 
"We've mainly concentrated On: NOW ONLY: :. 
the technical nature of running "SO 
the ferry. Butwe definitely need why not - 
to do more work in the public / take  a kid fi~hinG?,'~i=:~ 
relations end of things:, : ~! 
ALL PANCO LURES 
20% OFF 
our  a l ready low pr loes l  . 
I 
I 
/ 
I 
.~ i . : ,  ~ i ! L 
Grocery and ~" :~:  
Convenienceltems/i, : :  : 
at Competitive Pricest :ii ~ ~ ili 
AGAR RED & WHIT He also said he would prepare a set of performance standards 
for ferry workers and thata  
committee of highways officials 
and residents would be•formed 
to handle future problems. 
Snyder said the community 
association will ,contixiue to 
press for an on-site supervisor. 
BLACK COFFEE TABLE & ~  =69 
$1 ... . . . . . . .  
. e~ ~1 
5008 Agar 
638-1369: 
! 
HOURSi " 
Non..Fd. 6:30 a.m.- Mldnloht 
Sat.- Sun. 7:30 a.m.- MIdni0ht 
/ 
See It To Believe • : 
/ *  4 
f l  i" 
DESK 
Reg. $129 j 
NOW ONLY 
TABLES...=~ ~ ~c .  
Reg.$329 • " ~ NOW j 
. . . . . .  . .................... ............. , .ONLY• 
Yes, you DO have a credit account!"  O.A.C. 
Terrace Furniture Mart 
4434 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 6 3 8"0  5 5 5 
PLAN 
LOANS 
. . . . . . . . .  RATE2 
more somewhere else, talk to 
~tstanding at another financial institution or at a department s ore, where interest rates 
Le time to switch. 
~w until July 20th, 1990,.you can apply for a 
variety of longer amortization peiiods are 
make quite a difference, and youdon t hm 
any Scoliabank branch, complete a Simple 
rate was 14g% on May 16.1990. and is sulYjed to d~ The rate on lhe day YOU app~ ~r ~r  ~ ~n ~n ~lI ~ ~e m~ ~ ~r ~e ~ of ~ I~n. 
ofixed rateS¢ol~ Pbn Loans wlth an eighleen monthten~Sul~ect tocTedlt aP l~ :: ~'*::i~o ~: ~ ~ ~:?-',:i• ', :"~ ' *  
. . . .  " - - '  i~d[  I 
•IBE  
Now that I~, w,., w.a.r,, =', ,=t ~ ~ ,,,,,, ,~,u, ~ ~,~,,~ N,,,,.w. m,, on~ ~ ~ q.~ ,p,.m,, 
Monday to Friday ' '• .... ! ' :  Saturday ---~ Sunday ~ Open NI H0gdays --  " R~R,R~nn • " 
i 10 a.m. to 11•p,m. ] " ;  ' :ga.m, to,ll p.m.. : 11 a.m. to 11 p .m. . ,  ; ,  4 , r ~"~"1  C h d ~  " * ' " " "  VV"  " 
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, BUS INESS 
Airborne bnngo 
TERRACE - -  Northern Native 
Broadcasting has found one 
way of solving a budget pro- 
blem --  it holds bingos on the 
air every Friday. 
The idea first came up last 
fall but gathered momentum 
this February when federal 
spending cuts reduced the native 
radio stat ion's  operating 
budget, says sales director 
Phyllis Wilson. 
"We were looking at ways 
anyway of becoming more self 
sufficient," said Wilson of the 
station which serves com- 
muhities in the interior and 
north of the province. 
It can be heard here between 
6 a.m. and 1 p.m. at 990 on the 
AM band. CBC programming 
runs when the station isn't on 
the air. 
CFNR (Canada's First Na- 
tions Radio) has 24 bingo card 
seller in its listening com- 
munities and 11 in and around 
Terrace. 
This Friday will be its fourth 
radio bingo and it is shipping 
40,000 cards at $1 a piece for 
each session. 
Wilson and bingo co- 
ordinator Dave McKenna say 
they're happy with the results, 
adding that the $1,000 weekly 
prize could be increased. 
"A radio station in Manitoba 
began in 1985 with a $1,000 
prize and now they're up to 
$7,000," said Wilson. 
"The more attractive it 
becomes, the more tickets will 
be sold and the prizes will go 
up," said McKenna. 
The bingo is licensed with the 
provincial government and 
financial and other ecords kept 
in accordance with lottery 
regulations. 
It's being broadcast in most 
places served by CFNR, from 
TERRACE - -  Okanagan- 
Skeena Holdings still has plans 
to spruce up commercial 
buildings in its shopping centre 
complex bounded by Ottawa 
and Lakelse. 
Company spokesman Bryan 
Edwards says it will paint the 
outside and put on a new roof. 
The location is still favoured 
by the company as a site for a 
new shopping centre complex 
but it set back those plans 
earlier this year. 
Being planned is a dryclean- 
ing and laundromat on the cor- 
ner of Eby and Park, right by 
the provincial access centre. 
John Heighington of Spotless 
Cleaners ays the 4,500 square 
foot building will also contain 
enough room for another 
business. 
~.:~ .
[ pmtnclpaCrlonw,.. 
RACING THIS WEEKEND 
" TERBACE SPEEDWAY 
Saturday, July 7,19.06 " ' 
Regular Races  at 6 :00  p.m. 
Sunday, July 6,"i.990. " 
Regular Races, Bump & 15ass Race at 2:00 p.m. 
SEE YOU AT THERACES 
) 
MIKE CHRISTIANSEN '=' ' 
Cyclist Mike Christlansen is the All Seasons 
Sporting Goods Athlete-of-the-Month for 
June. 
Mike has competed in numerous provincial 
and national level bike races this spring, and in 
June was given a position on the B.C. team. 
Congratulations Mikel 
If you know anyone who deserves to be 
Athlete-of-the-Month for July, drop an entry 
off at All Seasons Sports. 
Mike Chrlstlansen 
WILLIAM WESLEY of Northern Native Broadcasting calls out the SOCCER& SOFTBALL  
numbers as the radio station holds bingos on the air every Friday to 
raise money. Budget cuts earlier this year lead to the effort. EQUIPMENT 
CanimD°ig RiverLakein thenearnOrtheast,100 Miler° ciaisUP tOeachSiX hour.minutes of commer- TO outfit the youngest to the oldest, . .... 
I I House in the south, to Iskut in see  All Seasons Sporting Goodsf . 
the north and to Masset on the . . . . . . .  The latter, said Wilson, is be- [ ' o n 
Queen Charlotte Islands in the ing confined to native-owned " , . .1 .~ I ~ ~ , Ill III I [] 
west. businesses or those that cater . . . . . . .  v ,  I ".2~1/11 I [] 
The station is also selling mostly to natives o the station • i ~u~il ,~ ,~/  [' i 
sponsorships of its programm- doesn't conflict with commer- . - •Q'[ ~ ~:~.~'~ I l  
andcan All .Seasons Sportung Goods I mg to raise money sell ciai radio outlets.' • ' ~ i  
ANI) 4662 Lakelse Ave. " ~ ' i ~ 1 1  U T  " 
/ I  635 2982 , , ,  
The company now has its b~' the Royal Canadian Legion 
business space in the mini- 
shopping centre containing Mr. 
Mike's on Lakelse and may re- mrHAN YOU ...... tain that, he said. 
Spotless Cleaners has applied 
for rezoning for the property. 
Heighington said the concept 
is modelled after a franchise 
operation in California. 
He added that it is also con- 
sidering installing two public 
showers for campers and the 
like. 
The Lucky Dollar Bingo 
Palace on the highway wants to 
be in a new building on Legion 
next year. 
Manager Marilyn Thodt said 
the new building means it can 
feature air conditioning, extra 
seating (up to 450 people) and 
have more parking than what is 
now the case in its exisiting 
building. 
The bingo palace has applied 
for a zoning variance because 
an embankment on one side of 
its property means it will have 
to build closer to the road than 
otherwise allowed. 
4¢ 4¢ 4¢ ~t Or ~ 
It's now mandatory t'or those 
serving alcohol and those who 
have liquor Hcenses to take 
courses. 
The "Serving It Right" pro- 
gram affects iicence holders as 
of Aug. 1, managers as of Oct. 
1, those with special occasion 
ticences as of Jan. 1, 1991 and 
servers as of April 1, 1991. 
The course for managers and 
licence holders costs $65 for five 
hours and $38 for four hours 
for servers. 
It covers rights and respon- 
sibilities of serving alcohol and 
the effects of alcohol on the 
body and is offered through the 
provincial government and the 
hospitality industry. 
Mill buys land 
FROM 
from trees. 
"We don't have particular 
plans yet (for the land)," said 
Ogawa. "The merchandiser is 
two years minimum away." 
For now, the land is being us- 
ed as a storage site for logs by 
Skeena Cellulose and by Skeena 
Sawmills. 
The parcel had been con- 
sidered a prime site by the pro- 
vincial government for a new 
correctional centre until its pur- 
chase by Skeena Cellulose. 
TERRACE -- Skeena Cellulose 
has bought a large piece of in- 
dustrial and on Keith Ave. 
Company spokesman Pat 
Ogawa said last week the 
53-acre parcel, immediately 
west and on the same side of 
Keith as the B.C. Hydro 
building, will be used as re- 
quired. 
One possible use is for a log 
merchandiser, a sophisticated 
device that better enables 
recovery of saw log material 
- -  - -  __ - - - - _ _  __ !  
n To;C  ,o7 n 
i! I HOT SPRINGS ~ RESORT LTD, ' 
i!- 
|. FUN- FUN- FUN, 
• Slides & pools , 
every Monday, 
I 2 for 1, 
bring• a friend. 
i c,,, 798.221.4 
Affei" 4i30 P.m.=all poais " 
I and slides are 2 for 1 
l i m  l . .  
for 
,% 
- . -  , .  
( 
: . . :  : -  .r ¸ ; ' ••  : 
r "  
Canadian Airlines International would li 
all of you that have used the City Ticket Office i 
over the years for your travel requirements. 
In order to better serve you during the check-in 
process at the airport, we find we can no longer 
maintain the City Ticket Office. 
The City Ticket Office will Close at 5:00 p.m, on ~, 
Thursday, July 5, 1990. ~:. 
In order to better serve you at the airport, we will 
be consolidating our staff there. Our commitment ~: 
to better service at the Terrace Airport remains :~ > 
and we look forward to serving you there. , : 
For your ticketina or reservation reaulrbmeni:ifOi; "~'~"":<' :"";"~";~;~ 
your 1 
one o 
in Ter 
. . . ,  
! . •L  . . . .  
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W ~~ Tr '- ~ White Cane Club offic i al 
,]rUNE 23 - -  JULY 14,1990 - - '  
Terrace Public Art gallery will 
be presenting works by the oil 
painter, Tom McHarg. The 
show h called the Awakening 
of Colour. June 23 - -  July 8, 
1990, regular gallery hours. Ju- 
ly 8 - -14 ,  1990, 11 a.m. - -  5 
p.m, .~***  
JRJNE 27 -..:AUGUST S, 1990 
-- The Kitimat Centennial 
Museum prese~nts hi toric quilts 
from the Vancouver Museum 
dMing fron~ the early 19th con- 
: tury to mid 20th century. Quilts 
by 16~1 craftsmen will enhance 
. this;~,exhibltl0n, Museum 
H0urs: Tuesday-Saturday l0 
i a.m,;$ p.m~ Sunday 12 p.m.-5 
p.m. Closed Monday. 
JUNE 30, JULY,7, & 21, 1990 
- -  Stitch by stitch: Quilting in 
the museum, ',demonstrations 
with • Pat" Simpson and Mas'y 
Lee on. Saturday, June 30; 
Elaln Krickan and Lob on 
Saturday, July 7; Vicky Stencils 
" on.Saturday July 21. 
JULY 4 - -  I1, 1990 - -  Spenial 
• general meeting, Wednesday at
8: p.m. at the Golf Clubhouse, 
to pass a special resolution 
regarding financing the pur- 
chase of the Kamlnsky proper- 
ty. 
~ULY 7, 1990 -- Pancake 
Breakfast at the Happy Gang 
Centre, 8 a.m.-ll p.m. Spon- 
sored by B.C.'s O.A.F.O. 
JULY I0 - -  JULY 17,1990 - -  
A Diabetic day care clinic will 
be held at Mills Memorial 
Hospital, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
in the Education room. 
Diabetic patients must have a 
doctors' re fe r ra l ,  and then con- 
tact the dietitian, Joan Marr, 
R~D.N. at 638..4050 between 
8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
JULY IS, 1990 --  Uitrcyal 
:" Potluck6 p.m. Sunday at St. 
Mat thew's  Church 4506 
Lakels¢ All welcome. 
JULY 16 - -  2,0, 1990 --  Vaca- 
tion Bible School at 9:~() ~.m. 
till noon at the Christian •Form. 
635.3486, Nanny 635-9432, or '~ 
Jenny 635.6583. It's free. 
Come and join the fun. 
JULY 12, 1990 --  Hat Dayl 
10:30 a.m. or  2 p.m. A hat 
making workshop for children 
ages 6 and up. You can make 
the smartest or the silliest, the 
tallest, the smallest or just the 
most fantastic hat overt Please 
register for morning or after. 
noon session at the library. For 
more information call 
638-8177. 
JULY 25, 1990 - -  Hes~ and 
Hands: The american ex- 
~rtences. A video on the eft of 
quilting in America from 1830 
to 1930. At 7:30 p.m. Museum 
Hours: Tuesday-- Saturday 10 
a.m. - -  5 p.m. Sunday 12 p.m. 
- -  5 p.m. Closed on Monday. 
AUG. 3, 4, S, 1990 -- 1980 
Grads of Caledonia Senior 
Secondary 10 year eunion for 
all persons who graduated or
should have graduated in 1980. 
Reunion to be held at the Ter- 
race Inn. If you have not 
received your invitation and 
would like to attend, please 
contact us by July 1. 1990. For 
more information call 638-1214 
or send letter to o/o 2088 
Cypress Street, Terrace, B.C. 
V8O 503 
AUGUST 24, Z~, & 26,1990 - -  
Carlboo College kicks off 
celebration ' 90 ,  marking 20 
years of service, with a 
homecoming weekend, i f  
you're aformer student or staff 
member, plan to visit the 
Kan~oops Campus and Jointhe 
fun. Activities will include a 
Bar.a4~, drone. department 
sponsoredevents, mmlc and 
entertalmnent, lt's.a family af- 
'falrl For more information r
to let us know You're coming, 
call Aries at 1-800-663=2955 
The'Tentace Standard 
offers What's Up m a 
public service to its 
readers and those com- 
munity :organizaflom in 
the ares. 
Items for this section 
are for non .pro f i t  
oraanimtions and for 
those~ evmts in which 
ihere b ,o  cost to gain 
admission. 
i To  meet our produc- 
t ion  deadlines, we ask 
'hat all items be submit. 
,i ted! by  )noon  , on the 
',~FRilJ~Y preeedlmg the 
following week's Issue. 
We Mso ask that items be; 
i • 
ONE FOR THE ARCHIVES, Itwas a big day for the local blind last Wednesday when Stan Bradshaw 
(left) of the Canadian Council of the Blind presented handed over the charter confirming the Terrace 
White Cane Club is now a.fully accredited member of that organization. That's club president Felix 
Goyette accepting. President of the BC-Yukon division of the CCB, Bradshaw used to live here and 
work in the hardware and feed sales departments at the Coop, 
Bus is a handy idea 
The HandyDART bus service 
went into operation yesterday 
so here is some information on 
the new system. The service is 
available to people of any age 
who cannot r idethe regular 
transit buses because o~.a  
disability or handicap , ~:~- 
The bus willoffer a•doo~,to - 
Thor@"  " J 
door service Monday tO S~)ur- as::;they received their first com- . . . . .  
day at acost of $1 in Te~ce mhnion at the Sacred Heart moen4b 
and $1.25 for Thoriii~'ill. P~i~ish. They were Jeffrey Vera Reid and daughter 
residents. However, ~emember Allen, Ann Avila,~ MaY_'Y Rhona are over, from Belfast,, 
• you shouldphonem24'hoursm- "Bartlett', Michael Botheio;~Oer, Northern I re land fo r  the wed- 
advance to, b0ok your trip. ' ~: n~nine Carrita, Christian Desier- cling of  MollyObzei:a's~grand. 
Before using:thee s ~jce~ you to, Teres'a'/Fiem[hg, Siobhan son Mike Lambert and bride 
have to register l~y "eithei"go~ng- Halleck,'" C6ffi:tney Hyland, Christine. Ve~'a isMolly's sister. 
down to the Farwest Bus office 
at 4904 Hwy.16 WeSt (the corner 
of Munro St.) or phoning 
635-6617. 
It sounds like a great idea that 
will fill a real need for many 
people in our area. If you want 
any more information, just 
phone the number above. 
'A- "A' "k * * 
Wedding wishes go out to 
Karen Rose McConnel l ,  
daughter of Gordie and 
Aveline, who married Brian 
Shaw, sone of Rick and Bonnie, 
on Saturday, June 30 at Nor- 
thwest Community College. 
After the wedding, the couple 
head off to jobs in Labrador; 
Karen has a degree in physical 
education and Brian a masters 
in business administration. 
, ,A , **  * 
A good luck wish goes out to 
Mary McGowan who headed 
for Vancouver this week where 
she will undergo ahip operation 
this Friday at Langley Memorial 
hospital. She will more than 
likely have to spend two weeks 
there and I 'm sure all her 
friends will be thinking of her 
and wishing her well. 
, ,k ,A,* * 
Sunday, June 17 was a big 
day for 39 local boys and girls 
Christopher Levasseur, Dale 
Macedo, Bobby Moniz, Nilton 
Practicante, Jeanne Ruther- 
ford, Brandon Swan, Joseph 
.Tyminski, Christopher Anaka, 
Jessica Banvil le, Melissa 
Beaupre, Jaclyn Bowen, Marina 
Checkley, Chelsea Fladharn- 
mer, Francis Genereaux, Cindy 
Hanson, Elizabeth Korpi, 
Michael Levasseur. Incaronata 
Maddelena, Melissa Osborne, 
Matthew Pretto, Katherine 
Saints, Jennifer Swanson, 
Michael Van Herd, Bradley 
L'Heureux, Kegan Longridge, 
Andrea Maio, Bryan Palahicky, 
Natalie Rathjen, Dustin Schibli 
and lan Taylor. 
.... Congratulations to them all. 
Also at Sacred Heart, 
Breanne Marisha Palahicky, 
lovely wee daughter of jim and 
Shirley, was baptized June 13. 
The baptism was conducted by 
Father Al Noonan assisted by 
uncle Glen Pala~icky. God- 
parents were John and Marlene 
Sarich. 
Ella Turner is leaving for 
Vancouver for some cancer 
treatments. As you may know.. 
her husband Eric is not doing so 
well. Best wishes to both. 
Also in town for a visit is Dr. 
Asante 's  mother  f rom 
Apropong Village in Ghana. 
Apparently she was last here in 
1982. 
,A- ,A- ,A, ~ ~ 
A happy 25th anniversary for 
July 1 to Greg and Shirley 
Townsend. 
I hear Charlotte Johnson is 
having her 90th birthday on Ju- 
ly 10. The family are gathering 
in Salmon Arm for a big 
celebration and I hope to hear 
all about it when they return. 
May you have many more years 
of good health, Mrs. Johnson. 
And many more years of 
good health abd happiness to 
my dear friend Dorothy Smith 
who marks another year on July 
4. 
On their return, Terraceview 
residents and staff reported 
having an enjoyable time at the 
circus in Kitimat. They want to 
say thank you to Salvation Ar- 
my for allowing them to use 
their van for the trip. 
Marion Temple is coming 
home to Terraceview after a 
.short stay at Mills Memorial 
cont'd B12 
PROUD MOMENT. Having taken their first communion at the sacred Heart Parish, the youngsters. 
above gathered to allow the photographer to record the moment. 
could meet and talk w i th -b t~ i:!i, 
with a similar- disability ! i~d i 
come together for social"~d~ '/. 
recreational events. ~ "~"~": ,: 
Pointing out blindness can be 
a very isolating experience the 
provincial president of the 
Canadian Council of the Blind 
(CCB) says the formation of a 
new club in Terrace could do 
much to end that for visually 
impaired. 
Stan Bradshaw - -  he has been 
registered blind since the early 
'508 - -  was in Terrace last week 
to present aCCB charter confir- 
ming the local White Cane club 
as a full member of the 
organization. The charter was 
accepted on behalf of the club 
by president Felix Goyette. 
Describing the CCB as "the 
voice of the organized blind," 
Bradshaw said the public, in- 
cluding the blind themselves, 
were not always aware of its 
purpose and function. 
Apart from lobbying provin- 
cial and federal governments on 
Bradshaw emphasized access'• 
to a White Cane club was par-: 
ticularly important for the 
newly-blind because they usual-: 
ly withdrew from society.: 
"They somehow feel there's a 
stigma but there is nothing to bel 
ashamed of in having a visual 
problem." 
Lastly, "they also let the! 
sighted know they are those in' 
the community with special 
needs," he said, adding the 
blind deserved the same rights 
and respect as any other  
member of the community. 
While the White Cane club 
therefore had an important role • 
to play, Bradshaw cautioned its 
members they could face a 
struggle to begin with. 
issues effecting the visually im-r  However, while the task ahead 
paired and blind, he explained it might appear overwhelming 
also sought, through its White~ now, there were many success 
Cane clubs, to offer a local stories to show it Could be done. 
focal point for such individuals. Secretary Phyliss Cornfield 
These clubs provided a self- said the club expected to begin a 
help, support group for the full slate of acti',ities in 
community's blind where they September. 
Clinic seeks .life 
sav, ng donat,ons 
Organizers of the Red Cross blood donor clinic to be held 
here Wednesday, July 11 hope local residents will come out in 
force ~/nd help them reach this year's target of 550 pints. 
That,s a big jump on last year when 452 pints were col- 
lected, ;but clinic chairman Kay Parker - -  she's from the 
K'Ettes', the sponsoring organization - - is Confident i  can be 
achieved. In 1988 the clinic took in 548 units. 
i~arker sald35 local Volunteers Woaldbe on hand to assist 
• Red Cross,workers with the clinic, a good number of whom 
would be registered nurses from Mills Memorial. "The 
hospital is very involved this year," she added. 
That involvement also includes having several nurses join 
other volunteers on a special float the organizers are building 
to promote the clinic. K'Ette Kathy Hicks said the float will 
be touring the downtown area on Saturday, July 7 from 
lp.m. to 3 p.m. Those aboard would be more than happy to 
answer any questions the public had, she added. 
Parker said there's good news for anyone who faced the 
frustration of long line-ups during the clinic's busy periods 
last year. She had been assured by the Red Cross im- 
provements o the system meant here should be no repeat of 
those delays this time. 
The clinic takes place from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Skeena 
Jr. Secondary school gymnasium. Parker said more 
volunteers were always welcome and anyone wishing to help 
out could phone her at 635-2520 after 6 p.m. or Kathy Hicks 
at 638-1782. 
*****  no ~~of  The Canadian Red Cross emphasizes there is 
contracting any disease by giving blood. All materials used, 
including the needle and plastic collection packs are sterile, 
used once only and then thrown away. The actual collection is 
also carried out by trained, professional staff. 
Every 20 seconds someone in Canada needs blood or blood 
products and one unit of donated blood can help up to four 
patients. 
Utility charges too 
much for seniors 
The Christian Council for Social Resources (CCSR) will 
have to wait a little longer for an answer to its request for ex- 
emption on water and sewer charges on its Tuck Ave. seniors 
complex. 
Earlier this year, following a check of its billing practices, 
the city discovered the non-profit society's property was one 
of a number had inadvertently not been billed in the past. 
Requesting the exemption, CCSR president George Mc- 
Cullough pointed out it could neither absorb the $3,200 an- 
nual cost nor could it raise rents to cover the charges - -  Cana- 
dian Mortgage and Housing Corporation regulations restrict 
the amount of rent hikes. 
The charges also translated to $15 per month per tenant 
and that was a lot of money to tenants on limited incomes, he 
added. 
Council has deferred a decision until it can determine 
whether the Municipal Act allows an exemption. 
Ecuadoran coffee? 
Following the success of her first coffee house fundraiser, 
Kim Saulnier is gearing up for what she calls "the second 
cup," a repeat performance this coming Sunday, 
Once again a number of local, talented musicians will 
gather at Don Diego's to provide an evening of entertainment 
beginning at 7 p.m, 
Admission is $5 and the money raised goes towards the 
$1,800 Sanlnier has to raise in order to take part in a Cana- 
dian Crossroads International exchange program. The pro. 
gram sends Canadian volunteers to  developing counties 
where they~vork, with local residents on:communltyprojects [ 
end exch~e<ctdturai in fo rmat ion , , / ,  , : / i ' / ;  : 
J M0re ] i i~at io~:can  6e obtained by calling sadder  at 635:651 !"d~|~'  the ,~. :  day or 635-6549 evenlngs•, 'I :/;;,i 'I ,:~ i -  ll I 
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Thanks ..vshortage  ot,chozces 
" , . . . . , ~ , ,  , i ,~ 
Dear sir, " r iS  f°U~r s~Sn~l[~ aandt; "emT:g: 
On behalf of the Salvation qfuth;mPrl~s~emust~ieCt~:: " p . rk  _ " " L ~ . ~ '  
Army, we would fike to take 
this opportunity to thank all !hw~t we .are particuiarly for- ~ p o ~  ~ ~ I ~" f~q ] 
the people of the Terrace- tunate --  mere are many B.C. I~w lames  ROOD ~ ~ 
region for their parks within an hour's drive of ,-,r . . . . . . . . .  r-- . ~ 
Terrace. ,, m ~ ~ ~ : L ' m " 
Kitimat 
generosity during the Red 
Shield Appeal. Als0 sincere 
thanks to the  many 
volunteers who were in- 
strumental in achieving this 
year's total of $21,827. 
This is the third con- 
secutive year our goal has 
been reached and out 
gratitude goes to the two 
chairmen, Mrs. Sheri Ons- 
tein and Mr. Fred Rosebush, 
who were the main 
motivators behind the suc- 
cess of the campaign. 
Finally, our thanks to 
everyone who has ever sup- 
ported us in our efforts over 
the past six years -- words 
cannot express our apprecia- 
tion. We have enjoyed our 
stay in Terrace and we pray 
God will richly bless you all. 
Captains John and 
GailHarker, 
Salvation Army. 
Dear Sir, 
On behalf of Terrace's 
Tall Totem division of the 
Girl Guides of Canada, I
would like to thank all the 
parents, businesses and ser- 
vice clubs who contributed in 
various ways throughout the 
season. We are very grateful 
for their generosity and kind- 
ness to us. 
Yours truly, 
Kathleen Davies, 
Division Commissioner. 
Dear sir, 
My thanks to the many 
people who helped make the 
May 27 Crossroads coffee 
house such a success and the 
local businesses and clubs 
who have offered their 
assistance. 
Without heir support, my 
job would be nuch more dif- 
ficult. 
; ,  Yours truly, 
• ~ Kim Saulnier. 
Heading 4Ominutes west 
towards Prince ::.Rupert, Ex- 
chamsiks provincial park offers 
20 campsites, great fishing and 
breathtaking mountain scenery. 
It's a great place to stop for 
lunch in the day use area or 
spend a few days in, a cozy, 
quiet campsite.~ 
Heading 20 minutes east 
towards Smithers, you'll find 
Kleanza Creek provincial park. 
Like Exchamsiks, a river flows 
along the edge of the park, 
making fishing a popular activi- 
ty. Kleanza lso offers a day use 
area, 21 campsites and a 15 
minute, easy grade hiking trail 
to a ridge from which you can 
get a birds-eye view of the creek 
named Kleanza ("gold" in the 
local native language.) Euro- 
peans were attracted tothis area 
• ,~  lr& Tr 
about 100 years ago to. seek There are nine one-hour pro- I
their fortune, grams each week - -one  every I 
. . . . . . . .  evening from Thursday t0Mon-! 
Head 20 minutes south day and one every afternoon ! 
from Friday to Monday. Pro- 
grams incorporate natural and 
' cultural history of the local 
area, information on other B.C. 
parks, and occassionaly guest 
speakers, ubjects ranging from 
astronomy to photography. 
These are only a handful of 
memorable moments that B.C. 
P~ks is offering this summer. 
There are over 80 Provincial 
Parks in northern B.C. Some 
are great for day use, others are 
remote and take a little more 
planning. For information on 
these and other parks, call B.C. 
Parks at 798-2277 
~towards Kitimat and you reach 
Lakelse Lake provincial park, 
(meaning "Bay of Freshwater 
Mussels" in Tsimshian). The 
park itself is spilt into three sec- 
tions -- Grouchy's Beach (a one 
km trail to a saadybeach), the 
day use picnic area:across from 
the parks office, and FurlOng 
Bay. Furlong Bay offers 156 
campsites, flush toilets, hot 
showers, day use area, hiking 
rails and a picnic shelter, It is 
from Furlong Bay that the free 
visitor programs are run. Pro- 
grams run from June 22 to Sept. 
3. 
Protect young passengers 
guidelines are suggested: 
• The person riding the bicy. 
cle must be an experienced and 
competent rider. 
• Infants less than one year 
old should never be carried on a 
bicycle. 
• Children 1 to 4 years old 
(up to 18 kg only) must be car- 
tied in a seat which protects feet 
and hands from spokes and 
minimizes the risk of falling. 
• Seats must be properly in- 
stalled so that hands and feet 
cannot get caught in the spokes. 
* Children must be belted in- 
to the seat so they cannot climb 
• OUt. 
• Follow the manufacturer's 
instructions and make sure that 
the child does not weigh more 
than the recommended load. 
• Seats must be well fastened 
to the bicycle frame. It must be 
In this, one in a series of  ar- 
ticles contributed by the Terrace 
Child Development Centre, 
some hints on how to ensure a 
safer environment for'children 
as they grow up. The centre in- 
vites phone calls from any 
lmrents with concerns or ques- 
tions about their child's 
development. The number is 
6~5-9388. 
Bicycling is an increasingly 
popular leisure time activity. 
More poeple are cycling and 
more parents want to take 
young children along for the" 
ride. Young passengers added 
to a bicycle orginally built for 
one changes the load distribu- 
tion affecting the steering and 
the braking distances required. 
Children's carder seats can also 
be extremely dangerous if they 
lack the proper safety ac- 
cessories. In fact, the Canadian 
helmet will E e  head in- 
jury in case of a fell. 
Try several practice runs 
before putting your child into 
the seat. Try cycling with a 
similar weight load to get a feel 
of the bicycle. A carrier seat at- 
tached to a man's bike makes 
mounting and dismounting dif- 
ficult. 
The Canadian Paediatric 
Society is of the opinion that 
children should not be' 
transported on the back of 
bicycles at all. Also, in many 
provinces it is illegal under the 
Highway Code for more than 
one person to ride a single-seat 
bicycle on highways or' city 
streets. Using a child carrier 
may be illegal in your province. 
Have fun but make sure your 
leisure activities are safe for you 
and your child. 
Canadian Institute o f  Child 
• Health . 17 York Street, Otto?:  
: Onta~i~ K i AC~ 3.S Z . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
r Institute o f  C~J'd Health d? ,  ,~Hd. and rigid enough t0withs - 
:.not i'ecomm~d th~'iir~us~ ~i!~i~.ii.~; it alSw~ying,, i ....... ..... ~.. . 
However, if you d~de to use ~'' ':"' •'Consider the Use Of p?otec- 
such a seat the following t ire head gear. A suitable 
School District No 88 (Terrace) 
MMER HOURS 
School District No. 88 administration Board Office will be instituting sum- 
mer hours, effective July 2 to August 31 ,  1990 inclusive. 
Hours will be 8 a.rn. to 4 p.m. 
More 
÷ 
.4 '  
" I 
I p~ PLUS - -  
FREE with  
Purchase of every BUSH PILOT - -  
~ NOR¢O 
BIKE 
GUARD 2 
• Valued at $29.9S 
l i  ,~  II1' v " Includes I Year $200. 
|~[ , t l t~  Theft Guarantee 
Toll Free 1-800-772-0604 
Fund 
Christian Camping • i Ch ng 
:~ Intec~mat~nal Raising 
ALE i " i ' 
Saturday, July 7,. 1990 
11: 00...am 
at Smithers Civic Centre 
Service 
~ Beginning July 3, 1990, the Terrace Regional Transit 
System will be expanding! handyDART Service will be : j  = 
i available for anyone who cannot use the conventional :::~ 
, : ,  :-~ transit system due to a disability. . . . . . . . .  ~i: 
.For more information, please call l 
635-66 • : :., , 
proceeds go to 
H ACRES BIBLE CAMP 
..... Hold this dateopen for a chance to buy  
!i!::~many, many NEW&~ Used items at your pnce: ~ 
~;~ . . , , 
4Terms are CASH -day0f  Sate/  
MUST be removed day of 
No later than1 hr after sale, 
t I 
Auct ioneers .  '> 
: J 
,~; ~ " ;- " ~ -~,' .!!(>',/,~ i,~" .~ i ~ : ', ..... ~.' 
• ' i i i  . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :,,:: c~ 
" ' , , '~  . i  i 
FUTURE FORESTERS? Grade 8 students at Thornhill Jr. Secondary spent the past academic year lear- 
ning much about the industry that is the community's major industrial component. The above photo 
was taken during a field trip to a site off the West Kalum Road which was replanted two years ago. 
'S tudents fly 
--Green thumbs recently earned three Thornhfll 
Jr. Secondary students a bird's-eye view of local 
forests and logging operations. 
Mark Fjaagesund, Heather Albright and An- 
drea Roth are members of the school's grade 8 
science class which, under the guidance of teacher 
Daryl Anaka, has been studying forestry this year. 
:lOne i)roject -= it got underway in mid-February 
~undertaken by the group was the planting of 
spi-uce arid pine seeds. These were sown in 
styroblock containers provided by Thornhill's 
Pacific Regeneration nursery and each student 
was given one to take home and tend. 
~Last month the results of their silvicultural 
endeavours were measured and the above trio 
carhe out on top with seven centimetres growth. 
That achievement earned them a 30 minute 
helicopter ride provided by Skeena Cellulose dur- 
ing which they overflew Terrace, the Williams 
Book 
worm 
'ust 
grows 
grows 
/ 
/ 
Service 
noted 
At a recent "Appreciation 
Evening," School district 88 
presented pins and gifts to long- 
= time employees. 
Marking 20 years ervice were 
Marilyn Earl, Mags Gingles, 
Edward Harrison, Lois Long, 
Neal Nordstrom, Brian Proc- 
tor, Bonnie Shaw, Donna 
Thomson and Garry Underhill. 
Receiving 25 year pins were 
Skip Bergsma, John Chen- 
Wing,  Walter McIntyre,  
Elizabeth Metzmeier and 
Richard Olson while Hugh 
Power was recognized for 30 
Creek watershed and Copper Mountain. 
Apart from checking the mountainside for 
goats, the threesome also got an aerial view of a 
logging site along the route. "They were thrilled 
with their ride," Anaka said later. 
He said this year's forestry course had been a 
first for a local junior secondary school and he 
described it as "good experience" for the 
students. It had included several field trips to 
allow students to see at first hand some of the 
things they had been discussing in the classroom. 
Anaka said the course had given students an op- 
portunity to learn a lot about forest management 
and silviculture, knowledge which had "a lot of 
practical applications around here." 
Given that and the enthusiasm of the students 
themselves, he said he hoped to repeat the course 
next year and would ultimately like to see it 
adopted in[o the prescribed science curriculum. 
Coming to a library near you next week is the Biggest, 
Greatest, Most Amazing Reading Club featuring, with the 
help of the club's young participants, the biggest and most 
amazing bookworm ever seen. 
Children's librarian Gillian Campbell said the summer 
reading program is open to anyone aged six years and up who 
enjoys books. To become a club member, youngsters drop in- 
to the fibrary anytime after July 10 where they will receive a 
club button, bookmark and booklet. They are then ready to 
help make the bookworm --  it's called Wormsworth - - grow. 
And how do they do that? Either by reading a book 
themselves or getting their parents, brother or sister to read it 
to them, Campbell explained. Each time a book is read, the 
member ecords it in their booklet and the library adds 
another segment o Wormsworth. So as long as everyone 
keeps reading, the bookworm keeps growing. 
She said members can also take a break from the hooks 
each Thursday to take part in any or all of a series of activities 
the library has planned. 
,,.,, F t rs tup Js : .~~orkshop on July 12.anS!~ follow- 
ing weeks there will be a p'0etxy workshop and se~Si~dg whei-e 
participants wil[make fans, Wind socks, a chocoliife cake and 
posters/placards for the Riverboat Days parade. 
Riverboat Days will also bring a special visitor to Terrace 
-- the original Wormsworth. Campbell said the library has 
booked the world's longest bookworm for the Aug.4 parade 
and they are looking for lots of kids to march with him. 
For further information on the club or any of its planned 
activities, phone the library at 638-8177. 
TERRACE SPEEDWAY 
presents: 
Racing 
July 7 -- 6 o'clock Time Trials 
July 8 - Regular races and 
Bump and Pass 
If you are interested In enterlngthe Bump and Pass, rules are 
available at SKB Auto Wreckers and Riverside Wrecking, 
or call: 
638-0609 
Donation 
The R.E.M. Lee Founda- 
tion last week received 
another boost in its relentless 
march towards the $600,000 
needed to purchase a CT 
scanner for Mills Memorial 
hospital. The donor this time 
was Canada Post. 
In handing over a $5,00~ 
cheque to Foundation com- 
mittee member Elinore 
Muehle, local postal 
superintendent Dale Walker 
said the donation was in 
keeping with the corpora- 
tion's policy of supporting 
selected community projects. 
He also pointed out the 
donation was particularly ap- 
propriate given Dulcie Lee - -  
wife of the retired Mills 
Memorial doctor for whom 
the foundation is named - -  
worked at the local post of- 
fice for approximately a
dozen years. 
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KITSUMKALUM 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
KALUM MOTEL 
- -  clean rooms --  fdendly staff 
--  reasonable rates 
5522 Hwy 16 Terrace, B.C. 636.-2362 
HOUSE OF Sire-O-Ghats I 
- -  Indian arts & crafts - -  convenience store 
- -  Rosswood Potter -- Loacted in the Terrace Airport 
Hwy 18 West, Terrace, B.C. (3 miles west of Terrace) 
638-1629 
KITSUMKALUM ROCK QUARRY 
--  Ballast, Crush and Rip-Rap 
Box 544, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6177 
KITSUMKALUM RIVER TOURS & GUIDES 
- -  two boats - -  week ly  tours 
-- advanced booking up to 6 persons 
recommended per boat 
--  experienced & knowledgeable guides. 
Hwy. 16, Kalum River Bddge 638-373§ or 638-0198 
i 
years with the district. .O / / l ,  
I ,  
i 
THEWORLD 
YOURS.../F 
KNOW rltF 
~- ,~ 
Wltlr~lr yo, .move the Welcom 1' 
In your new 
Erllnda 635-6626 J 
,Brende-I.~ 036-2006 ~. .  I 
'. :Kemn 638-0107 .. 
5-  . 
' i~;,: - , .  
a new world. 
on the jets toVancouver. 
,i;,2,- 
~"C'VI 
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I ortal, qu .... t" the.kill :mm es 
I t  was on the bottom of t ~ Lloyd ~vrap~ Don Oapen had the fever -- 
brook trout fever. 
Each day of the season he 
sallied forth from his lodge to 
angle for a speckled leviathan 
that would insure him a place in 
the record books and a slice of 
angling immortality. He failed 
in his quest but en-route Gapen 
had some wonderful fishing and 
managed to invent what is 
perhaps the most successful f y 
of all time. 
Apparently it happened this 
way: Gapen, an American 
angler, could not find a brookie 
of suitable size in his native 
country since their range had 
been and continues to be greatly 
reduced by landscape reforma- 
tion and the introduction of 
those durable and bloodthirsty 
European predators, the brown 
trout, so he made the pilgrimage 
north to the Nipigon watershed 
in Ontario's Algonquin Na- 
tional Park. 
streams and ~lakes in the 
Nipigon and in the stomachs of 
the larger trout he caught, that 
Gapen made the :acquaintance 
of a sculpin known to many 
fishermen as the darter minnow 
for the way it walks about rocky 
and muddy bottoms on its 
enlarged pectoral fins, to others 
as the miller's thumb after its 
bulbous head, and t'O others till 
as the muddler minnow for the 
way it muddles around in the 
muck. 
Oapen took a hard look at the 
mottled contours of the little 
bullhead, then used all the 
wrong materials to  come up 
with a pretty good looking im- 
itation. The varigated browns 
and tans of an oak turkey wing 
was a good match for the tail Fm 
and dorsal of the sculpin, gold 
tinsel aped its body, and the 
enlarged head of the natural 
was cleverly sculpted from spun 
of gamefish. Lloyd A.I Day. 
~ 7 ~ While Oapen was tossing his two pheasant flank feathers :J n 
• mudd led  concoctions to front of a body of greenwool: The Skeono Nipigon squaretalls, a Califor- and called thefly "MOnkey fac- ~, Angler , , , ,  angler named Aranas was ed Louise"~ Wh0 L0~zse was~is : 
rolling some barnyard materials lost in obscurity;: but pe ~s l  
by  ~ob BFOWI'I " into a very effective(trout and She objected to the.nature f0rtlie ~ 
. . . .  ~ steelhead fly.: A:: pencil:sized fly was later dubf fedtheCar~ 
• ~ hank o f  : deer from lastyear ,s  ;Specialafter:thegbqdcol6~l 
" hunting tr ip ~/as~:i~e 'tailing and  soon be~imea St~md~d.~'~'! 
deer hair. on the water, a large muddler material, astrandjutefibrewas Then, some three decades late rili 
makes adarn good grasshopPer wo~d up the shank fbl a body; alon~ came meilWhy 'd0Ctak'e~ \, 
There is little chance Momma or a credible giant Stonefly, :~znd aturn Or two of barred rock the most pronouiiCed:'featii~' : [ Muddler will mistake aMuddler 
Minnow tied according to the Fished just under the surface in Upl front was all there Was to o f  all three of thesekiller flies~'! 
original blueprint for oneof her smaller sizes, it resembles an Aranas' "Sackf ly".  Later thought with numbir ig  
babies, but it is a fair bet a trout emergent caddis pupa, Dressed christened the Burlap, Aranas' brilliance, and combine them fin 
might, except no amount o f  w!th a silver body and mallard simple brainchild continues to One pattern? First I wfiipped a 
coaxing will get the thing to the  wings, the muddler bears trong bag bags of trout. . ' body of burlap a la,Aranas, 
bottom for more thana few resemblance to the skittish. While the creations of Aranas then the flowing'-~pheasant • 
moments because of the silvery baitfish cutthroats and and Gapen i~. , were : becoming b~ickle of theC01onel'sbeloyed 
materials from which it is con-. cohoes hunt in the  eelgrass popular all o~er the continenf, a fly and topped tff~]~"6fi ' ~th  
structed. In his attempt to craft jungles of coastal estuaries, certain Colonel Carey • was the muddler's spun deei: head. i 
a copy of a sculpin, Don Gapen And if all these resemblances casting over the interior lakes Even before the fly left the Vi~e~ 
made a dandy copy of almost were not enough, the versatile and casting around for abetter: I had the feeling it ~vould be'h 
everything else. 
Soaked in grease and floating 
muddler is also mistaken for 
crayfish, • sticklebacks and big 
hairy dragonflies by all manner 
imitation of the famous travell- classic. I rolled up another,Wo- 
ing sedge. To his rescue came ceeded to my favou'rite stream 
tackle shop owner and tier and gotskunked. : : 
• , i~:.~ : 
-SPORTSCOPE- 
Oldtimers 
compete 
TERRACE --  Oldtimer soc- 
cer players from across the 
northwest clashed here two 
weekends ago, but at the end 
of the tournament it was a 
Terrace team that came out 
on top. 
The Northern Motor Inn 
Oldtimers took top honours 
and claimed $750 in prize 
money at the June 24 tourney 
by defeating Kispiox 6-1 in 
the final. 
Kispiox made it into the 
final against Terrace by edg- 
ing out Kitamaat Village 3-2. 
The,Terrace over-35 players 
faced little opposition, winn- 
ing every game they played, 
several by high scores. 
Terrace's Errol Stevens 
was also named Most 
Valuable Player of the tour- 
nament, and another Terrace 
player -- Richard Hugo -- 
scored the most goals. 
Softball 
tourneys 
Minor softball boys and 
girls got a good shot of the 
competitive spirit at the Gold 
Cup tournament two 
weekends ago. 
In peewee boys action 
Houston took the top spot, 
followed by the Terrace 
Kinsmen team in second. 
Almwood Contracting 
finished first first in bantam 
girls division, beating out 
second-plaCe Smithers. 
Squirt girls action saw Ter- 
race Travel also defeat 
Smithers for first place. Mid-" 
dieton Trucking was first in 
peewee girls competition. 
In the Silver Cup tourna- 
ment a week earlier, the Bri- 
Don mite girls beat Skeena 
Hotel 5-1 in the final to take 
top spot. Houston won the 
squirt boys division, and 
Smithers took the squirt girls 
title. 
Games., 
donation 
The organizers of the 1991 
Northern B.C. Winter 
Games -- to be held here 
next February -- got a boost 
last Friday with their first 
major donation. 
Terrace Minor Hockey 
~resident Lew Larmour 
presented a $5,000 donation 
to the games committee. 
Biker cracks B.C. team 
You ng McEn roes 
ALL THE MASTERS of Wimbledon and the French Open were there. The Lendls, the McEnroes, 
the Grafs and the Navratilovas. Those were the teams that took to the Kalum Street tennis courts 
two weekends ago for the local junior tennis club's tournament. But it wasn't all serious. Fun was 
the name of the game, and some of the youngsters used the time to improve their game. 
Events crowd 
triathlon date 
TERRACE -- The Skeena 
Valley Triathlon is all set to go, 
except his year everyone seems 
to be going somewhere else. 
Triathlon organizer Dale 
Greenwood said Friday entries 
to date total about 10C, with the 
total likely growing to about 
125 with last-minute ntrants. 
But that's less than the 135 
who competed in the event last 
year, and well below the more 
than 200 organizers were predic- 
ting for this year; 
"We were hoping for 200 to 
250 this time," Greenwood 
said, "so this is a real dissap- 
pointment for us." Regulations require the 
hosts raise more than half of Greenwood said conflicting tie niche and avoid these kinds 
_ the cost of the Games locally,, events going on in other parts of of conflicts." 
I Oame.q ~publicity :,director I (he province are bleeding the /Meanwhile, however, he said 
ID iok  Kiiborn :sald;!/That I i r i s  ' . . . . . .  ............ ..... . . . . . .  .thl°n s traditmnal entry list, the orgalliZation for the event is 
[means raising $145,000 :of ] ::: ~:m particular, he said, :the ~ pr~°~;smo0th ly  and of. 
[the eveat!s $250,000 budget. I ] I.CSummer Games mov~l its f lda l s~e lo6klngYci~,,ard to a 
" I ~ ~ ~-::~ ~:l :date.~up to the secondweek in s~ful::ta~'daY;' i .~ ., ./ . . . .  
July this year, coinciding with 
the July ISth date for the 
Skeena Valley Triathlon. Bikers 
and swimmers are tending to go 
to the Games.rather than the 
triathlon, he explained. 
Another triathlon event, the 
B.C. Championships atLocar. 
no Beach. in  Vancouver, also 
falls on the same date. 
"We're losing a lot Of ~ the 
Lower Mainland competitors to
that event as well," he said. 
"But I think it!s the B.C. Sum- 
mer 'Games that's particularly 
hurt us this year. Maybe next 
year we'll be able to find our lit- 
• • i ~ 
TERRACE -- Terrace biker • 
Mike Christensen has made the 
B.C. cycling team and is gunn- 
ing for national team status. 
Christensen is now ranked 
ninth in B.C. and hopes to be 
ranked nationally after a major 
race this past weekend. 
His most recent competition 
was at a Canada Cup staged 
race in White Rock two 
weekends ago, where he placed 
23rd overall against a field of 
100, including many of the best 
racers in Canada. 
"I was fairly pleased with 
that," he  said last week. "I 
made some. tactical errors and 
that probably cost me about.~10 
places. Physically I'm able to 
ride with the best in B.C. and 
many of the best in Canada, but 
tactically I still have a lot to 
learn." 
Strategies for riding in packs 
and getting around slower iders 
often prove to be the difference 
between riders who are other- 
wise virtually equal, he said. 
"Bike racing has been com- 
pared to chess on wheels at 40 
kilometres an hour -- it's often 
the smartest guy that wins, not 
the strongest.' ' 
The race followed strong 
rides earlier this spring by the 
Terrace cyclist in Prince George 
and Cranbrook in B.C. Cup 
competition. He placed third in 
time trials at Prince George and 
sixth in the road race to finish 
eighth overall. 
"That's when the B.C team 
coaches uddenly started paying 
attention to me," he added. 
He followed it up with a fifth- 
place overall finish in Cran- 
brook, and was subsequently in- 
vited to the B.C. team training 
camp, and then offered a place 
on the team. 
"Although my results are 
fairly good, they're not spec- 
tacular. But I'm one of the 
younger members of the team 
Ml~b Christlansen 
and I guess they feel I have the 
potential to develop into one of 
the top racers," he said. "I  
didn't expect o be racing com- 
petitively with the top racers in 
Canada until sometime next 
year." 
His next major race is the na- 
tional championships July 17 in 
Quebec if he is able to pay his 
way the~e. 
Christensen says his quick 
movement through the ranks to 
gain a provincial team spot 
could set him up to gain a na- 
tional team position as early as 
next year. 
"My long-range goal is the 
1992 Olympics in Barcelona." 
His recent race results eem to 
be the payoff ofhis decision to 
move to Vancouver this spring 
and get closer to the racing 
scene and provincial team 
coaching staff. 
He is getting lots of support 
from the provincial team,, and 
now has a persona[c0ach of.his 
own, .who is a former national 
team member and professional 
rider. ~' ~' ~ v '  
TERRACE - -  Terrace several games against the  
basketball player Michelle 
Hendry made the cut last 
week to stay on the national 
women's basketball team 
and get a ticket o the world 
championships in Malaysia, 
The try-out success came 
at the end of a one-week 
training camp at the Univer- 
sity of B.C. in Vancouver 
last week. 
She retained her position 
in the top-12 to stay with 
Team Canada's travelling 
roster. As a result she is on 
her way to Malaysia for t~e 
world championships begin- 
ning this weekend. 
Hendry has played in a 
iTeam Canada, uniform in 
Severai touriimhents this spr- 
ing. She~played earlier in 
- : (  
Soviet Union, before going 
abroad with the team for 
tournaments in Italy and 
Bulgaria. 
The most recent tourna- 
ment --  in Bulgaria --  saw 
the'ream droptheir first three 
before rebounding to defeat 
France and italy in their final 
two games. 
This year marks her se- 
cond time travelling with the 
national team. Her success at 
the national try-outs earlier 
this spring followed her stun- 
uing season with the Simon 
Fraser University Clan 
basketball team. She led the 
league in several  areas and 
led the, team to  its best per- 
forman~ egei; ai~dd'trlp to 
the natlonai tournament, 
I . . . . .  T 
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I ~ ~ " ~ . ~  N/G heat. .: I,, 
vomiting. • I _. . :~  _ ~- -~ ".--  - - -~. --Covered porch& '. |.- 
I , . . ~ _ ~ ~ ~  ..,"]~. sundecks on ~ : J '  No food should be eaten an I ~ ~ . ~  acre~, properiy w~ I' 
hour or less before competition. - . _~ .: • ~ | ,  
The only thing that should be 
consumed close to Competing is i Located at Spring Creek Heights subdivision by the college, i ; i  
lots of cool refreshing water. 
Concentrated sweets like can- i Come and see our high standard of workmanship. BW " i : ;  
dy bars, pop and even juice may I directly from the contractor and •ave thousands of dollars./i~ I 
ed, but they can hurt perfor- . ~ 
mance. Sugar stimulates the 
release of a hormone,, insulin. :' 
• " Insulin causes the muscles tO " 
~ l e = g u m e s ,  lfluid.~.o..=...,,,:;~.=.:~:/.-- remove the sugar in the blood SO O~ 
quickly that the blood sugar ., 
drops. Low bloodsugar makes 
the body feel tired and weak. A II I 
every day to replace muscle 
glycogen stores that have been 
used for fuel during training. 
Carbohydrate -consuming  
atMetes axe already ahead of 
many otSers that have ignored 
their bodies' nutrient needs. 
Is it possible to catch up to 
these carbohydrate consumers? 
Not likely. It.is what has been 
eaten over the long run that 
really counts. There are, 
however, two ways some 
athletes can still manage their 
meals to help them get to the 
finish line. 
Normally your muscles can 
store only enough glycogen to 
keep the body moving for about 
two hours. Carbohydrate 
loading is a way to store two to 
three times the normal amount 
of glycogen in the muscle. By 
following a special diet and 
training program, you can tem- 
porarily trick your body into 
overstocking this fuel for the 
muscles. 
Carbohydrate loading allows 
athletes to last longer. It does 
not improve or strengthen per- 
fonmnce. It only helps in con- 
tinuous endurance vents that 
take longer than 90 minutes. 
AtMetes are planning to com- 
pete in all three events in a 
triathlon may benefit, but 
there's no benefit to athletes 
competing in a single event. 
The carbohydrate loading 
proggam begins several days 
before the event. Workouts are 
gradually cut back (down to 
on,hal f  :Or one-third o f  ihe 
usual effort). As the workoutgs 
are cut back, the daily car- 
bohydrate in the diet is increas- 
ed. The last three days should 
provide: 
* Twelve or more servings of 
grains. 
• Eight or more sewings of 
fruits and vegetables. 
complete rest from training is 
necessary. The muscles then act 
as a sponge to fill the glycogen 
stores f rom the high- 
carbohydrate diet. 
There are some problems 
with carbohydrate loading. 
Three grams of water are stored 
for each gram of carbohydrate. 
Athletes must drink and drink 
and drink more to meet his ex- 
tra fluid need. 
Athletes following this plan 
will gain weight. This gain may 
vary from two to seven pounds. 
This can be uncomfortable and 
may make the muscles feel 
heavy and stiff. Cramping and 
early fatigue may set in. The 
change in regular training pro- 
gram can be upsetting and af- 
fect some athletes "psyche." 
Repeated load!ng stresses the 
system and can cause depres- 
sion, lethargy and a loss of mus- 
cle tissue. It should not be used 
more than three to four times 
per year. It is not appropriate 
for school-age children or teens 
in most cases. 
The last supper 
Eating before exercising 
keeps athletes alert and prevents 
hunger. The meal should be 
physically and psychologically 
comforting. It is not the time to 
try anything new or unfamilliar, 
but it is a good idea to experi- 
ment ahead of time with dif- 
ferent meals and times. 
Whatever works best is fine. 
Every body is L different. The 
following points are suggestions 
only. 
The pro-event meal should be 
mainly carbohydrates, especial- 
ly the complex carbohydrates 
found in grains. Protein and fat 
are best minimized. They keep 
food in the stomach longer. Too 
much fibre or bulk may be un- 
comfortable. The meal should 
fin (no butter). 
• Cereal with skim milk and 
banana. 
• Poached egg on dry toast 
with fruit juice. 
• Sliced turkey and lettuce 
sandwich (no mayonnaise or 
butter) with skim milk. 
For .athletes with the jitters 
and/or no appetite, liquid meals 
are a great idea. Liquid is 
digested faster. A good blender 
meal can be made by blending 
fresh or frozen fruit, skim 
yogurt, orange juice and ice 
cubes. 
For most athletes, it is best to 
eat three to four hours before 
the competition. This will vary 
from person to person, meal to 
meal. The goal is to allow 
enough time for digestion. Food 
remaining in the stomach may 
good time to enjoy these sweets 
is after the event; By then .the 
body will need a quick source of 
carbohydrate. 
My last message to all Skeena 
Valley Triathlon contestants i  
good luck and have fun. 
PITOH-IH 
co f fee  House  .... ' 
Sunday, JUly .8/90 7 pm 
at Don:Diego's 
• llve Entertalnment * ~ppucclno . 
and a great atmospherel 
Only $5.00 
All proceeds for Terrace resident, 
KIM SAULNIER'S 
~/ / journey  to Ecuador to work with 
~~~/  CANADIAN cRossROADS 
~l~4~ INTERNATIONAL 
THE HEAD SHED 
Welcomes Lash-Ann Rogers to our team of professional 
hairstyllsts, which Include:~Paullne, Alanna, Ten'i, Jackie, 
NIkkl and Marcy. • - - 
FEATURING Optium 
SUCH Rusk 
PRODUCTS Jo~co Matdx ...... 
AS . . . . .  ,., .... -Focus 21, 
Leal~~'~;i~;~"~e.We'd'~esd~y:9:~'to'5 pro; ThtJrs; :9 :~ "''~ 
to 5.pro and Friday :12 noon to 9 pro. 
11 " *~*J 
4615 "8880 A Lakelse 
This Week's Car 
PRICE  SPECIAL  
• 1988 SUBARU . = ~ "  
JUST 4WD GL . . . .  
- -  2 door hatch, 5 speed, .. ,~ ~ ~ :~',~:~,~,~.~,,- 
am/fro cass., deep tint V . , P ease put yukkles 
6995 
• oo oo., $ 
ONLY ~1 
PITI]H-IH McEWanTerrace 
Hwy. 16, Terrace The Bright Spot. 0~ ~ T~ c=,c=~,635.4941 
BACKTO: 
q 
Fender benders to I 
~; Put your car in our c~ 
, handle 
" Now under new r 
- Wl~Wdelde 
i , .~FaxeO~ work: 
. . .  --ICBC cleJma : ,  
~ • : .Dtamond Cote g: , 
i ,: !RustProof  
' ~ ; ~ ~t  Advan~ New ¥ i;! 
NEW! MAYTAG REFRIGERATORS 
~, ,, :,. Clamp Frame System f, I 
i . . . .  .:atra~htenlng tmi-body! I ~InTeff~e. .  : .' "All Maytags quallfy for $50 . , " .. 
Ill:' ' :'.. '!:, .~kk!ma. palnt In vadom Hydro Bonus Rebate. I I  ' ~ 
I:!~ ',: : ::::i::for l~tt~ color mtd)e . 
i~  ~: : - : i0 '~ OFP for mmlom nil: ,.t, 31, 1~90 ' 1 /  
I !TERRACE'M0 I . . . . .  "-" - - ' - - -  • FURNITURE & APPLL CE LTD. " 
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• It was on the bottom f t ' ' . '  i:;/ " • : i . " .  : i ' Don Gapen had the fever --  
brook trout fever. 
Each day of the season he 
sallied forth from his lodge to 
angle for a speckled leviathan 
that would insure him a place in 
the record books and a slice of 
angling immortality. He failed 
in his quest but en-route Gapen 
had some wonderful fishing and 
managed to inventwhat is 
perhaps the most successful fly 
of all time. 
Apparently it happened this 
way: Gapen, an American 
angler, could not rind a brookie 
of suitable size in his native 
country since their range had 
been and continues to be greatly 
reduced by landscape reforma- 
tion and the introduction of 
those durable and bloodthirsty 
European predators, the brown 
trout, so he made the pilgrimage 
north to the Nipigon watershed 
in Ontario's Algonquin Na- 
tional Park. 
streams .and  lakes in the ' ~ ~ of gamefish, / Lloyd A. Day. , " . 4~ni l l~ l [ , i  , , While eapen was tossing his two pheasant .flank feathers / , in . ,  
Nipigon and inthe Stomachs of Tho  ' ,~p' muddled concoct ions to front o fa  boay or,greenwool 
the larger trout lie caught, that 8 k e e n ,  ~ ) , ~  .~%'~n" * Nipigon 'squaretalls, a Califor" and called the f ly"M0nkeyf"¢-~! 
Gapen made the acquaintance Ann lne  : ~ ~  ~ nian ~er  namedAranas was ed 
of a sculpinknown to many " "= lg" ' "  [~: IW) ) i  AP r rolling somebarnyardmaterials lost in obscurity~Out~Tperlla~S 
fishermen as the darter minnow by  Rob Drowr3 " ~ ~ | / . f f  in toavery  effc:tive!trout and sbeobjectedtotrtenametor:tfie 
for the wayit walks about rocky ,| f steeilaead fly. A ~ pencibsiZed fly was later dubbed :the C~ 
and muddy bottoms on its . i - -  ~-  | ,~ i hank~ofdeer~romlastlY ear's Specialafterlthe:g°bd~°l~ I 
enlarged pectoral fins, to others t .mmumug,  j ' hunt ing  trip "was'~he i tailing and soon be~e a_Smnaardi~i/~ 
as the mUler,s thumb after its deer hair. oathe  water, a large muddler imatedal, a strand jme fibre was Then, some three d~ades !at~;:i, 
bulbous head, and to0thers till There is little chane Momma makes adam good grasshopper i) w0iind up theshank fO~abody, along' came me. Why not  ta~e .... 
as the muddler minnow for the M.ddhr will mistak~e ce M,,dd~, or ~ credible giant stonefly: /,nda'turn or two of barred rock the most pronounced fea!i~es 
way it muddles around in the Min~now ti-ed accordi~"to-tl~e Fished just under the surface in Uplfront was all there Was to of all three of these~killer flies~' A
muck . . . .  ori~inalhl,e,rlntforonenfh~r smaller sizes, it resembles an Aranas' "Sack f ly" .  Later thought  with numbing 
Gapen took a hardiook at the {)a-],i'~':-~;tit"is-a fai- r b-ot-~'[,-.,'::;: emergent caddis pupa, Dressed christened the Burlap, Aranas' brilliance, and combine !he~in  
mottled contours o f  the Httle ...;:L'T' "=,..., n'- ~=':.7-~".-"~ with a silver body and mallard simple brainchild continues to one pattern? First I Wrap~d a 
bullhead, then used all the ~'~,~,~w,'li'~'-tthe~]n~"'t~,h',~ wings, the muddler bears trong bag bags of trout, body of burlap a la~A.ranas, 
wrong materials to come up ~.:,,-:=."~,=~,,,r.-t~,-::":-;o': - resemblance to the skittish, While the creations of Aranas then the flowing ~pheasa~t" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  ' belOv . . . .  with a pretty good looking ira- , .  . . . .  ,~ t,~,. . . .  . ,.~ ,~.o sdvery bantfish cutthroats and and Gapen. were : becoming hackle of the Colonely ,- ed 
itation. The varigated browns m,t~r;,~ frnm wh|oh it iV ,.nn eohoes hunt in the eelgrass popular all over the continent, a fly and topped tl~'~'t]~ wRh . 
and tans of an oak turkey wing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . .  "' " " " : ' " ' . . . . .  ' struct~ ;n his attem"t to ~,-*~* jungles of coastal estuaries, certmn • Colonel Carey was the muddler s spun d~rhead,  
was a good match for the tail fin a co,,,, of*  scul-in Don ~*.,*-, And if all these resemblances casting over the interior lakes Even before the fly left t e ~ce, 
and dorsal of the sculpin, gold made ~ ;~':d" ~o ~" o r ~*~'~:! were not enough, the versatile and casting around for a better I had the feeling it would be/h 
. . . .  : ~ ~': . . . . . . .  °" " " " ' ' " u aiiOther .... b tinsel aped its body, and the , , , , , , ,h; , ,  .~, muddler ~s also m~staken for imitation of the famous travell- classnc. I rolled p , I~/- 
enlarged head of the natural . . . .  ~ ...... ~ .. . . .  * crayfish, sticklebacks and big ing sedge. To his rescue came ceeded to my favourite strum 
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Oldtimers 
compete 
TERRACE --  Oldtimer soc- 
cer players from across the 
northwest clashed here two 
weekends ago, but at the end 
of the tournament it was a 
Terrace team that came out 
on top. 
The Northern Motor Inn 
Oldtimers took top honours 
and claimed $750 in prize 
money at the June 24 tourney 
by defeating Kispiox 6-1 in 
the final. 
Kispiox made it into the 
final against Terrace by edg- 
ing out Kitamaat Village 3-2. 
The, Terrace over-35 players 
faced'little Opposition, winn- 
ing every game they played, 
several by high scores. 
Terrace's Errol Stevens 
was also named Most 
Valuable Player of the tour- 
nament, and another Terrace 
player - -  Richard Hugo - -  
scored the most goals. 
Softball 
tourneys 
Minor softball boys and 
girls got a good shot of the 
competitive spirit at the Gold 
Cup tournament  two 
weekends ago. 
In peewee boys action, 
Houston took the top spot, 
followed by the Terrace 
Kinsmen team in second. 
Almwood Contract ing 
finished first frst in bantam 
girls division, beating out 
s~ond-plaCe Smithers. 
Squirt girls action saw Ter- 
race Travel also defeat 
Smithers for first place. Mid-" 
dleton Trucking was first in 
peewee girls competition. 
In the Silver Cup tourna- 
ment a week earlier, the Bri- 
Don mite girls beat Skeena 
Hotel 5-1 in the final to take 
top spot. Houston won the 
squirt boys division, and 
Smithers took the squirt girls 
title. 
Games 
donation 
was cleverly sculpted from spun Soaked in grease and floating hairy dragonflies by all manner tackle shop owner and tier and got skunked, i ' ~ ~ ,ii~i 
. . r , ' ,  
You ng McEn roes 
ALL THE MASTERS of ¢/imbledon and the French Open were there. ]'he Lendls, the McEnroes, 
the Grafs and the Navratilovas. Those were the teams that took to the Kalum Street tennis courts 
two weekends ago for the local junior tennis club's tournament. But it wasn't all serious. Fun was 
the name of the game, and some of the youngsters used the time to improve their game. 
Events crowd 
triathlon date 
TERRACE - -  The Skeena 
Valley Triathlon is all set to go, 
except his year everyone seems 
to be going somewhere else. 
Triathlon organizer Dale 
Greenwood said Friday entries 
to date total about 100, with the 
total likely growing to about 
125 with last-minute ntrants. 
But that's less than the 135 
who competed in the event last 
year, and well below the more 
than 200 organizers were predic- 
ting for this year. 
"We were hoping for 200 to 
250 this time," Greenwood 
said, "so this is a real dissap- 
pointment for us." 
Greenwood said conflicting 
July this year, coinciding with 
the July 15th date for the 
Skeena Valley Triathlon. Bikers 
and swimmers are tending to go 
to the Games.rather than the 
triathlon, he explained. 
Another triathlon event, the 
B.C. Championships at  Locar- 
no Beach in Vancouver, also 
falls on the samedate. 
"We're losing a lot o f  the 
Lower Mainland competitors to
that event as well," he said. 
"But I think it's the B.C. Sum- 
mer 'Games that's particularly 
hurt us this year. Maybe next 
year we'll be able to find our lit- 
tle niche and avoid these kinds 
events going on in other pans of of conflicts." 
the province are bleeding the Meanwhile, however; he said 
triathlon's traditional entry fist, the org~t ion  for the:eVent is
• ' ]n  particular, he said, the  pr~:smooth ly  L and of. 
B.C. Summer Games moved its flciaiSare looking CoWard to a ~ 
i .date,up to the second week in  s i i~ful : . race day..i/i .L,,. 
TERRACE - -  Terrace biker 
Mike Christemen has made the 
B.C. cycling team and is gunn- 
ing for national team status. 
Christensen is now ranked 
ninth in B.C. and hopes to be 
ranked nationally after a major 
race this past weekend. 
His most recent competition 
was at a Canada Cup staged 
race in White Rock two 
weekends ago, where he placed 
23rd overall against a field of 
100, including many of the best 
racers in Canada. 
"I was fairly pleased with 
that,"•he said last week. "I 
made some: tactical errors and 
that probably cost me about 10 
places. Physically I'm able to 
ride with the best in B.C. and 
many of the best in Canada, but 
tactically I still have a lot to 
learn." 
Strategies for riding in packs 
and getting around slower iders 
often prove to be the difference 
between riders who are other- 
wise virtually equal, he said. 
"Bike racing has been com- 
pared to chess on wheels at 40 
kilometres an hour --  it's often 
the smartest guy that wins, not 
the strongest." 
The race followed strong 
rides earlier this spring by the 
Terrace cyclist in Prince George 
and Cranbrook in B.C. Cup 
competition. He placed third in 
time trials at Prince George and 
sixth in the road race to finish 
eighth overall. 
"That's when the B.C team 
coaches uddenly started paying 
attention to me," he added. 
He followed it up with a fifth- 
place overall Finish in Cran. 
brook, and was subsequently in- 
vited to the B.C. team training 
camp, and then offered a place 
on the team. 
"Although my results are 
fairly good, theY're not spec- 
tacular. But I'm one of the 
younger members of the team 
M[~e Christlansen 
and I guess they feel I have the 
potential to develop into one of 
the top racers," he said. " I  
didn't expect o be racing com- 
petitively with the top racers in 
Canada until sometime next 
year." 
His next major race is the na- 
tional championships July 17 in 
Quebec if he is able to pay his 
way there. 
Christensen says his quick 
movement through the ranks to 
gain a provincial team spot 
could set him up to gain a na- 
tional team position as early as 
next year. ~ 
"My long-rangegoal is the 
1992 Olympics in Barcelona." 
His recent race results eem to 
be the payoff of his decision to 
move to Vancouver this spring 
and get closer to the racing 
scene and provincial team 
coaching staff. 
He is getting lots of support 
from the provincial team,-and 
now has a personalcoach of.his 
own, who is a former national 
team member and professional 
rider. ,: f:!, 
Hendry to Malaysia 
TERRACE --  Terrace 
basketball player Michelle 
Hendry made the cut last 
week to stay on the national 
women's basketball team 
and get a ticket o the world 
championships in Malaysia. 
The try-out success came 
at the end of a one-week 
training camp at the Univer. 
sity of B.C. in Vancouver 
last week. 
She retained her position 
in the top-12 to stay with 
Team Canada's travelling 
roster. As a result she is on 
her way to Malaysia for the 
world championships begin= 
ning this weekend. 
Hendry has played in a 
Team ,Canada uniform in 
several tbUi'fiamehts his spr- 
ing, She'played earlier in 
several games against the  
Soviet Union, before going 
abroad with the team for 
tournaments in Italy and 
Bulgaria. 
The most recent tourna- 
ment --  in Bulgaria --  saw 
the'team drop their firstthree 
before rebounding to defeat 
France and Italy in their final 
two games. 
This year marks her se- 
cond time travelling with the 
national team. Her success at 
the national try.outs earlier 
this spring followed her stun- 
nlng season with the Simon 
Fraser University C lan  
basketball team, She led the 
league in several areas and 
led therteam to  its best per- 
formance everY, land ~. tr ip to 
the national tournament. 
I 
r . . . . .  r "  . 
, i  
Michelle Hendry ~ 
The organizers of the 1991 
Northern B.C. Winter 
Games - -  to be held here 
next February --  got a boost 
last Friday with their frst 
major donation. 
Terrace Minor Hockey 
president Lew Larmour 
presented a $5,000 donation 
to tile games committee, 
Regulations require the 
hosts raise more than half of 
the cost of the Games locally, 
Games publicity ~ director 
Dick Kilborn said.: Th~/t 
means raising $145,000 of 
the event's $250,000 budget, 
Biker cracks B.C. team 
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Ath le tes  .... pper   , 
!:: ] !':/.a~ than 
. , .  ,".before the 
: J rlathlon, 
: .  ~ nave been swum, run and cycl- 
• i~;  I s .  there anything else con- 
. ." : ;~tants can do before this big 
- >¢ventto help them cross the 
• fiqish line? Here are a few final 
- . :'ti~s f rom 8keena Health Unit 
:/nutritionlst Son.va Kupka, en- 
: .:~!ngher series on nutrition for  
. %1 athletes.. ,:.,.~ . . . . . . . . . .  , , . .  . .  mance. Sugar stimulates the ... 
::~' , :~ release of a hormone,, insulin. T 
"~i Athletes that have tried to get 
the:/most mileage from their 
fo~)ds will have eaten lots of cur- 
bohydrates  during training. 
~Ci/rbohydrates are neeeded 
i:every day' to replace muscle 
glycogen stores that have been 
Used for fuel during training. 
• Carbohydrate -consuming  
athletes are already ahead of 
many others that have ignored 
their bodies' nutrient needs. 
Is it possible to catch up to 
these carbohydrate consumers? 
Not likely. It .is what has been 
eaten over the long run that 
re~illy counts. There are, 
however, two ways some 
athletes can still manage their 
meals to help them get to the 
f'miah line. 
: Normally your muscles can 
store only enough glycogen to 
k~p the body moving for about 
two hours. Carbohydrate 
loading is a way to store two to 
three times the normal amount 
of glycogen in the muscle. By 
following a special diet and 
training program, you can tem- 
porarily trick your body into 
overstocking this fuel for the 
muscles. 
Carbohydrate loading allows 
athletes to last longer. It does 
not improve or strengthen per- 
formance. It only helps in con- 
tinuous endurance vents that 
take longer than 90 minutes. 
Athletes are planning to com- 
Pete in all three events in a 
triathion may benefit, but 
there's no benefit to athletes 
competing in a single event. 
The carbohydrate loading 
program begins several days 
before the event. Workouts are 
gradually cut  back (down to 
ofi'~5~f~6r one-third ' of th~ 
usual effort). As the workoutgs 
are cut back, the daily car- 
bohydrate in the diet is increas- 
ed. The last three days should 
provide: 
• Twelve or more servings of 
grains. 
• Eight or more servings of 
fruits and vegetables. 
• Two to three servings of 
meat, poultry, fish or legumes. 
• And two to three servings 
of milk. 
The daybefore the event, 
complete rest from training is 
necessary. The muscles then act 
as a sponge to fill the glycogen 
stores from the high- 
carbohydrate diet. 
There are some problems 
with carbohydrate loading. 
Three grams of water are stored 
for each gram of carbohydrate. 
Athletes must drink and drink 
and drink more to meet his ex- 
tra fluid need. 
Athletes following this plan 
will gain weight. This gain may 
vary from two to seven pounds. 
This can be uncomfortable and 
may make the muscles feel 
heavy and stiff. Cramping and 
early fatigue may set in. The 
change in regular training pro- 
gram can be upsetting and af- 
fect some athletes "psyche." 
Repeated load!ng stresses the 
system and can cause depres- 
sion, lethargy and a loss of mus- 
cle tissue. It should not be used 
more than three to four times 
per year. It is not appropriate 
for school-age children or teens 
in most cases. 
The last supper 
Eating before exercising 
keeps athletes alert and prevents 
hunger. The meal should be 
physically and psychologically 
comforting. It is not the time to 
try anything new or unfamilliar, 
but it is a good idea to experi- 
ment ahead of time with dif- 
ferent meals and times. 
Whatever works best is fine. 
Every body is different. The 
following points are Suggestions 
only. 
The pre-event meal should be 
mainly carbohydrates, pecial- 
ly the complex carbohydrates 
found in grains. Protein and fat 
are best minimized. They keep 
food in the stomach longer. Too 
much fibre or bulk may be un- 
comfortable. The meal should 
include two ,to three cups of 
fluid., 
Pre-game menu ideas are: 
• Sldm milk yogurt with 
fresh fruit mid an english muf- 
fin (no butter). 
• Cereal with skim milk and 
banana. 
• Poached egg on dry toast 
with fruit juice. 
• Sliced turkey and lettuce 
sandwich (no mayonnaise or 
butter) with skim milk. 
For .athletes with the jitters 
and/or no appetite, liquid meals 
are a great idea. Liquid is 
digested faster. A good blender 
meal can be made by blending 
fresh or frozen fruit, skim 
yogurt, orange juice and ice 
cubes. 
For most athletes, it is best o 
eat three to four hours before 
the competition. This will vary 
from person to person, meal to 
meal. The goal is to allow 
enough time for digestion. Food 
remaining in the stomach may 
Insulin• causes the muscles to 
remove the sugar in the blood so 
quickly that the blood sugar 
drops. Low blood sugar makes 
the body feel tired and weak. A 
good time to enjoy these sweets 
is after the event; ~ By then.the 
body will need a quick source of 
carbohydrate. 
My last message to all Skeena 
Valley Triathlon contestants i  
good luck and have fun. 
This Week's Car 
PRICE SPECIAL 
• 1988 SUBARU 
JUST 4WD GL - i ' ,  : .......... i .................. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ,  
2 door hatch, 5 seed  ~ , ~ ~-  , - -  p , ,, __ *~' "~ '~'i~i if~-W T ~ 
am/fm case., deep tint ~ . . . . .  
windows, 33,O00 krn. 
stock no. 90355-10. =6,995 
McEwan 
Hwy.  1 6,  Ter race  The Bright Spot. o~ ~ To,,, ~ C~,635.4941 
BACK TO YC -- 
GU 
Fender bendere to maJ 
Put your par in our care 
• ~ . handle the 
• Now under new mane 
- :  Wlndsldelds 
:., : ' :?-- ICBC claims 
' ' .... DtemondCote& ' 
RuM proof 
u~t ~ New Wo~= 
i: 
:;, :~:~ ;!! : Clamp Frame System for  
, i.: ~ :ilMndghtenlno unl.body frame 
i ...i: :'~,;In Terrace. 
i; ~ i]i:~.: for borer color mtdm.  
: ' : i ::'-, FREE ES.TIMATE8 : 
I i : l  .! : , :  Until July 31, 1990 ' 
i TERRACE MOT( 
--1: .:, - Body Shop , HOURS: 
i!?aoo  K .m ; 63,5"4837 to 
~," : ]  :~, 8:00 am to 5:30 pm 
PITOH-IH 
llll . ' •  11 The Second Cup' 
. coffee House 
Sunday, JUly.8/90 7 pm 
at  DOn D iego 's  ... 
• Uvo Entertalnmant • Cappucclno , 
and a great atmospherel 
Only $5.00 
All p roceeds  for  Ter race  res ident ,  " 
KIM SAULNIER'S -. 
,~ i journey  to Ecuador  to  work  wi th  . 
CANADIAN cRossROADS 
t~~ INTERNATIONAL 
THE HEAD SHED 
Welcomes Lush-Ann Rogers to our team of ~ofesslonal 
hairstylists, which include: Pauline, Alanna, Terrl, Jackle, 
FEATURING optium . . .~  ~. .  
SUCH Rusk =__'jl, lmv= 
S dolce 
PRODUCT Matr ix - -  ~ ,~ A / - -~ 
5 to pro.and Friday.12 noon to 9 pm. . 
' . • . . , . , . .  " . 
4o15 A eJse 38-8880 
NEWI MAYTAG REFRIGERATORS 
*All Maytaga qualify for $50 
Hydro Bonus Rebate . . . .  i ' :~  
"" PHONE 638-1188' ~ : '" . . . . . . . . . .  " i " : ...... • .......... .:~%., 4501 I.AKELSE AVr~TERRACE, B.C. 
I 'FURNiT  "& APPLIANCE 
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r 3717 KRUMM ROAD 
.Home needs upgrading and some 
repairs• Nice large property with 
solid built home. Electric heat, 5 
bedrooms, 2 washrooms, full base- 
ment with suite. Asking $79,500. 
MLS 
WEST SHORE WATERFRONT 
All the comforts of home with 
generators for lights, propane for 
hot water, fridge and stove, wood 
for heat and 200 feet of water front 
with sandy beach and landscaped 
lawn & a 3 bedroom cottage• 
U 
COMPANY COMING? 
Entertaining is easy in this rambltng 
4 bedroom, basement home• Guests 
will enjoy the regal dining room and 
sunken Ilvlngroom with glass doors 
to patio and private, fenced 
100'x122' yard. Just $89,700. 
MLS 
...... iSOm..mDE ACREAGE ~:1 
plus a Well kept, older, 3 bedroom 
home. Numerous outbuildings in- 
cluding anew 14'x24' greenhouse 
and a 40'x100' barn with concrete 
floor. Over 19 sores mainly cleared 
and In hay fields makes this one of 
BEST IN ITS CLASS 
Well maintained and in immaculate 
~ondition, this 3 bedroom non- 
~asement home has spacious ]Iv- 
ingroom with wondstove, European 
;tyle kitchen cabinets and n.gas 
~eat. Fenced yard, paved ddve and 
;undeck. $54,000 
GOOD LOT TO BUILD ON 
Lot 21 en Hawthorne street in Thor- 
nhill. Excellent drainage, services 
available, and quality homes in the 
area. Asking $19,900 
N0W SUITE IT IS 
Modern 2 bedroom condo, ground 
floor on Lazelle Avenue. Patio doors 
to yard, nat. gas fireplace, den,. 
storage closets on patio, carport 
and manager on site. Available July 
• : 'BRING YOUR HORSE': 
to'this two bedroom, modern 
bungalow. 1289 sq. ft. of good liv- 
ing including sky.lights, jacuzzi tub, 
European kitchen, set up on 2•4 
acres, mostly cleared, garden area, 
corrals, barn and work.shop. Priced 
! , 
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~) EP E N D E NT  L Y O.W N ED AN D OPE RATE D ' ' . , :  
TERRACE REALTY LTD.IIII.!?I ! 
. : " ' "": ~i~ "~::• 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. , i 
4636 Lazelle Avenue : 
638-0,37,1 
FAX: 03'0-1172 
I 
FANTASTIC FAMILY HOME 
Spacious and comfodable 1400 sq. 
ft. home in ideal family location. 5 
bedrooms, 2V~ baths, family room 
off kitchen plus rec room in full 
basement. Recently redecorated 
and carpeted, so just move In and 
enjoy. $97,500 MLS 
LOCATION, LOCATION 
LOCATION 
Clean and verywell kept 4 bedroom 
home located in the Immediate 
bench area, 1150 sq. ft. full base, 
merit with rec room and a very 
private backyard with a sundeck off 
the k+!chen, Listed +at $92,900,+ .... 
,+ CONVENIENT TO-;, I i ++;+ 
+: + EVERYTHING ;+:' :+~ 
Close to shoppin0, recreation and all 
services, older home wilh 2 
bedrooms on main plus 2 down, 2 
baths, attached carport, rec room 
and laundry area. Priced at'+ 
$75,000. MLS 
TRUCKERS! ALERT... 
We have listed a home for YOU] A 
cozy 3 pies I bedrcom house which 
features 'an excellent 19x28 
detached shop & 19x28 garage. 
Nat. gas heat, twin seal window, & 
a wrap-around sun deck add to the 
cha~H~V~S~OmR MLS M'  
HOBBY FARM 
A beautiful Iocatien, bounded.bythe 
;SE~ena River to the east, and'a 
spectac'ular mountain view to the 
~west, 150 acres, Highway 16 east 
near Cedarvale. Approx. 40 acres 
cleared, 2 •houses needing some 
,Iiriishing, gravity fed water system 
'and potenta for sub-d v s on nto 3 
Open kitchen & dining area 
User friendly home 
Terrific family home, 1272 
sq. ft. of living area, 3 
bedrooms, 4 piece ensuite 
off of the master bedroom, 
and entryway with closets 
to accommadate the 
familys' outerwear and 
shoes. Patio doors from the 
dining room lead to a rear 
Sundeck ,  and  landscaped 
yard .  
The fu l l y  f in i shed  base '  
merit is complete with laun- 
dry facilities, hobby room, 
L-shaped rec room, wet bar 
and 3 +pce. bathroom. 
Sauna room is finished in 
Cedar ready and waiting for 
the benches and electrical 
unit. 
The driveway is paved, 
has extra parking for all the 
families vehicles. For the 
handyman a 18x31 ft. pro- 
fessionally constructed 
shop, is separate from the 
house, and is insulated, 
wired and set up with a 
workbench and storage 
shelves. 
Home is vacant and 
waiting for a new owner. 
Contact Rusty or Bert 
Ljungh for details. 
1190. Asking $42,000. MLS $79,500 MLS the largest farms with.in city limits. ~arcels; MLS price $99,500. 
.+ +++j,+'~+~ "~+++!+ 
Ralph Gedllnskl Rusty LJungh Sylvia Gdffln Bert Ljungh Joe Barbesa Carol McCowan 
616.4910 835.I754 e30.0404 6IG-i?M 635.5604 790.2298 
Coast to Coast Real Estate services 
Chdstel GtXllJnski" 
636-5397 
i 
. . . . .  • 1 . . . .  
,49xlOO lot weH'm~n~I'ned 
Asking $65,OOO.MLS 
QUIET LOCATION 
Attractive family home situated on 
large private lot in quiet area of 
town. Provides 4 bedrooms, 
separate dining area, woodstove, 
carport, large covered deck 
• full basement -72x148 lot 
Asking $65,000 MLS 
INCOME & LOCATION 
Make this 4.plex unit a great invest. 
menL This unit offers 2232 sq• It. 
per floor• Three 2 bedroom umts and 
one3 bedroom unit. Fireplace in 2 
units, Over $1800 Income per. 
HORSESHOE 
Comfortable 4 bedroom home 
located only a few blocks from 
schools and downtown. Features 
1% baths, large family room, 
fireplace and .natural gas heat and 
hot water. This home Is great for a 
growing family. Priced at $99,000 
MLS 
Property features a beautifully 
finished home with a separately 
housed 16'x32' swimming pool on a 
1.25 acre, landscaped and fenced. 
Situated In Kitwanga. Call for more 
information today. Shaunce 
Krulsselbdnk. MLS 
~TABTER HOME 
Provides 2 bedrooms, brick & cedar 
Two storeys plus full basementl 
Large landscaped lot (70x120) wilt 
private fenced back yard abuttirK 
the Terrace mountain, '[ilaliras In 
elude 4 bed js~lVz l l la  ~,  liv- 
Ing r poWaIIII'~P~.,OmII~I din 
Ing r d I I I l~k~lc  .g~with eatin( I 
area, dI~rabinets, dishwasher and 
garbarator, . family, room •with 
WoodstoVe and laundry room/work overlooking private back yard. All month. Inthe Horseshoe. For yore 
furnishings & appliances negotiable, appointment, call Jim. Asking PRIME BUILDING LOT ' features in living room plus shop In bsmt• Sundeck, carport, NIG 
Asking $81,500. Call Laurie• • $122,000ML8 ' A Cleared lot In a fast developing woedstove attractively set' up on heat/hot water. Powder room on 
subdivision. This 75'x118' level lot bdck headh, carport, fenced yard, main floor, For more info, call Ted. 
BEAUTIFULLY ~ CUTE ,&COZY in Thornheights subdivision has so. storage shed &.garden area.Well MLS.. . . . .  
And private '/2 acre located on the If it's a quiet:location that you're cass to water, cablev s on, hydro located on  Olson street in - -  L'IO-HT~'iNDUSTRIAL" 
bench on quiet dead end street, ooking for then look no further, for and natural gas. Call today for more' Horseshoe area. Asking $48,000• 
Completely landscaped and fenced• we have a very well maintained 3- Info• Shaunce Kruisselbrlnk Call Laurie. - ' , ~ SPECIAL 
The choery 1100 sq. It. home pro. bedroom home effedng approx. $17,000 MLS ' - RESIDENTIAL LOTS If you* aretirad of paying rent and 
rides many appealing features. Is. 1600sq.lt, offlnlshedllvingspase, Close to the. downtown core we need a IocaUon with excellent ex+ 
msculately kept inside and out, HI-rites Ihclude modern kitchen, Have a look at this 34'x70' beauty have for sale two 66'x122' and One posure, check out this opportunity.~ 
Reduced 89,900. Call Laur ie cathedrallcelllnos, attached .double wilh 2 14'x16' bay doors, 18' ceil• "85'x122' cleared and level reslden- Meal comer ot 100'x163', with' 
" GOOD BUILDING SITE carport, workshop area, vinyis!ding: ing, cementlloorand3phasewtdng ;tial lots, ranging In .pdce from ! 314 sq. ft. building and a full base. 
Call Gordie 4 lot with frontage from two streets, and 2.07'acres. FOr more Informs- on a one acre parcel in Kltwanga~ $14,900 to $19,000, For more In- merit, LotS: of poteqUal, ii 
Pdced at just $12,000. For Informs. lion or your appointment to view, Listed at $75,000. Call Shaunce for J . f ° r m a t l ° n  ple se give us a call• Olson for your appointment tovlewil 
lion, call Shaunce• MLS call Hansl Asking $84,900 MLS ~ .more information. M L S . ,  MLS ~ ~. + . Priced at $89,500 MLS '4 
i~';?, ~ ,.~ 
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. . . .  , 
Width :  48' -0"  
Depth :  36'-0" 
PMain  F loor :  1238 sq .  f t .  
~Basement  F loor : .  856  sq .  f t .  
Wtth Two-Store, 
Fo er 
l+' DES IGN NO,  A-190 
Pr ice Schedule 'B! " ! 
Here is a styl ish two 's to rey  home. ; 
I It has a pleasant foyer  w i th :com: i  
fortable stairwell, to the';i main • 
floor. There is a large deck across 
the front for  outdoor entertain. 
ment. The basement :conta ins  
two bedrooms, large.ut i l i ty . ; .bath,  
rec re a l ion room 'r'~ '; and!~i ehtty~: ~tb~ ;i 
the built'in garage,: Upstairs, 
there are  • two large bedrooms 
as well, and a third room d0signed 
to funct ion  as an of f i ce  or study. 
As an option, the wa l l  could be  
'.' removed between the stairwe+lL 
and the study to provide and open 
" a rea .  The  kitchen has its own 
" table space and i s  adjacent to 
= the formal dining room. When 
" combined the Livingroom and 
Diningroom provide i p!enty ,of ! 
entertaining space. The Master :  
Suite features a la rge  wa lk ' in  
c loset and a spacious Ensuite 
Bath complete with a shower. 
i ? 
i 
BR ~,--------'__'__'__'__'__'__-~I " BR 
9-0X9-0  | .  t : :~ ,  9 -0X 9-0 
REC ROOM " j CL (~ 
I 6 -OX 13-0 " ' - "  
, 
FOYER 
Basement • Floor 
!===;=1 i - " .  
IW ] . , , 
GARAGE 
Ik-O X 25-5 
DINE 
X12"O ~" L JlO-OXI1 
TABLE 
RAIL LR 
,,,,,~---.. • "+.~ FOYER 
+ 
13-0 X I}'40 
! Jl 
!+ He'P lans  A--v- lable Through 
i, '.-+. +, .TERRACE 
: BUILDERS 
CENTRE- 
'; -;.. 3207 Munroe, Terrace, B.C'. 
635-6273 
ff - 
IMMACULATE UPKEEP 
Cordial Horseshoe resklence with pleasing flair. 
Kitchen appliances included, finished basement, 
rec room, 4 BPJ2 foil baths. 1 wood fireplace, 1
gas fireplace. "$84,900" (900110) call Joyce 
Findfay EXC 635-2697 
NEW LISTING 
D~Ule wide in immaculate conddJon. 2 plus 1 
bedrooms. Rec roorr, full hsmt. HG heat. Paved 
skJe drive - $59,000 Call Joyce Findlay for 
details EXC, 635-2697 (900127) 
MOUNTAIN JEWEL 
Connby home providing space aplenty on 2.2 
acres. MoontaJn views. Southern exposure, 
workshop, deck• This home has one of the most 
spectacular views in the area. "$73,500" 
(900052) Gordon Hamilton 635.9537 
SMALLER HOME CHARM 
Enjoy the charm of this bungalow. Gas heat. 
main.ravel taund~/, workshop, fencing, winteriz- 
ed. 3 BRJ1.4 pc baths. PLUS "near schools, An 
exceflest v~ue, Price reduced to $54,500 
(900054) Brenda ~on 638.1721, 
i 
CHE~ INT0 THiS i 
14x70 mobile with large ado'ffion on its own 
I 
75'x100' lot. FOr under $40,000 you have a 
front screened veranda, large family room, 
cor,.mby kitchen, 3h~drooms, storage shed, and 
fenced garden area• Check it o~t soon. MLS Call 
9renda. (900079) 
m 
PtNE PARK "/TIAILEH 
Ready to move into• 3 I~,ro~Z~+tar Including 
frkJge, stove and a l l~e~lh  kept, bright 
inv:Ung, k~j,qM~l~l~g reom recently and 
redecorated, NOQ~t,'Won't last tang. Call now 
to view, Jaskta Collier, 
PAN-AREA CHARM 
De~ht In tsh comfort of tMs engaging Keltk 
Estates bung~ow. Great family area. electric 
heat, city wafer, city UUIg~es, Cozy starter 
home• Immediately available• $48,900 
(900126J Gord Harninon 635.9537, 
HOME SWEET HOME I ~ : ' ~ : ~ ~  ~ . . . . . .  
~7"~ . . . .  AND AFFORDABLE TO0 I ~ ' ~ ,  
SPLENDID ELL~ARCE " '~ ~::"" ........ Lovely 4 bedronm •full basement home. Bdgh | ~ ~  ....... ~'v~r~~"~ " MELLOW YET LU~(UI]IOUSI,.~,~ 
6reathtaking 2 storey Io9 ~lusflc. On 1.97 acres, spac o~s vn~ roorn ewly '  " " " a ed, Largerec LARGE. 5 BEDROOM HOMESTEAD 
Counby kitchen, 3 BR/1.4 PCO up. 1.2 pce main ro~m o~ th h~Hr,'mm ~ nnd I.II h~th I Peacefully situated ~ 2 a~z~of beaut~fd pro. Sumptuous p~est~e haven. Rancher. (__... _. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
• ' . . . . . . . . . .  petty Landscaped f wou~l make a , - hat,o, large view d~k. ALSO "gas ~at  d~rs T~li~]~'ared In,and U I ' '~! . .qL~'  . . . f,repme.swmmJngpo~ 3emv,=~ 
, grea hobby mcmoe gate "mature I~anUngs "carpehng 'manicor~ 'amusement room *great family area "near ahows, Enjoy~l~l~undeck, h ace o and, i on" I L ~ _  : ' 
C a sheds ennels Basement conld schonls-shops 'fruit trees *family room. scaped yard a'~rgreat garden areas w h fro t , ,'~G'l~'ke~els. H "maJn.Mvel laundry "Gas heat "re¢ 
hi~hn~t ~ntl n ~n l~ Priced fn ~11 ¢~n ~n{) I ~o Co~¥er[ed i~  2 ixb, suite• The price is right Ponsessi~ onw. (900100) MLS Verne 
Armosl 2 acres in town• $104,500. Veme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  KC (900S6 i . . . . .  ]at S68,900. Call Jackle' MLS' 9OO06t) reduced $88,000 iFerguson 635•3389 (890141) MLS 
Verne Ferouson Brenda Erickson Ron Redden " Jackie Collier .Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findlay 
635.3389 638-1721 , 638-1915 635-2677 635-9537 635-2697 
.,-;-,:,- - _ 
REVENUE $S$ 
Extra income with this up & down 
COUNTRY BEAUTY i 
on 2 acres has many special  
features. The modem kitchen will 
.delight the heart of any dedicated 
cook, with Its abundance of wood 
cabinets & Jen-sire range, A great. 
rac room for entertaining has a par- 
q~i'dance floor & wet bar. Priced 
"for lqdck sale at $112,500, Joy: 
:: ': : MOUNTAIN,VIEW 
t0  acre parcels 3 roles no ~ of' 
town off Dover Road Pdced from 
,$25,~00 to $40,~0: Cafl,Joy.'MLS. 
,' ; :HORSESHOE AREAl.  
4 levei split is 1890's¢ ft.!d.great 
family h~ne; Immaculate'¢}~ditlon, 
',Owner' b'ansfened $99 900.: Calf 
PRUOEN & CURRIE (1976)LTD. 
LTD:: ; • PRUDEN&CURRIE  (1976)  .... i • 
PREMIERE QUALITY HOME 
duplex in Keith Estates. Close to PRIME LOCATION in the pdme area of the Horseshoe 
schools, on bus route, aiways been GREAT STARTER HOME 
easy.to rent. Revenue of $875/mo. Over 1400 sq. ft, home in prime Nicely renovated 24x56 mobile, with many special features, This 
3 brm suite up, 2 brm suite down, Horseshoe location. 4 brms, n.g., 1Vz yr old 4 brm home has over 
Workshop. Fruit trees. $74 900. rec rm, pdvate sundeck, fireplace: ! home with a concrete basement. 2600 sq. ft. of quality finished living Located on a large lot in a quiet sub- 
Call John EvanS',~MLS . Ideal family home priced to sell at area. For more details, call Dave, 
' , $98,000, MLS All appts, contact division. New roof and s{'ding in 
CONVEIgENCE PLUSI; + Gordle Sheridan. , 1986. N.G. heat. Asking $61,900. MLS 
4 brm famll~t!home'located In the : ~ ' IDEAL FOR TEENAGERS Ca, Mike, MLS INVESTMENT PROPERTY 
Horseshoe near e111schools, Fenced Greatfamlly home,,on Scol l~r ~ lalk+ SKEENA RIVER VIEW Zoned Central Commercial. Over 
yard sundeck ~:16x10 !'detached Ing distance to beth, high ~ch )ols, Approx. 20 acres of treed land. Ap- 4000 sq. ft. Main floor presently 
garage plus a dbl driveway, Natural Over 1200 sq, ft.:', 2 flrepla cos; rec' prox. 20 kin, west of Terrace, Has a rented to a video outlet. Upstairs 
gas heat & fireplace., ~11 +~John rm, n,g. carport/su~eck. ASking' : creek running through part of the has two 3.bedroom suites. Long 
Evans NOW. $84 900.MLS " $1 05+000.. : MLS Ca l l  "Gordle ', property. Has potential for lodge term tenants. For more information, 
• Sheridan for e ta ] i s__  : ~ • : • site. F~ more information call Mike call Dave. MLS 
$92,900 "",!~;!~ :~ ; LOTB OF LOTS ' ~ MLS. Asking $33,000 NEW HOME FOR 1990 
Can buy you all these features close, Mounfidn Vista.~:Four - ots !fl.om - -  "~4--X~ MOBILE HOME Just completed, Features 3 brms, 
totowo.Largefamllyroom;Sbrmsi "'~ $16;000  t0519000.  MLS Map ' On a nicely treed lot on a quiet fullbsmt, n,g;flreplace, n.g. heat& 
built.in vacuum, 4-pc ensuite,,het available Pal Gordie. Two lots on  street in Thomhill. Includes 11x10 hot water. European style cabinets 
tub, freplase, built-In dlshwasher,~: HsiIIwell. 67x288; cleared. Water shed, carport and natural gas in kitohen, 2 full bathrooms & on, 
kitchen eating area and sepa,'~':  :lines in ,  Asking $20000 MLS • J heat. Close to schools. Asking suite. Asking $95,500. Call Dave 
dining area. Call John Evans. MLS:; . Call Gordle. ,i , , ,, " , "  ii I ~ ] $39,900, Call Mike. MLS ~ j NOW. MLS 
• "i :~.'i •:~ •: ~' +. 
. i I 
~ve ~ynok~' 
.13141111; : . .  
• I~k  Evand. 
UlqOU 
John Evans ' 
638-8882 
/ 
. . . .  . john' ~e  
'.;' ...... ,.. 6384H! 
Joy Dover Gordle sheridan 
1311,7070 1135.4781 
UNDER C'ONSTRUCTION 
Over 1200 sq. ft. of quality built 
home, A GOOd lamily neighborhood. 
Act now and pick your own colors• 
Asking price of $102,000. Ex. 
cluslvel~ with NRS. Erika Pelletier, 
OCCUPANCY MID JULY 
need quick possession, this is the 
one for you. 3 bedroom home in a 
good fdendly neighborhood. The 
yard is landscaped and fenced ready 
for children and pets, Asking 
$79,000. Call Edka for full details. 
EXECUTIVE HOME 
with many special features 
-5 year home -family room 
warranty -vaulted ceiling 
• 4 levels .formal dining 
-valley view .jacuzzi tub 
-concrete patio 
t 
",,. % 
• .... -.~.-: LOTS OF ROOM 
2400 sq. ft. living area in this 2 
year old split.level in DeJong sub- 
division, 5 bedrooms, 4 baths, main 
floor family room; attached double 
garage plus many other features, To 
view this' home 'call 0 ck Evans. 
Asking $145,900 
BETTER THAN NEW 
well cared for 9 year old 1120 s¢ ' 
It. 3 bedroom full basement home. 
Easy care Vinyl siding, natural gas 
heat. Carport and landscaped yard. 
Asking $89,900. Carl Dick Evans. 
,~ NEW LISTING 
The charm of' an ~der home is 
reflected in this lr/e storey well 
cared for property in the Horseshoe: 
Nicely landscaped. Double paved 
drive and garage. Asking $79,900 
Call Dick Evans. MLS. 
4•650 LAKELSE AVE' 635-6 ! 12 
.' Edka Pelletler 
63R4775 
i . . . . .  
i i '  ~J; 
like Richardson 
636-6609 : 
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CALL 
638'SAVE 
• ACT IC ,  N 
P" BUY v 'SELL v"RENT 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a atet holiday falle on e 
Saturday, Sunday or Mond&y, the deadline le Thursday at 
5 p.m. for ell display and classified ade. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE,, TERRACE, B.C. VSG 1S8 
NI classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard, When phoning In ads l~esse have you Visa or Master- 
card number eady . . . .  
20 words (first inse~ion) $3.46 piss 5, for addlSonai words. "(AddlOonal insertions) 
$2.30 plus 4, for addlftonai words. *$6.95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non- 
commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13; Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For. Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garase Sales 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Travel 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 
9. Trucks for Sale 
IO. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26. Personals 
127. Announcements 
28. Card of Thanks 
29. In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Business Services 
23. Work Wanted 
e ~ T m  
Th* Tooace Sta~ rm,~la th, d~d to ~ ads 
t~ appr~te hudlnos a~l to sat mtu th~ef~re a~ to 
de~ pag~ location. 
The Tomes St~ a.arvu tee doM to rov~, edL 
~ or rej~t wr /ad~t  and to retalfl any ans~1~ 
dkec~ to the N*ws Dox Reply Se~l~. and to rop,y me 
custmw th* atom pald for ~e a ~  and box renbU 
Oox r*plk~ on "H~I" ksst~.cUons ot p~ked up wlb'Wz 10 
da~ ~ exP~ el an adv~-'~=mmt w  ~ m~oyed un~s 
m~ng ~b'ucu~ are recCv~l, Those ~ww'~ sex 
Nmbe~  mJ=~ m m w~ or~ o f~ m 
avoid I~S. 
~ cldrns of errm In aUver~ts  must be recel~l by. 
th* WBv4her wnhln 30 days aner ihe ~t WBar.a0oo. 
It is ag~ by b~ zdv~ re~U,0 space that ~ 
liability of the Terrace S1and~i In em evmlt of fA~ore to 
Ixd~,sh an adverUs*m~t or k~ the 4vent of an en~r appudr,0 
In the ~ as I~lls~d shalt be fkl~ed to the 
mourn J l  by m zdv~s~ rot o~y o~ ~orr~ Ir~r~ 
net or ~ldtled nee n~y, i~l  i~it there shldl be no Hab¢lty kt !; 
any ov~lt 9roster them the amoont pakl for such Mvlres,~o. 
!.,. 
1. Real Estate 
HORSESHOE FAMILY HOME. 1100 sq. ft. 3 
plus 1 bedrooms, Downstairs finished. Must 
be seen. Assumable mortgage at 11%%. CaR 
635-9446 alter 4pm. 6p6 
3/4 ACRE ViEW LOT In exclusive new subdivi- 
sion. ~Ur635"2384, 6p6 
LARGE BUILDING LOTS up to 103.loot iron- 
tag Te up to J 52 feet long up to 12,700 square 
feet, 635-2148. 6p7 
TRAILER COURT - TERRACE. 18 pads. Can- 
tral Iouat]on. Owner w]l consider home in trade 
as part payment. Call 1-656-9564 6p8 
DEEDED BABtNE LAKESHORE 24 rares from 
Burns lake. Building site, water, shed, root 
cellar, greenhouse, dock space. Firm 
$14,000. Phone 692.3209 4p9 
FOR SALE by owner large 5 Ixlrm home in ex- 
cellent condition on 8.2 productive acres. 7 
miles north of Vanderhooi, 4 horse bern, 2 
large storage sheds and a wood shed. Pdced 
for rapid sale. Phone 916.652-0986 4p9 
3675 BALSAM. Has lireplace, 14x16' 
covered patio deck, Jacuzzi bathtub, ensuite, 
and more. Asking $94,500. Also 3672 
Balsam offers 5 bedrooms, nice family home. 
Built-in dishwasher, large kitchen with lots of 
ash cupboards. Asking $88,000. 635-7152 
4p9 
LOT ON MOUNTAIN VISTA DRIVE. Fabulous 
view. Asking $18,500. Phone 635-2315 6p9 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE on 12 acres. 1Vz bathe, 
Vz basement. Suitable for horses, cows, etc. 
2 bems, greenhouse, root cellar. 635-2630 
2pl 0 
EXECUTIVE 1600 sq. ft. cedar hom e with 3 
levels. 900 sq. it. shop with 16' oeiting. On 
5% acres in Woodland Park. Asking 
$160,000. 635.2315 6p10 
CABIN FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx- 
imately 900 sq. It. available for sale on 4.24 
acres of leased recreational property located 
on Scum Lake 32 miles south of Highway 20 
and 55 miles west of Williams Lake, B.C. c/w 
propane stove/cook stove and propane 
lighting. Finished cupboards and intedor water 
system. No field or well. Lake has pdvate air 
strip. Asking $15,000 for quick sale call Bob 
604-398-7470. Property of 4.24 acres is on 
an assumable lease or is available for per- 
chase through the B.C. Government. 4pl 0 
3 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME with large eddi. 
Con, on landscaped fenced rural lot. Features 
include: den, playroom, expando tivlngruom, 
covered sundeck, 2 wood heaters, central air 
conditioning, 4 appflances, shad, chicken 
coop, garden, greenhouse, and fruit trees. 
Asking $37,900. Call 638.8621 or 635.9221 
3p10 
EXCELLENT BUILDING LOT. 65x120, water 
and sewer, paved. Asking $16,900. Must 
selll Near hospital, school, quiet area, call 
635-3986. Reduced for quick sale.. 6p10 
Don't Miss This! 
3 bdrm. home In Thornhelghts. 
Natural Gas heat and water, call 
638.8896 
Dakker's Modular 
, Structures 
FOR SALE 
Pre-fabbed, wood 
constructed utilily sheds. 
8' and 10' wide. 
r-ram 91' te 20' leng. 
l: Delivered & Assembled, : 
I Ca' 638,1760 evenings • .... , ,  
1. Real Estate 
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Home On 5 acres. 
Highway frontage, over 3300 eq. ft. Ideal for 
BUd and Breakfast Business. 635.5061 6p10 
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Acreage on Skeona 
River and Hwy. 16. Great fishing, also 2 acres 
with well and hydro. Phone 635-5061 6p10 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE with acreage, 1350 sq, ft. 
on Halliwell Ave. Call 635-5535 6pll 
TENENT - OWNER needed. Available immed. 
Lovely 4 level split 3 bedroom home. Carport, 
patio, sky-lights. Jackpine Flats $750. mth. 
1-278-8957 (Econo Mortgage co.) 6pl 1 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY Older home 
located on Lazetie Ave. next door to a Com- 
mercial building, and situated on an acre of 
land fron6ng on two streets. Rent the home 
out and build later. Contact Rusty or Bert 
Ljungh, 635.5754 WK. 638.0371 -- Terrace 
Really Ltd. 4635 Lazelle Ave. lpl 1 
WILL TRADE two 1 bedroom houses for pro- 
perty, land with or without house. Outside Ter- 
race city limits. Phone 627-8206 3pl 1 
l ie  
FAMILY HOME IN THE I 
HORSESHOE AREA 
3 plus 1 MrmS, full bsmt,; N,G. heai; : 
large back yard, quiet street. $75,000. 
• ~n: 635-9695 
i 
FOR SALE 
Excellent revenue. Rental 
housing complex Includes a 
mix of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
housing, plus traile=; pads on 
2 acres in Thornhill. 
$225,000. Phone: 
635-4453 
2. Mobile Homes 
-12x68 AMBASSADOR teller. 3 bedrooms lye 
bathrooms, four appliances, new gas fumase, 
must be moved. Phone 635-2319 evenings or 
weekends. 6pl 1 
3, FOr Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES foatudng 
1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
pdvata yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31 ttn 
FOR RENT mobile homo'pad in Thornhill. Call 
635.4453 6p7 
1 BEDROOM unit in Thomhill. Call 635-4453 
6p8 
ROOM FOR working parson, Board available. 
Phone 638-8293 6p8 
5 BEDROOM HOUSE for rent in downtown Ter- 
race, $850.00 per month plus damage 
deposit. References required. Call 635.7166 
or 637-5740 3p10 
OFFICE OR STORE place for rent, lease or 
lease purchase. Air condition, ground floor 
1968 sq. ft. located at 4639 Lazefle Ave. 
635.2643 orl.656.0365 6p10 
SLEEPING ROOM for rent. Avail. July 1, call 
635.7176 2p10 
HOUSE FOR RENT for couple. References re. 
qulred. No pets. $400. par monlh rent. 
Deposit $200. Phone 635-6950 after 6 p.m. 
2p10 
OFFICE OR WAREHOUSE space approx. 2000. 
sq. It. Good rent. Downtown Tenace. Phone 
Luc 635.6195 5c10 
APPLICATIONS ARE being taken for a 2 
bedroom town house. C/w fddge and stove, 
wall to wall carpegng and drapes, no pets. 
635.3796 6p10 
I 
3. For Rent 
,.._. 
3 BEDROOM, fndge, stove. Close to town~'cati 
635.3806. No pets please. 3p10 
MAIN FLOOR house on quiet cul.de.san, close 
to downtown. 2 bed.room, laundry faoilltlas, 
dish washer, fenced yard, covered parking, 
Soitabte for single person or quiet couple, no 
smokers or pets. 500. per me. plus uUOtios. 
635.3780 6p10 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT suite, close to town. 
Ridge & stove. Working couple, references 
required. ~o pets please, damage dopnsJt. 
Avail July 15, 638.8874 2pll 
APPUCATIONS am being taken for a 2 
bedroom town hocse chv ledge and stove, 
wall to wall carpeting and drapes, no pets. 
635-3796 7pl 1 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
~MNEIt OF KALUl & $¢OTir 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOL8 
1 room $380, 2 ronm'$450 & 3 room 
$520. Fndge, stove, heat and hot water 
included. Carpet throughout. Laundry 
fanlliBes, stoFage space. References re. 
qulmd for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. 
PHONE OFFICE 635"5224 
If available 
FOR RENT 
1,4OO sq. ft. fully 
furnished restaurant. 
638-1i66 
4. Wanted to Rent 
DECENT FAMILY of three wants decent ac- 
comadations. A.S.A.P. long term tenants with 
permanent jab. Non.Smokers, non.ddnkers. 
635-3624 6p10 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 3 bedroom house, in 
Horseshoe area. Professional, excellent 
references, call evenings 635-5478 1 pl 1 
6. For Sale Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc, $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house beat 
• lifetime aluminum .has eve~hlng & baJler 
-$19500. 82 lade 2.door auto - good cond. 
$1500. 14 tt. Td-hull speed boat. 50 horse 
monk, trailer $2800; Clean Okonagan Campe~ 
-hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kubeda life plant & 
bettary change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Gmnlsle. Ph. 697-2474. 19tin 
3/4 BED, 21 cubic It. deep freeze,hrde.a.bed, 
wood table and 6 chairs. Call 635-3382. 6p6 
FROST FREE fddoe, hot water tank, twin seal 
window, custom made picnic table, custom 
made office desk, stereo. 40 W' new 
plywood. 635-7710 6p6 
ALMOND refddgeratcr. E,C. $650 Call 
638-1028 6p6 
AMIGA 2000 computer with many many ex- 
trns. Call after 6 p.m. 638-1208 6p8 
NINTENDO GAMES FOR SALE. Paper boy $45, 
Simon's guest $45, Golf $40, Indiana Jones 
$40 Call 635.3823. 6p9 
FIVE ALPINE AMPLIFIERS for sate. Two 3533 
amps, 60x60 or 100 watt mono, $300 each 
o.b.e. Two 3523 amps 40x40 or 100 watt 
mono, $250 each o.b.e. Also one 3521 amp 
50x50 watt $200. o.b,o. 635-7038 2p10 
MOVING? NEED BOXES? We have lots of 
them110 boxes for only $2.50 Terrace Stan- 
dard 4647 LazeRe 2p10 
NEW 2V4 common ails $15ronx, used 11/16 
form plywood $181shont, chain link fencing 
mateflals. Call 635-4703, 4619 Lazelle 2pl 0 
STUDIO 360 knitting machine $150. Also 
studio chunky knitting machine $100 798. 
2285 1 pl 1 
LEFT HAND set of men's golf clubs with cart. 
$100. 798-2285 lp l l  
PIANO: Kimball artists console, model with 
bench. Like new condition. 1.695.6620 4pll 
~ttlt 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
• Major Appliance Repair 
• Electrical W1dng 
IVAN & MITCH 
6•8CALL-----i -72991 
WOODGRBEN 
FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 
4832 LAZELLE AVENUE 
Natural Gas Fireplaces, Dishwashers, Frldge, Stove, .Drapes, ~• 
Plush Carpeting, Balconies or Personal Patios, ! : 
• Ceramic Tiled Bathrooms & EnsuRes :: 
1/2 Block from Skeena Mall & MacDonalda 
Large Kitchens, beautifully appointed. : ; ;~ ,  
**********  : ~:~ ; .... 
Resident Merlager and 8ecudty Entrance : ::: : . .  
i l l . :  PHONi:underc°ver "'~=~''~Perldno ~,  ..., Prlca Range $61,000 to 141,600 ~ . 
i '  I I II I I I I  I ' II i~ir i i, 
6. FOr Sale Misc. 
ELECTROLUX vacuum 2100 series. In ex. 
ce0ent cond. with power head, floor attach. 
ment and dust brush. Including 10 replace. 
meet bags. Asking $300 o.h.o. 632-4036 
2pll 
TWO 14" dins and two 15" dins. $150 for all 
four. Send name and phone number to Box 45 
ell Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelte Ave. Tar. 
race, B,C. V8G 158 lp l l  
TYPEWRITER (Faclt 1650) electric, full size 
office machine, throe type heads, dbbon 
cassette, correction key, half back space, etc. 
Excellent condi6on. $600 firm. 635.4237 
' lp l l  
WOOD OIL combined furnace with some duc- 
Ong. Bison Duomatic. $120,000 8TU 400. 
638-1865 6pll 
i STRAWBERRIES r 
pick your own. 
635-3380 
I 
HOUSE PAINTING 
Interior - -  Exterior 
Clean, fast & dependable quality work. 
14 years expedence. 
Call collect Kevln Tomer 
840..5888 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WOULD LIKE TO BUY fddge in almond color. 
Must be In good condition and reasonably pflc- 
ad. 635.3823 6p6 
WANTED a small house, cabin or trailer to be 
moved to Lakelse Lake. 798-2562 lp l l  
8, Cars for Sale 
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Ddve, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hallngen 
headlights, rear window defrost. Cleanl 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Cati 638.8654 even- 
ings. ftn 
1988 FIREBIRD V6 TP1. 5 sp., standard, 
amlfm cassette stereo. Excellent cond. 
$14,000.00 635-5004" 6p6 
1987 PLYMOUTH VOYAGEUR S.E. Seven 
pass. PwlpL Excellent Condition. Asking 
$16,000. 638-0678 6p6 
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL MARK IV. In excellent 
cued. 47,000 original miles. For more Infor- 
mation call 632-2452 7p7 
1985 CHRYSLER DAYTONA Turbo 2dr. H.T. 
Low mileage, Am/fm stereo. 2.8 Litre engine. 
E.C. with transfon'able warranty. $8600.00 
O.B.O. 635-3565 alter 5 p,m. 6p7 
1973 VOLKSWAGON BEETLE. Great condi. 
tion. $2000.00 O,B.O: Carl 635.:3605 6p7 
1983 RENAULT.ALLIANCE, 4 dOOr. Good.rup:: 
nlng condition. Very little rest. Asking $2500. 
Call 635.6785 6p8 
1988 MAZDA 626 LX. Excellent condition. 
56000 Km, automatic, sunroof, cruise, power 
windows, power door docks, amlfm cassette, 
Bra, Yokohama tires, many other extras. Still 
under warranty. $13,500. O.B.O. 
635-7189 4p8 
1985 FORD TOPAZ, 5 sp. Good running condl. 
Oon. Asking $5500. Call 635.2900, ask for 
Monlque. 6p9 
1987 Z24 CAVALIER. Bought in '88 50,000 
Km E.C. $10,900. o.b.o. 638-0771 6p10 
1983 BUICK REGAL. 6 cyl. Excellent running 
cued. Low mileage. No rust. $4900. o.b.o. 
Call 635.6767 2p10 
1987 SPORTS RALLY, 2 door, 5 speed, 
Chevette. Low mileage, only 43000 km. Ex- 
cellent cued. $5500. o.b.o. Call 635-5406 
after 6 p.m. 6p10 
1978 BUICK REGAL LTD. Excellent condition. 
Never wlntar driven, no rust, rebuilt engine, 
loaded, T.reof. 692-7412 eves. 4plO 
1973 OLOS classic supreme. Parts for sale. 
Next to new tires all around. If interested 
make an offer 638.8695 after 5. fin 
1980 0~INI vely Good cond. new tireS. 
$2100. Call 635-3048 2pl 1 
1977 HONDA CIVIC. Runs good. Great on gas. 
$1450. o.b.o. Call 635.3901 2pl 1 
1988 TOPAZ L. Air cued, under warranty, 
good gas mileage, duel power, remote control 
mirrors, 5 speed, manual transaxle. $8400; 
632-4243 6pll 
INCREASE M.P.G. without robbing power. For 
Information package send $1'.00 (refundable 
on order) to pakman Enterprises. RR1 Burns 
Lake B.C. VoJ lEO 4pl 1 
1979 CHRYSLER LeBaron. Grey, 4 door, low 
mileage, full equipment, air conditioning. 
Owner moving. Best offer accepted. Call 
635-3986 6pll 
1974 PLY FURY III 2 dr, h/t, A1 transports. 
Oon, $1400. or best offer. 635-5843 6pll 
1986 DODGE CARAVAN SE. Excellent condi- 
tion. Camping pkg., double bed, cruise, 
automatic, much more. Asking $10,000. o.b 
o. Phone 832.4123 6p9 
'77.78 ROYAL Monaco station wagon. Full 
electrical hock-up, equipped to pull trailer. 
Stereo, tape deck. View at 3221 Kenay St. 
635.5478 2pl 1 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1986 TOYOTA 4x4 pickup with canopy. New 
palm and tires. $13,500.00 O.B.O. Call 
635.4554 evenings or 635.4429 days. Ask 
for Tom. 6p7 
1965 FORD HALF.TON,, 300; 4.speed; 4:11 
rears; P.B.; new paint; ehrume des and tires. 
$2500. Phone: 098-3209 or view at Houston 
Texaco. 4p8 
1986 F 150 SUPERCAB. Auto,302 EF1.4x4. 
Loaded With upttens. 90,000 Km. Asking 
$14,500, O.D,O. 842.5438 6p8 
1989 FORD F250 4x4 pickup. Low mileage,. 
8. Cars for Sale 
NO REASONABLE 
OFFER REFUSED 
ON ALL USED 
CARS & TRUCKS 
GM~ 
88 CHEV CAVALIER CPE. 
5 spd. Blue .................... $13,09§ 
88 PONT. FIRE FLY TBO. 
5 spd. White .................... S7,098 
86 PONT. SUNBIRD SW 
Auto. Red ........................ $6,990 
85 CHEV DIESEL PU 
Auto. Beige ...................... 68,095 
85 CHEV CELEBRITY SW 
V/6. White ....................... 68,996 
84 CHEV CHEVETTE 
Auto. White ..................... S2,296 
84 CHEV CHEVETI"E 
Stereo. Auto. White .......... 62,205 
84 CHEV CAVALIER SW 
Auto. Blue ....................... 64,495 
FORD 
90 FORD F250 CUST. 4X4 
5 spd. White .................. $18,995 
89 FORD ESCORT GT 
Air. 5 spd. Red ............... $10,995 
88 FORD F250 CUST. 4X4 
5 spd. Blue .................... $14,905 
85 FORD RANGER 4X4 XLT PU 
5 spd. Bluel ..................... S0,995 
85 FORD C/CAB 
4 spd. 6 cyl. Cass. T/Blue.S9,996 
85 FORD TEMPO GL 
4 dr. Cass. 5 spd. Red ...... 65,996 
85 FORD ESCORT SW 
z cass. Red ........................ #S ,m I 
J CHRYSLER I 109 CHRYSLER DYNASTY | 
1 4 dr. LE (air) Grey ........... S21,995 1 
4 dr. It/6 (air) Red ........... $11,990 
89 PLYMOUTH SUNDANCE 
4 dr. Auto (air) Blue ........ $11,99§ 
89DODGE SHADOW 4 dr. 
Auto (air) Silver .............. $11,995 
89 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER. 
Auto. Black ................... $21,995 
89 DODGE 2000 GTX 
Auto. White....., ........... $18,905 
89 CHRYSLER DYNASTY 
A/C. Auto. Red. XL ........ $17,995 
89 PLYMOUTH SUNDANCE 
4 dr. A/C XL. Auto. Red.$11,905 
88 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER 
7 pass. 5 spd. Brown.....$14,9916 
88 PLYMOUTH SUNDANCE 
4 dr. Sunroof. Auto. Blue..$0,596 
87' DODGE DAKOTA LE PU 
Auto. Canopy. Blue.,.....,..$8,901 
TOYOTA 
87 TOYOTA PU DIESEL 4X4 
5 spd. Silver .................. $13,99| 
87 TOYOTA PU DIESEL 4X4 
5 spd. Silver ................. $13,996 
87 TOYOTA PU DIESEL 4X4 
Canopy. Charco..., ........ $14,600 
86 TOYOTA TERCEL 
4 dr. H/B. 5 spd. Blue ....... $6,006 
84 TOYOTA 4X4 PU 
Canopy. 5 spd. Yellow...,$/,005 
MISC. SERVICE UNITS 
89 MAZDA B2600 4X4 PU 
Canopy. 5 spd. Black.....$14,900 
89 VOLKS JETrA 4 dr. 
(air) 5 spd, Black ........... $16,406 
86 NISSAN 200 SX 
Loaded. 5 spd, Grey,,,...;.S0,905 
80 MAZDA 2 dr. GLC 
H/eSspd. Yellow,;, ..... ;. $1,6916 
I i l i . 
: $14,300,i Call 635.3717, days or 635.7623 i A 
OV~l~; ' : r :  ' ' 6p0 :: (:+)!~ W Z ( ~ ,  , 
:1985:G~r~WCAB 4x4; diesel 120,000 ~:'~ ~IV,~Ik'~ 
m,, stolen condition, asking $14 600 I : ~' TERRACE I 
: o,b.o;AlsolOft.ecampers, steeps 6, stove, I : ' i  - , , , , , , , , , , , ,  ,,,,,,, : I 
fddge, fu~, :  hydraulic jacks, asking I ~ I " I l I~T~IL I~K : I 
IS,~04~.h.o. C¢I 645.2605 days or ayes:: I : 4916 HWY~16WIEST I 
~: 1 a~y "~ ; ' r  ' 4p i0 ,  I TERRACE : • : J 
~" ' "  '° ' : eat-°: ,l:~:~:;,j~i;,;, ; i , ,  ': :I 
. . . . . .  ; t  - . 
9. Trucks for, Sale ~' 
1982 DATSUN 4x4 pickup. Klngcab, 5 speed, 
canopy, sunroof. 1 owner, all season radials, 
sound mechanical cond, Asking $4600. 
635.9477 6p10 
1986 TOYOTA P/U 4x4 G.C. Well malntsined, 
Good pdce 638-0495 after 5 p,m. 61)10 
1989 MAZDA 4x4 cab plus, 5 speed, 2600 
c.c, Fuel injected, am/fro cssseHe. $18,000. 
Phone 638.1700 Solo 
1972 FORD F250 4x4, Good condlgon. 
$1450. 635.4703 2p10 
1985 1/4 TON CREV crew cab. Complete but 
needs work. $950. 635.4703 2p10 
1981 CREV 4x4 step side. Lift kit. G.C, 
82,000 km $6000. o.b.o. 6~.5554 61)10 
1976 F150 Supercab. Call 635.2776 21)10 
1987 FORD F250 supercab 4x4, 460 cu. 
inch, auto, $15,400. o.b.o. Call evenings 
635.6714 61)11 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
15t/! FT, TRAVEL TRAILER. Call 635.3382 
for more information. 61)6 
1979 23' SECURITY MOTOR HOME. 460 
Motor. Propane, stove, oven, furnace. Three 
way fddoe. Stereo. A.C., C.6., G.C. 
$18,500.00 635-2467 61)7 
1981 24' TRAVELAIRE MOTOR HOME. E.C. 
New 350 cu. inch motor, eye level oven, own. 
Ing, $23,900 Cati 638-1236 alter 5 p.m. 61)7 
1979 33 FT. SKYLARK 5th wheel travel 
trailer. Hitch Included. E.C. $10,000.00 firm. 
Phone 638-0793 or 635.9053 6p7 
12' TENTTRAILER. Frldge, steve, furnace. 
E.C. 638-1028 6p8 
CORSAIR 18' TRAVEL TRAILER. Rebuilt. New 
fridge, new upholstry, sleeps 6. 
Toitet/shower. Furnace awning, equalizer 
bars.S4000. Firm. 635-2122 6p8 
1986 17' TRAVEL TRAILER, 5th wheel. 
$5800. firm. Comes with all accessories. For 
more info call 635.7400 after 7 p,m. 6¢9 
TENT TRAILER, for sale 1100 series Bun.Air 
sleeps 7, fddge, stove & heater, ideal condl. 
6on $3000. Call 692-3758 4p9 
1970 INTERNATIONAL BUS, Excellent condl. 
tlon. Stripped of seats, but panelled for 
camper. Started - you finish your way. 
$4000. firm. 635-6205 6p9 
1987 A.T.V. YAMAHA WARRIOR 350. Elac- 
tric start, reverse, racks, loading romp. All 
E.C. $4500. o.b.o 638.0771 6p10 
MOTCRHOME 1980 class c. 23 ft., kit. com- 
panion. Fully loaded, including air or roof, 
dash~ 400 Dodge motor. 32,000 miles, 
$18,900 call 635-6790 6p10 
1974 27' 5th wheel, extra clean upholstery, 
carpeting 2 yrs old, large fridge, a,c., h/d con. 
struction, hitch, $10,000 o.b.o. Phone 
846-5457 sat. 4-6 p.m. for appolnb~ont 4pl! • 
TRADE FOR MOTOR HOME of equal value. 
1989 Dakota pu loaded. Air.trailer tow. Pkg. 
brakes etc. 9000 km 635-5843 ~oll 
13 FT. BOLER TRAILER. 3 way fddge, 3 
burner stove. Sleeps 4. Call 635.4454 after 5 
p.m. 6pll 
IMPORT TRUCK camper. Hydraulic Jacks. 
Three way fddge, stove, oven heater. G.C. 
$3500. 638.1665 6pl 1 
1978 GMC Frontier motorhome. 68,000 
miles. Excellent condition. Fridge, stove and 
microwave. Call 635.4451 for more Informs. 
tion 6p11 
1981 FORD Vantasy van conversion. 
Features: Air, cruise, tilt, stereo cassette, 
C.B. radio, four captains chairs, rear gauche, 
rear heater, table, new front tires, new 
shocks, 10,000 Km on new motor, running 
boards, ladder. Must be seen. $9,250 Call 
847 9847 2pll 
12. Motorcycles 
1984 HARLEY DAVIDSON otectm.glide. Ex. 
cellent cond. Sedous Enqoldas oely. Call 
632-4713 aNer 5pm. ~ 6p6 
1985 VT110OO Shadow V,Twin L/C Shah 
Drive. 12000 kin. Like new. 638-0784 
$3900. O.B.O. 81)6 
1982 V45 Honda. Excellent conditJon. Asking 
$1800.00 Cati 635-3258 8p7 
1981 KAWASAKI 750 LTO:4 cylinder, full 
Pexl fadng, new sprockets and chain, 4xl 
header. Very fast. Excellent condition. Asking 
$1300.1-695.6477 eves. 4pl 1 
14. bats & Madne 
22'/! FT. FIBREFORM BOAT With trailer, call 
635.3382 for more information. 61)6 
16' PACIFIC MARINER with 95 hp mercury & 
trailer. C/W depth sounder, down rigger, 
am/fm stereo. $4900.1.692.3480 41)9 
BOAT FOR SALE 16' bey finer. Full canvas 
Top, full instruments, 50 h.p. Johnson. Road 
runner trailer. E,C, $5500,624-5591 61)10 
22' CABIN CRUISER. 200 horse mere,, will ac. 
cept trade for small aluminum boats andor 
motors. $4500. call 798.2562 ~ lp l l  
23 FT. FIBERGLASS over wood cabin cruiser, 
mererulser 165 HP, trailer, dickeasen stove 
(diesel), VHF radio, sounder, compass, two 
spare props, two anchors and oround tackle, 
marine head, completely rebuilt leg, lots of 
spare parts, etc. Located at Rushbrook floats, 
Pdnne Rupert. Price $5900. sail 624.8570 
3Pll 
31' AFT CARVER boat. Fully loaded. With 
eTectrontc oonr, r Twin cummins engtne.i: 4
BTM. 1.695.6698 ~ 41)11 ' 
16; MacNnep[ ~iii: 
D2,CAT BLADE/WINCH.. $6500. 350 ~ Imc 
loader $14000, 2010 JD Ixan 9300 backhoe 
$7500. QC3 1974 Jonp, 34000 milna, e/w 
snow plow $5800, 1982 Lads 4x4, 40 mPO. 
$1200. will trade up or down for ford 4x4. ~ 
1.697.2474 ~ 4p8 
1988 JOHN DEERS 8450 grapple, 30,5.~, 
chains over.1800 houm of wsrranly left, 
$105,000 ~o,b.0.; ;1975 Cat 966C, recent 
engine, center pin, front dlff $44,000; 1913 
• Case 1160,6;way Made, FS winch $13,000 
o.b,e.; 1968 cat 980c, $23,000:o bo 
847"5698Madtn,:i ~! i " * " r '~11 '  ~ 
1978 697C CLARK I1~ skidder in rely: ~ 
. , • . . . .  lays, "6410 
i i / 
.. + 
+ ": 
; ,-,+++ - : , L  , . , .~ 
!§,Machlnery 
1979 NEW HOLLAND set propelled swather 
12 ft.'~Ot; full length condlt oner, Air coodl- 
tiose(!' 'cab.' Excellent cendltlen. Also 1003 
bale +wagon PTO ddve. Excellent condition, 
567~9027.+ 4p9 
1974 HAYES 1977, Columbia trailer, Cummins 
350,,bans, Henddckson suspension front 
end. Allrecent. Certified. $17000. O.B.O. 
1-694.3655 4p9 
AR..7`,,PATRICK LOGLOADER, Overhauled 
nlofor, transfer casei'e-done,oood tires OOed 
m'echan ca condition, New set of injectors, 
new ait~mator (spares) 1-694.3512 4p9 
1978 CAT 528 li~ ~kldder; excellent shape; 
many exb'a~ Serried ~nd ready to work. CaR 
evenings I f~ 6.9 ~t 845.7096 4p9 
WALK BEHIND gas powered double drum 
roller.'Good condition, $1750, 10x50 Atco 
type office trailer, office, washroom with pro- 
pane toilet, lunch room and tool room. $7000. 
Plate Compactor, $325. 635.4703 2p10 
1980 EXCAVATOR, John Deere 890. Good 
walking condition, engine 3500 horse, new 
ralls,•sprockets and pump. $40,000. 
624-5751 or 463-5477 Prince Rupert 4pll 
EQUIPMENT 
FOR SALE 
John Deem 7 ft. mower 
oondltloner, better than 
newll - -  No. 12 Massey 
Ferguson hay baler. - -  John 
Deere side delivery hay rake. 
Phone Leo 635.7286 
or 798-2208 eves. 
17, Garage Sales 
GARAGE SALE, Sat. June 30, 9 a,m. - 12 
p.m. 4712 Lnen Ave, Furniture, Toys, Books, 
etc, 6p10 
GARAGE SALE 4706 Graham Ave. on JulY 7, 
90. From 10 a,m.-2 p.m. Early birds welcomel 
lp l l  
MOVING OUT GARAGI~ SALE. tin July 7 & 8. 
1907 Rreblrd, 15 ci freezer, maytng 
dishwasher, piano, furnitur, misc, At 2219 
South Kalum St. 635.4712 lp l l  
THREE FAMILY garage sale Sat, July 7 
8:00-5:30 p.m. at 4635 Graham. Including old 
fddge, lp l l  
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS.YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638-SAVE belore 12 
No()n ,6aturdays. 
LOST asmall brown teddy bear. Had redand 
whita+"bow' a~ound theneck and ,. velcr(~ ;' 
fa~fd~'eP b'n 'its" Uott~'.' Re'wahl 'offd~red' ~d~ [L~ ~ 
return. 635-3139 evenings. 2p10 
LOST 1 ':black Samsonlte with•~onal  
clothing, Lost off Hwy 16 West in the proxim]- 
ty of the Copperside store (Terrace). neward 
oflerred.Cal1635-7070 or 635.6142 2p10 
LOST GERMAN SHEPHARD. Cedar coloureL 
wearing choke chain. Lost June 16 at Skeene 
Valley Trailer park. 635-2849 leave message. 
2pl 0 
FOUND one good quality football. Identify to 
claim. 635.3624 2p10 
20. Pets & Livestock 
FOR STUD - 2yr. old Boxer. Registered 
throuoh the Canadian Kennel Club. For more 
information 635.3677 after 6 p,m. 6p6 
UN.USED SHOW CART & harness for standard 
sized horse, 36" wood spoke wheels & shaft. 
$850. O.B.O. 1.695-6620 4p8 
REG. 9 YR, OLD quartertiorse gelding, Well 
broke english and western. Smooth mover. 
Easy keeper, Traller's well 1.699.6455. 
Endako 4p8 
REGISTERED CHESTNUT quarter horse, 3 
years old. Gelding. Very well started. Asking 
$1800. Phone 847-4024 Evenings 4p0 
MINIATURE SHNOSSER yorkshire terrier pups 
will be small and they don't shed. Ready to 9o 
$50. each. Phone 692.7066 after 5 or 
weekends. 4p9 
POMERANIANS C.K.C, Reg'd. All colors. Ex- 
cellent Stock. Make loveable pets and Feat 
watchdogs. Phone 847-5847 or 846.5878 for 
more Into. 4p9 
3 YR. OLD REG, QUARTER HORSE oeldlng. 15 
HH sorrel oreon, Mdke, very quiet, ()earle, Ex. 
cellont prospect for 4.h~ 'pony club, or 
pleasure. $1800: o.b,o. 1 yr. old reg. quarter 
horse gelding. Quiet, gentle, easy to work. 
$1000, o.b.e. 646-5537 4pl 0 
HORSE SHOWSI Quader horse shows August 
16 & 17,,CEF open show August 16 & 19. 
More into wdte Bex:128; Vanderhoof, B.C. 
VOJ 3AO or call 507.2497 or 567-4218 4p19 
3 KITTENS to give away to good loving home. 
Carl 63,8-8469 6p10 
ONE FIVE YEAR old gelding; one four year 
gekling; one two year gelding; one ~one.year 
gelding;',one seven year, mare; one two year 
mare; allll'egistersd quarter horses; must sell; 
give us an*~er. Ca!1845-239!, 4pl l  
J ,: ALLBREED 
J+: DOG GROOMING 
| Reasonable Rates, lO Years Expedence 
J JANE .'llLRNER 638-8018 
: J !l~omlng+l+~' E.nlngll -_ 
:s 21, Help Wanted 
WANTED MANAGER for nelohbourllood pub In 
Te~ce, To start Immediately, Fax resume 
and+ referenoe to 748.2812 or Call 
748.1455 . . . . . . . . .  5p7 
WANTED: ,mature, rellable, non.smoking per. 
son to~:?babyslt ~occasional evenings & 
weekends, Also full time sitter pending rstum 
to work0~p "l~kngle 635.4324 • 7pll 
' CARINq M.ATURE PERSON to provide comps. 
;i ~ops~;,t~l~yd~ly:or mentally handlcap. 
:ped+ peta l .  R~iulrements: Valld B~C. ddvar s 
+, +ilcei+se +with+ business Insurance. Wages 
:; :i§,50 per Ilour, Job starts In July for more In. 
;~+|orntatlOn¢al Tenace Home Supped Services 
':, 636~513§ ASk for Betty or Louise. 2pll 
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 ,"BUY v"SELL  v"RENT v 'TRADE 
21 Help Wanted I + • + 26. Personals 
| 
NORTHERN MOTOR INN - We are lOOking for METAPHYSICAL Readings available. For ap- ~ ! 
mature career minded individuals who want to pointment phone Laurel 635.7776 at Modem 
be a part of a growing team that takes great Metaphysics 3p9 CAREER S ~: 
pdde In their work. Experience Is preferred but 100 PERCENT • Guaranteedl 100 Percent 
will train the right Individual who has e Natumll Can you find a better Offer to lose " 
positive attitude and a desire to learn. We of. 
10-29 Ibs this month? More information. 692- fer competitive wages and an excellent 
benefit package. We are now taking applica. 3839 4p10 
lions for the following positions: MAY THE SACRED HEART of Jesus be prals. 
walterlwaib'ess, tore clerks, bartenders, bar ed, adored and glorified throughout the world 
walter/waitresses, cooks/prep, cooks, forever. Amen. Say 6 times a day for 9 days 
chambermaids, desk clerks, No telephone in. and remember tO promise publlcagon. Your ~ xmnsmoulEoeycAzeMvm¢awANy 
quldes pleasof 14cl prayer will be answered no matter how im. i Excm~ve f~l ecommy product vim, u,~ do~W J
i untapp~ market, i 
• WANTE0 IMMEDIATELY - Male vocabst for possible it may seem to you. before the 9th I w. m ,~J,,o to, m ~d win.. e~ht, no. I ~TOR']L']E][~TJ~S']L" COM[M[ILTN[T'Y CO][.][,,]~-.A~E 
rock band; aged 16.20. Phone 635-7385, day. lp l l  I or..~vo ~v~ua~, who expect H~H INCOME, m. I I OEPENeENoE, M~DAREWILUNGTOWOSK.THarelSnO I 
t on"~ on ~ m~n, ~ ,,mh ~ w~ m I TERRACE INVITES APPL ICAT IONS FOR leave message. 6p6 Dear: Gin1 and , ,,=  ~,o,. , on ,w = ~= , .  = 
DORIS' COIFFURES, One qualified hairdresser I ~n~'7~'t 1 
needed with 2 to3  yrs, experience.Ira. Oy  Chee Wong, +=e+ =. t-+ CONFIDENTIAL  SECRETARY 
mediately 638.1704 6pc Happy ~0 Norm's Auto Refinishing has an opening We are seeking a highly skilled and energetic Individual for an im- 
QUALIFIED HAIRDRESSER needed immediate- mediate opening as Confidential Secretary. This full time positlon is ex- 
ly. Apply at the Hair Hut or phone 635-2993 A I I l ln iv~lP la l l~r |  for a COLLISION REPAIR empt from the Bargaining Unit. , 
or 635-2753 6p8 May you have many TECHNICIAN This senior position reports directly to the President and also preiorms i; 
ENTHUSIASM should earn you a good Income. more  beautiful years Experience n cessary, would consider a a variety of confidential c erical duties for the Vice President and other Interested please phone 635-3484 lcl  1 
WOOLWORTHS ACCEPTS applications for together, fourth4630 yearKedhapprentice.Avo, or phone:ApplY638-3029.in person: senior Managers. This position also records minutes and processes 
employment every Wednesday. For an ap. Love & Laughter correspondence for the College Board. Occasional evening and 
plication and interview please apply In person Glenn, Diana, weekend work is required. 
toPorsonneiDept, lcl l  Andy, S michael EXPERIENCED Education: Secondary School graduation with addiUonal b'ainin9 in i 
23. Work Wanted , SALESMAN business office procedures and computer operation. I 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver. Vacation Bible School need to sell automotive equip- Skills: Excellent oral and written communication skills required, as well +,+ 
as a proven ability .to maintain strict confidentiality. Accurate typ- 
tisers that the human rights code in BdUsh July 16-20, e :30 .12  noon meat and supplies for inn/word processing with a minimum speed of 50 wpm and full 
Columbia forbids publication f any advertise- (ages 5 to 12 yearn) REMA TIP-TOP 
meat in connection with employment which familiarity with Micorsott Word 4 (Macintosh). 
discriminates against any person because of At  the DISTRIBUTORS LTD. 
odgln, er requires an Job applicant to furnish Chdstian Reformed Church in Terrace area. Experience: Five to seven years of experience in a busy work an. 
any information concerning race, religion, col. $10.00 per hour an(~ a bonus  vironment. ! 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief, For more into. call: -~ 
Readers: In ads where 'male' Is referred to, Sun ....................... 638-3488 from sales. We offer a comprehensive package of benefits and good working con- 
please read also as 'female' and where Nancy .................... 635-9432 Phone (403) 279.8213 Calgary. ditions. Salary will be commensurate with experience and ability. ;~ 
'female' is used, read.also as 'male'. Jenny .................... 635-6583 The closing date for applications is July 5, 1990. For further Informs- 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be It's Freel lion, please contact Fran Skitcko at 635-6511 (222). 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad, Address to: Box ,The Ter. Come and join the funi OFF ICE  NURSE Applications and resumes should be sent to: 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, Manager, Human Relegates 
- -  Northwest Community Coifege 
B.C., VOG 158, Please do not include bulk ~ Local medical clinic Box 726, Terrace, B.C. VOG 4C2 
goods or money to Box replies, requires an office nurse  
BACKHOE SERVICE, LeClelr Eat. Ltd. will do ~ for casual relief work. 
digging, backfilling, landscaping, etc. call 
: 635.6790 6p6 Please send resume to: 
CD,STRUCT,ON or ra.ovatio. ,o.n EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION 
work, framing or finishing carpentry. Your - ~ , ~ ] C Z '  3210 Emerson Street 
work we,, be done right the first time. ~ Terrace, e.c. SECRETARY FOR DIRECTOR OF 638-8052 8p8 
OWNER/OPERATOR wants job hauling logs. V56  2Re INSTRUCTION (Special Services) 
Also has 986 loader available with truck.Call 
Virgil Stiller, collect 1-694-3681 4p9 ~ Applications are invited for the position of secretary to the Director of 
RELIABLE HONEST WOMAN looking for 632- 4333 ,~r~"  I Instruction (Special Services) School District No. 86 (Terrace). This is 
housecleaning job. Call 635.3577 and ask for Open IP days a week 9PM - 9AM ~ s t r y  ~ Parka I a 12 month position involving a high degree of confidentiality. 
Barbara, 6p9 Answering machine 9AM -- 9PM The Incumbent will work closely with District staff and there will be ex- 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. Consulting,. CONFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEEDI tensive contact with Principals, teachers and the public. Within the 
private invastigations and technical security, ThlSAD~,~U  w~mfundsra~s~ . 
Consdltino services~ Phone 635.4936 6pl 0: ~p~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . scope of assigned uties the applicant will be required to demonstrate 
+AR++N++R w++, ++ r +O+a+,++n+:++++n+, ' ..... •;+' + + + +,  + . . . . . .  NOTICE+, ' : : ' ,+  ..... :. a+major degree+of energy, Initiative and dedication to excellence-of +;' 
job largo or smalI. Cal1635.7794 7p10 29. In Memodam of  Substantial work. 
EXPERIENCED BUCKER has own saws, 4x4, EslenUal Qualifications: 
tufty equipped. Will travel. 1-962-7803 IN LOVING MEMORY to our son. brother and Completion 1. Demonstrated knowledge, ability and interest ifl working with word 
4pl 1 uncle Alyx who passed away July 7, 1981. Project: 
Those we love don't go away. They walk processing and computer equipment, Applicants must have IBM Word- 
24. Notices beside us every day, unseen, unheard, but Const ruct ion  o f  septic Perfect experience. 
always near and still loved, Fondly system for three shower 2. A proven ability to work with tact, diplomacy and efficiency under 
PRO.UFE EDUCATION available to general remembered, theIvanofls. lpll buildings Lakelse Lake Park. pressure conditions. Excellent written and oral communication skills 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor. 32 .  Legal Notices Cont ractor :  are also required. 
lion and euthanasia, Student enqdfles I AUDiE FLAVEL will no longer be responsible JHW Construction Ltd. 3. A proven record of excellent work in a confidential executive 
welcome. Call 635-5427 or 638.0382. 5tfnc for any bills or any other deals made by Nine 204-3rd St. Kitimat B.C, secretarial position. 
HAVE YOU WORKED in the Terrace Area and Irene Ftavel from this day June 28,19902pll Take notice that substan- 4. Knowledge of general office routines and procedures including filing. 
not been paid? Write and give details to Box Typing skills Df at least 60 w.p.m, with accuracy and neatness are 
251 c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., tial completion has been essential. (A typing test may be administered.) 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 158 6p7 ~ given as of June 9, 1990 for 5. A proven ability to accomplish a wide vadety of assigned tasks 
P~ln¢, 0~ Mmmy • this project. 
25.  Business  ~ mm C~um~ F~,,= within deadlines prescribed and with minimal dally supervision. 
6. Discretion and confidentiality in dealing with all matters including 
Oppodunities ~, M+m~ o~ e~ I ~~*'~ ....... ~ personnel and student records. 
FOR SALE OR LEASE.Two restaurants in Fort has ~n ~= m, ,~m ~ ~  ~ 7. Compatibility with other staff. 
St. James. One with lake view, Ilcenced in. mnmE i~ mlmT I ~ ~  
ing room and coffee shop; one located next to ~ 4m.o,~ mm I~p~"~ AppHcaHons (with resumes and references) wig be accepted until July 
a motel, 996.7510. ttn ~ To m~,~,. ,.w p~=~o~ 27, 1990 addressed to: 
Salvm II MINISTRY OF PARKS 
BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE in Terrace. Good lure': mmr< ~ t~P~k). I Mr. Bruce Greenwood Area: Appm~m~tely 213 ha HON. IVAN MESSMER, MINISTER 
location for luther information call I,=d~:~=o~ Director of Personnel Services 
535-7961 6p8 ~ =,,,,.=.,=w~,wm era,: 90mere to 3211 Kenny Street, Terrace, B.C, V8G 3E9 
91/0~31 
BUSINESS BOOKS by mail. Hundreds of tiUes Ig|orvlewa w]J be held on August 6 & 7, 1990 not avallabe" in book stores. Free catalogue, Notes for the above permit ore as follows: 
r. Permit hok~. Ihlsey d Nmtl  
Write today MVMO, Comp, 18 Sit 57 RR2 Zl zoo.ezzo ~ x~ 
Smithers B.C, VOJ 2NO 4pl 1 Xooam D.C. 
Villi 1LI 
26. Personals ~ ~,  +, ~- ~, ,  - ,~  - - ,~*  ,~,- . . . .  
.+ ,+ , , , . .+ .  = .+ PROPOSED S ILV ICULTURE 
WANTEDR1 100 overweight people. We pay ~ase~nvo~nosetofdet=~uc~lnto~m=uon 
you tO lose 10.29 Ibs, In 30 days. Call 24 hrs, w~m m My=ave te =~ro~.lm p=uck~ co~or,.,~. P R E S C R I P T I O N S  
Malay, 1-250.9451, 12p2 CITY OF TERRACE  oo[ --s- OOO INVITATION Notice of proposed silviculture prescrtptlon (pumuant to 
Section 3 of the Silviculture Regulations) on the following 
~, . , ,~ .~ OF TENDER that will apply if approval is obtained from the Ministry 
~0~,, Tenders for construction of viewing until Aug. 16, 1990 at the location noted below, dur- ~ BdtishColumbta of Forests. The proposed prescriptions will be available for WEIGHT public washrooms at George inn regular working hours. 
m ~oamm tm ~ Uttie Memorial Park will be To ensure consideration any written comments must be eenmmem~ 
We need 30 overweight ~4or,o4s.ems received by the undersigned made to the Forestry and Planning Department, Skeena 
e-wm~om~n~mw~,,uo~ to 1:30 p.m. Wednesday, Cellulose Inc. Box 3000. Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C6, by the 
pemons to lose 10-29 Ibs. in ~ w,~m U,t~:~,==b=~('o=k~k. po~r~.H'~S. July 18, 1990, Work In- above date, 
the next 30 days with the otu~mtm=t), cludes site preparation, sup- 
ibrand new Revolutionary. ~=~m=~reem TREE FARM LICENCE 1 
~mma:mm. ply of materials and con- C.P. Cut Location Aren AmmHdment , Diet Disc Program. e,m= ~m,===w=im ~= s0~ome to structlon of a concrete block 
Totally Natural ~r+oe+ar mock (ha) (~ l /a )  
No=|o~m,*<,-~.,m,t, , .asmm,.:  building approximately 45 63X 213035 Lava Lake 13 no 
Doctor Recommended ~. e~, ~ im• r~m sq. m. in size. 
ene.~m~ A,,.. 63X 213201 Lava Lake 24 no 
Guaranteed Satisfaction ~ D.C. Plans and tender documents 63Y 213848 Fulmar 28 no 
VH IL1 
EARN $$$ , c~,,~.~,,,,~,..,,~,~,,, may be picked up at Terrace 64T 218027 Vetter 7 no 
WHILE YOU LOSE "~'~"~"~"~' -~'~'"~" Parks and Recreat ion 64T 218048 Vetter 11 no ~, 
I~  a mere vok~e ast M detzdfed pas~de Infmnatkm ' ,  
1-978-3059 TOLL FREE *~h~sM=~,=y=,.mm=k~=m,. Department at the Terrace 64T 218051 Vetter 6 no 
~- ,e~.~,~.~.~,=, , . ,~ ,~ Arena, 2320 Kalum Street, 64V 234007 Kwlnlak 15 no + 
8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. 64V 234608 Kwlnlak 6 no ! 
They've Struck Goldl Monday to Friday. 64V 234609 Kwlnlak 81 no 
• Tenders are to be submitted 74J 621705 Copper 36 no 
Louis and Margaret Gair were in sealed envelopes marked, 
married 50 years ago (June 25,' "Tender  for Public FOREST LICENCE A16835 
1940). Washrooms - -  Uffie Park" C,P. Cut Localion Area Amendment 
Please come and help us and will be opened at 1:30 Block (ha) (~111/BI) 
celebrate this Joyous occasion, p.m. on July 18, 1990. EP5095 E26013 Zymacord 64 no 
Sundlye July lS, 1990 The lowest or any tender not EP5094 E27115 Zymacord 61 no 
1:00 p.m. at the Kin Hut necessarily accepted. EP5099 H44545 Deep Creek 70 no 
NI are welcomel E.R. Hallsor, TIMBER LICENCE T0681 
" Clerk.Administrator C.P, ,CUt Loclt ion Anll Anmndlamlt 
Please bring your own picnic 3216 Eby Street Block (ha) (yll/Im) 
lunch. Some refreshments will be Terrace B.C. 
eer~ed., VOG2X8 T068f~'!:! ++;/Toi~81 Skeena West 133.5 Yes 
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• CALL  
638-SAVE 
ACTION AD S" ~ r ' ' " l 
.... , , 
' ~ - -  . . x . . . . . . . . .  , . - ~  [ ~ " ~ '  VISA 
~BUY ~SELL ~," RENT ~'TRADE •. ' .... ~ i
I 
; . CAREERS 
, ACTION ADS 
638-SAVE 
CAR'R iERS' = c: 
~:  ~i;T' ~ .  j / ;  '!' ' Need Summer Reldacement BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
!',~ilCi ~ i,~:.,~ i!i :' y. 16,310O.3200Kenny 
for route: Thole Ads IPPellr in t ha m°m t= l~dN~t~:  ldgg.~o(~alko~aC~mmm u~lty Newsl~oe- ~ = =  
220 - Pohle, Agar, Kenny, $165. for :ZS words ($3.15 per each additional word) McDeek 
~ ~ , ~ ~o E~okm, ~ I DON'T ~Y / SELL REAL E~- 
ERRACE STANDA ,~.. .~., . ,  eatm. legado, I your I~llte ol your re=l e==te 
=u~,lmd=,mo(orlwe~lx~L 1 Irr,~lmer~? L=tha~lAN 
i -~.-'. ~YJ ~ I 0~, L~ Ft~,  ~ S0J Enml~ Car I n,a,i Government Of Canada Oouvor.omont du Canada .~m. ,v~ ~,p~.~L~'~-  I ~LO, 
J I " " - -  - -  - -  - - - - - -  
i " r i  Minister of State fm Youth Mlniatro d'l~tat e I |  Jauneale ~10,  J In~ !,189. L~ny [ OUP N_E~tS_ PAPER ITEM6 - 
Islxln~nam-404-6341 I IB~Oto~O F.ACHI ~ at 
" ' "~ . . . . . . .  I Itonle - In m tknel Write 
NTS ARE GOOD J .-..o,--.,... 
i STUDE ~ , .  B02,#180-1W7 WeN ,l~h, 8TARTYOURo~nlmlX~/m~xt I Vluloouv~,B.O.VeJ1M4. 
buenos, e~m mtlme. 'No  I 
money or expedenw. ~ ] ItJO~ROSPIRSON~U.B I D O I N G ' H O M E  I 1o4o. Fmeixod~:  W=b,  P.~e~eveureatdit-m.,,I Plue 
..m Lm..o~. Wl, 114o ~ I ~-~,;  d~n~,.~a: K'a P~ 
I WORK . , .  um I "''' ' '''°l''"'w''" Ontado, M1HIH4, - I ~V3L~.  . . . . . . . . . .  th i s  S mer. = . . . . . . . . . . ,  
I/iNeed your windows washed,  ~!~m~0wed,  house ~ ~=''; ¢ '~~" ;  I ~ T~n~, ,~n~,  ~"~"'..J~'~tm-__..~-:.~_._ / a00 In, RetOrted. Trade 
F ~ painted? Why not con~erhiH~.;:_,, a student this ,,"~"..~.~L',,~-"'.'~'. / sehect Rnw~u .~u~ ~,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0., ,,, ,""" ~" " / m'd,lda. Camd~, FJ~5~ I sum,.!~, r~'~ Students a r (~ i i~ i~!  ,~n,=.,~,o,.....~ / r.dlo~. IRO1-1~10~l-?2ed. 
a .J*~. ~'~ . ,~i~"~*.'~w " '  ,~v, ~,~a,,.., awtu ~ J my, B,O. ~W 3N5. (604~07- 
I available to~work for a day, :8iWeek~or Ion er $,i l~,co,=. amU~rm~on- 11~°s" 
~ A  ~ TRE . RNOr.B=. V~=01. / a~0e c~ ~ai~, ho~ wM~box rif, rL0YMENTiCEN~,_ - , .~- - - -~ .  i - -  s , ,~.  ~w,, ~,. 
I • 81bnonAem, O32. IIOROAI, IMHI¢ 
I 
~ l  As I r l I~ IY"  ; i: ~ o.., , • /m', ,~°~,~', i~. 
r : . ,  • 
i ; L l i  ! I " ' [ I I II I I  I II "1 
. . . . .  L :  . . . .  
FOR SALE MmC HELP WAHTED 
"r'~im~]nee: Buy dlnl¢l, Huge Train to - -menU 
18Xla, only $065. 1411 'round Ooncl~ninium cortex. The 
_%~lms. Oen~md~.upw govemme~bmedhom~.dudy 
omoa, ~i~trta n)etdd~n~ apply, c~ti~ictidionlnckxl~freepi~ce- 
Pa,lxend retrials, 10yearwar- mentneaimanco, Fmbndaxe: 
runty. 1.222-1363 Men-Sat or (604)681-5456. Or:, RMTI, 
tol.14r~. 1-800-563-2261 any-. 1120-789 W. Pen(dlm', Vsn~u- 
wherein 0.0. " vet, B.O,, V6C 1H2. 
14 FOOT TRAMPOUNE 0799. AGRICULTURE EXCHANGE- 
Fre~01/Induded. Tell -, blend - WOI~ ove,m~ for 7 months 
080 off on 2 or moro. VIsa/N~ and have I mo~h oliday. Per- 
(4o.1)463.na4 ((xdZKt). sons ~110.se ~ t  the In- 
Formdeorh~: 19081.kdd~lt /~Bod~#208,1501*17Ave. 
L82800 o'w Lake de~lmbor. $,W.~CaI~m~eAB~T2TOE2 . 
$167,0000b0, 1988John Deers 
6490 Gmpide, 1900 houmwarr.. Wa are IookJng for a teetm player 
$108,000 ~o,  19715 Cat 966C, to Join cur highly reoarded mdlo 
~n~r I~, front diff., ea~es dep~Irnenl. H yo. ham 
144,000d~o,, 1973Cle1150,6 advedlldng eaJee expedel~e, H 
way blade, F$ wind% $13,000 you are motivated by finandel 
obo, 1G63 Cat H6C, 0~pie, reward, en~oyasUmulatin0wod¢ 
chakl~ 1~.8,000 die. Opemtom environment with room for ad- 
warded for ~ delimbet nnd vancomentandwotddliketolive 
John Deem grapple ekklder. In Itm lower Makl]and of Bdtfah 
I~n  (804)e41,~083, ~uml~ w~te to Box t~ ¢o 
Tht Chlliwnck Proomu, 48860 
member. Get: DOWN HOME V2POHg. 
CRAFTSELEOTION8. Forlnlor- 
_mxtion 8.A.G.E, to: J.O, Pu~ WANTED: 73 peq)le to Ices 10- 
BoX 127-1027 Davis 8Inlet, Van- 291bS In lira Imx130 dl~l  
oowor, B.C., VOE 41.2. ral, Dodor mcommendtd. 100% 
Guaranteed. T~4nm l.gt/0. 
" -- $Anoumo so,as 24 hr~dq. 
THE ULTIMATE GARDENER'S ProfH~ional WIdetbr family 
I~I'OFE, 1,000'! d i)roduda, mk l  ful41me live-In Nnnnyl 
nhoua~ IT/ huge Housekeeper. Ctdldmn Ioed O, 
.~  .lecOon. ~dm~ogue a , ,  4. /~i4:m~ mat h i~ 
chlldeam expodence, vaUId 
!ull d money avin0 ~upom. B,O,D.L,C, cmmiltoJ~bmln, _yr, Weldom Writer Fl~w, #103, 
201~0-64th Ave,, I.ilgley, B,O., be ouldoo¢ oderdKI, nH~amlble, 
V3A4P7. HEALTH 804-0~.60,13,ectlve and enlhusln~o. N/8, 1-, 
Ovemeaa~lm~ Hund~Mof 
VJTA~tIN DISCOUNTS. S~nm t~)!ncpoeltl~-. ^ l~cUP~- lions. AtS'i#~v0 5e~lltL Fm 
p.rme on VIt~lne, Mbemle, 8e~oea, Dell, (~A, 8~ 400. 
.H~-R°d~L 0uiidn0 and Wei01a Me,ha F~f0 Qmbec, HSP,t4~. 
~pplemeNe, I-bdr Treat,. 
V~TAI CATN.O(~E W~: roquk~ I;oen~N'tKNv01~. 
ITAMIN DISCOUNTS, Pr~rieeh~ dhop. 8tide of lid 
oo~t~)~eo~e, see e,w. Man m/prom. G0~XlPWmdf~t 
&'HI. 1"4)00-66&0747. In Vln- 
eoW~r° 321-7000, 
i/~;/~ , i~ ; :. ; 
HELPwAHmID 
H O U $ ~ a n d  In- 
tended penml needed bamedl- 
rel  to lal toys a~l ~ts f~ No- 
tional Hans I~a~/Piers. No tn- 
ve~dmm~ deilve~es o~r money 
~ (sm),'~o4eoo," 
PF..ROOHALe 
wouu) YOU .<E to 
mend w~ ~dtacbed Chdstkm 
pete, aoe~ le.eo, u. obi~ 
mHn0 (x)mpenlonehlp ~' m~- 
dqe. Wdm: AOHORO~.., P,O. 
Box 20U, ¢hle,  B.C., VOE 1MO. 
RELAX COUNTRY LIVING. 
1,6,10 acre Iolo. Watw, hydro, 
tele.oh(x~, rlwr mw and dyer 
front, aomnHw~tdKmloq~. 
Odoolect: (634)sTJ-U.e3. 
F lve~ Iwnm mfl~ acre 
In Fnd 81, Jamms. 90xeOft,~p 
8eduded bay, Atfln lake, nodh ~.o.,.,~ ~  
- .~ ,  ~ .  . Mn,  
bled hu~lng, fish.no, gold 
8EItViOiO 
MNn~ IOBO and INury c0a]ms, 
Joel A. Wane¢, tdad lawyer for o ! 
y~ cam ~ (era)he. 
e~0. ,V....m~RP~.,, mr~overt, 
nebr. NoYukonenquldu. "" 
• 'mAVlH. 
EGYPT- A 8pedal Madln TnwM 
Mvenkn. (k:Ic~ lP., 1960,15 
m,,,,Ionad E0)~lan ~ bexbr 
m~d ~ o~be0~m, Tl~ 
II ,--m...U'm]' 
~ i ~ ~ ' i • 
The giving begins with you. 
U RUSINESS DIRECTORV 
lOt.ONCE BOUGHT,~ ' . . •; ~ . " " " .. ' . i~ . ~ . . . ,  
LO~.OF'CHOCOLA~ ]~ 
Sl ONCEBOUGHTA 
L0T 0FHI~. 
~ ~ i~!~ ~;i ,:~,~ i~i ,~ ~ 
The KItwanoa Home and School Association and the primary students 
andstaffofKitwanga ElementarY. Secondary School would like to 
. . . .  THANK 
, the following businesses for theJr:denaUons. The funds raised at our 
Spring Fair, held on June 11, 1990, will go towards the purchase of 
primary cross.country sklis. 
TERRACE DOHORS 
Safeway Terrace Co-op Assoc. Overwaltea 
Wodiworths Kmart All Seasons 
Northern Drugs SlOht and Sound Speecee Printers 
Rainbow Embroidery Glngerbrsad Playhouse. Northwest Sportsman 
Pet Wodd Shoppers Drug Mart ~lnland Kenworth 
KITWANGA DONORS 
Kltwanga General Store Kltwanga Esso Station 
BI-Mac Trucking Tea Creek Trucking 
Safeway 
Roger's Hardware 
Northern Oruos 
• wlnt~rbnd Sports 
Jeans North 
See-More Stationary 
/ 
1 
j" 
HAZELTON DONOR 
Td-Town Theatre 
SMITHERS DONORS 
Zellers 
Family Skl & Sport 
Interior Stationary 
Kelly's 
Workwear World 
' Hosldn's Ford 
Mina's Place 
Super Valu 
Pharmosava 
Oscar's Sporting Goods 
Central Clothing 
MacLeods 
w 
The Classifieds., 
bargain 
bre u 
for buyer s 
and seuers! 
HelP . f0r~Ai l ing  Budgets  
in Our  Va lue-Packed Pages  
: . '  ..:Make money~by~sellin~hat you no longer~ 
" need in~tlz'e Clab~ifieds, Or find what 
you've b~,  looking for at a bargain 
• price. It~e,thp marketplace of mill- 
ions, where hundreds of salee and pur- 
chases are'~ade wry day. Join the 
crowds who shop and sell in the 
[ Classifieds.' It's good businessl , 
For  in fo rmat ion ,  ca l l  
TERRACE STANDAIq" I  
I ~ 14hINO ~l  rla~¢l #Jm~ ~]  
•~ 
horrlffill, B.C. - 8: 
PZZZl~ : 
• ,,~-,~;~o, 
-, r " ' ; ' i  " 
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O F  ~= ", ,. phone635-6309 i! ~ 
reasonable rates - -  hoUrly!br: cOntract 
specialty buckets, backhoe, post hole auger, i 
6"  & 8" bits, snowc lear ing  
NE 
FUN' L HOME 
Box 247~J l : ,e rs~B.C .  o 847-2441.  
• Director A l l ad~ ,hnider :T~ 
Professional counse]]i~ -! ~,: ;.~:; I A 
Memorlalmarkers ~, ...... ~ '.~, "'. ,  
Grave covers ,'fl,~ ~.~.~ 
Crema.on .' ..,r~ ,...J/~r.¢,..o..°-," 
• II • - II 
NE!D ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS--BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS - TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS - BOX LINERS - 10 FT. SHEAR 
• ~ 200 TON METALjIM HELD IBENDING PRESS I 
[ i ! ' J r~  [ [ / /  ~ 4575 LOWRIE AVENUE I 
~_ :~ l~ i~ l  I / ,  I ~-~""  TERRACE, e,C~ V8G 3Y8 I 
i | - 
S P R I N G  CLEANING 
SPECIALS 
$39 95"' PENNY m MoR~fl 
We'll clean two rooms & hall Call  me for upholstery 
"ANY S IZE"  speclelsl 
Offer ends July 31, 1890 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
/,I 
sL I 
~t  
"1 
I 
let's talk- 
J 
• Portable radios 
• Marine radios 
~: ~ Mountain top reputers 
• Satellite Sales & $en/k:e 
* J~ l  eLAN ~ i lea lar -  
Northland ,.,oo=~.,,~, 
Communications 638"0261 '" 
i I i 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. 
Division of East End Holdings Ltd, 
NOW AVAILABLE 
• Concrete Blocks • Sand & Gravel 
• Screened Top Soil 
* Surplus 2x4 lumber (any length) 
16* per linear foot 
. 3751 OM Lakelse Lake Drive 638-8477 
River's Edge Contracting 
#112-4619 Lazelle .ave., 
Terrace 
r a 1~" reasonable rates - -  hourly or contract 
specialty buckets, backhoe, post hole auger, 
6"  & 8" bits, snowclearing 
Summit G/ass 
& Service Ltd. 
ALL TYPES OF GLASS 
Store Fronts ICBC Claims 
COMPETITIVE PRICING 
Serving Burns Lake to KIttmat 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-667-4464 
Hazelton, B.C. 
- Auto• Glass . . . . . . .  ~"  Windshields . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Specialists ,,, Glass Medic Repairs 
I.C.B.C. claims 
* ~J.Yreams~ar, usic**. 
* Cassettes $10.95 
* Albums $10.75 
* Discs $19.95 
~ CALL NOW 635-6210 j 
and leave a message 
i . 
I 
I 
r 
I 
I 
| 
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cutting 
Family Portraits Posters 
5 rain Passports Limited Edition Pints 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
4609 ~ AU 
Tm m U  
I 
This space available to advertise J 
your business or service central 
I ' ' Cal l  anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
=~=~----tJ , Will cut down any beef  
~ I  SERVING THE TERRACE AREA "SAFELY"  
" $1,000,000 liability for YOUR protection 
647  Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE .s-z4oo 
;CKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
i I : Tenses Cmn~torlum 4626 Davis Ave.~ Terrace 
I 
i Directors: 
~ ii: JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
• :/ ,  -, JEANETrE DE FRANE 
~ p~".~ 24 HOUR /) ,  
~ t ~ ~  Answering and Pager Service 
t 
" ,/ ' 
I 
BA# A _ . 
TRANSPoRTA TION 
=--SYSTEMS LTD.----_ 
Dally freight service ox Vancouver  
TEL: (6,p4) 635-2728 . 
31Y f BLAKEBU~N$~i~TERRACE, B.C, VSG3JI 3:*.:{ *. ~!~ I 
. . .  . , : '~ i ,~! :~:~'~,  L ' .  , ,  . , . . . .  . I , , ,  , I 
I: 
I 
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Caledonia awards 
Last week's coverage of the 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
graduation ceremonies included 
the names of a number of 
students who received awards at 
the event. Below, a list of the 
names of the many others 
recognized that night and their 
achievements. 
ATHLETIC AWARDS 
SmsH letten: 
Adrian Balatti, Sheldon Ben- 
nett, Harvey Bueckert, Richard 
Blower, Harry Brown, Jordan 
Bujtas, Amanda Campbell, 
Carma Clarke, Chad Croft, 
Carl Devost, Rick Dhami, Steve 
Dhansaw, Tyler Eastman, 
Jason Edgar, Chad Edmonds, 
David Edmonds, Nicole Fick, 
Paul Gill, Liza Haldane, 'Alex 
Hassett, Donnie Hill, Krista 
Iverson, Ken Knull, Margarete 
Koemer, Jason Krause, Carly 
Krebs, Alison Lindseth, Alesia 
Lloyd-Jones, Erica Lloyd- 
Jones, Sandy Loptson, Phillip 
Lukasser, Doug MacKenzie, 
Geoff McKay, Paul Manhas, 
Garth Muller, Heath Muller, 
Brett Neeve, Bryan Netzel, 
Shelley O'Brien, Kannin Osei- 
Tutu, Kyla Palagian, Gary 
Peden, Rochelle Pelletier, Tam- 
my Pratt, Ray Praught, Mike 
Parker, Vinnie Redmond, 
Megan Reid, Kim Rempel, 
Kathrine Robson. 
Large letters: 
Suzanne Banville, Wendy 
Biffie, Jackie Brown, Jessie 
Carroll, Jody Cey, Frank 
Genaille, Kevin Haugan, Kristi 
LeBlond, Kirstin MacKenzie, 
Liza Mailloux, Ginger Minhas, 
Jason Redmond, Brian 
Schafhauser, Krista Soules, 
Renetta Sperman, Callie Swan, 
Andrea Tank, Daysun Wrubel. 
SCHOOL SERVICE 
AWARDS 
Small letters 
Carey Agnew, Brian Ander- 
son, Margaret Asarta, Adrian 
Balatti, Jessica Campbell, 
Vanessa Crooks, Bob Cud- 
deford, Linda Cuddeford, Sara 
DeLeeuw, Tawnya Demmitt, 
Steve Dhansaw, Heather 
Dreger, Chad Edmonds, David 
Edmonds, David George, 
Amritpal Gill, Nicole Jones, 
Lori Kasperski, Jason Krause, 
DevOn Kuiper, Sandra Loptson, 
Scott Loptson, Paul Manhas, 
Stacee Martin, Geoff McKay, 
Tami Moritz, Brent Neeve, 
Theresa Newhouse, Gary 
Peden, Jeff  Peden, Tim 
Reinert, Charlotte Reiter, 
Stephen Salanski, Ryan Steven- 
son, Andrea Tank, David 
Vincenzi, Nathan Wilkerson, 
Cindy Wisniewski. 
Large blocks: 
Clint Baker, Frances Brodie, 
Jackie Brown, Carmen 
Celbuliak, Dana Iverson, Dalice 
Kelln, Terri Ludwig, T-Jay 
MacKenzie, Ginger Minhas, 
Jeanne Ogawa, David Owens, 
Vicky Sainis, Krista Soules, 
Renetta Sperman, Callie Swan, 
Lara Taylor, Laura-Marie 
Taylor, Tracey ;rodd, Heidi 
Wiebe. 
HONOUR ROLL  
Grade 10: --  Raymond Chre- 
t im,  Heather Dreger, Lynn 
Hallman, Dennis Vanema. 
Grade 11 : - -  Frances Brodie, 
Nicole Collison, Robert Cud- 
deford, Chad Edmonds, David 
Edmonds, ,Ken . Giesbrecht, 
Jason Kranse, Devon Kuiper, 
Scott Loptson, Stacee Martin, 
Amandeep Parmar, Angela 
Ryan, David Shepherd, Alison 
Siemens, PauF Str~gway, Lia 
Wandi, Lee Wilkerson, Scott 
Wilson, Dave Wolfe. 
Grade 12:-~,Corinna Adams, 
Brian Andersoih Dalice Kelln, 
Margarete Koerner, Sandra 
Loptson, Kirstin MacKenzie, 
Elizabeth i Mendes, Carolle 
Michaud, Joanne Ogawa, Vicky 
Sainis, RYan Sfevenson, Tracy 
Story, Callie Swan, Nathan 
Wilkerson. 
PROGRAM AWARDS 
Outstanding Grade-10  stu- 
dent: - -  Dennis Venema 
Outstanding Grade 11 stu- 
dent: -- David Shepherd 
SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS 
A.H.S .M.E ,  Contest (grades 
10-12) - -  Scott Loptson (School 
champion) 
Fermat Contest (grade I I ) ,  
first zone - Scott Loptson 
(School Champion) certificate 
of distinction; Boh Cnddeford, 
Rick Dhami, David Shepherd, 
David Wolfe - -  certificates of 
distinction. 
Euclid Contest (grade 12), se- 
cond in zone - -  Scott Loptson, 
certificate of distinction. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Physical Education 10 - -  
Dennis Venema 
Physical Education 11 - -  
Jason Krause, Brant Neeve 
Teaching Assistant 11 - -  
Greg Doeleman. 
SCIENCE 
Biology 11 --  Jason Krause, 
Jenni fer  Mackie, David 
Shepherd. 
Chemistry 11 -- Nicole Col- 
lison, David Shephed. 
Chemistry 12 -- Nathan 
Wilkerson 
Earth Science I I - -  Dana 
Iverson 
Physics 11 --  David Wolfe 
Science 10 -- Dennis Venema 
Science and Technology ll - -  
Denine Meek. 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
Social Studies l 0 -  Dennis 
Venema 
Social Sudies 10A - -  Angela 
Vanderboon 
Social Studies 11 - -  David 
Shepherd, Paul Strangway, 
Nathan Wilkerson 
Social Studies I 1A-  Sylvain 
Gagnon 
Sociology I I - -  Kirstin 
Mackenzie 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
Career Typing 11/Typing 10 
- -  Sylvie Mageau 
Introductory Accounting 11 
)!• • . 
- -  Rick Olasspell 
Introductory Dat~ ProceS~,,,.~ 
I 1 - -  Erica Lloyd-Jones 
Office Procedures 11 - -  Cor. 
rirma Adams - : - 
Personal Typing I 1 --- Kirstin 
MacKenzie 
ENGLISH 
Communications 11- -  TiUie 
Pimlott " " 
English 10 - -  Heather Dreger 
English 11 -- Jessica Bower- 
ing, Jason Krause, David 
Shepherd• 
FINE ARTS 
• Art l0 -- Lynne Hallmann. 
from B1 
r~, 
hospital. And just in time foi 
lier~:83rd birthday on July 4, 
Marion is the last of Emma and 
Charles Ne lson-  of Kit, 
sumkalum children.: The 
Nebons were in the area when 
Tar/ace's re,rider George Little 
arifved; 
4r,k * 'k*  
She has found her rest - -  dear 
friend Marie Chapman passed 
awiiy,Monday, June 25 at Mills 
Memorml hosp|tal. It was a 
Art I I -  Scott Wilson. quiet departure free of the 
Visual Arts 2-D l I - -  Dave , agdnizing physical pain that 
Mantel. 
Acting II - -  Michelle 
Michand. 
Drama l 0  - -  Amy Ross. 
Concert Band 10 --Heather 
Dreger. 
Concert Band I I - -  Scott 
Loptson . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Choir l I --= Frances Brodie. 
Stage Band l0 ..L_ Heather 
Dreger, 
Marilyn Cook Award For 
Stage Band 11 ~ T-Jay 
MacKenzie. 
Jim Ryan Award for Stage 
Band 12 --  Clint Baker. 
FRENCH 
French 10-- Denn!s Venema. 
French 11 -- Nicole Collison, 
Jason Kranse. 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Clothing and textiles 11 - -  
Brenda-Lee Wiebe. 
Family Management 11 - -  
Alison Siemens. 
Foods and Nutrition 11 --  
Nicole Collison. 
Introductory Clothing and 
cancer nearly always brings. 
Marie was a wise lady who, 
from her earliest days, knew the 
tru6 meaning of charity. She 
leav, es many loving memories 
~dtherewil l  alwayslbe aplace 
for 'her in the hearts of those 
wlio knew her. 
• She leaves on Jay and wife 
Wendy and two amazing rand- 
sons, Robert and Nicholas, in 
Prifice Rupert. 
God bless you, Marie. 
I. ,~ ' .~  Anew i ~ spiritof 
giving 
!~/.?::? ~$ N lmr  Zacl~y' Jb~ph Adam . . : ," ,  ) 
" . :..0Me8 1rime of lu t :  June 25 1990 at 7:14 ixn .  "~ '. 
, ' . " .  ':. l~WalOR 5 Ibs. 1 oz. i l l=  Ma le .  . ' : " 
3;~i," .'1 : t [" , 'R I in l l :  Chdstlna Saulnler & Oavld Adam " . :, ". 
-=-c",',~.-i.~ii-~:'!.!em,, ,m: ~sa Eve Pu=~e . : , iii 
.. ~-!' " DMt '&;~MBf l I~ Juno i9  1990.. : , , ; - . '  
• " ",- ' : :"~; ": 'Wl l l l~ 6 IbS. 7 oz.  llox" Female . : ~ ",,. 
• . P I I IM I :  Angola Purchase & Sylvaln . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  " . 'BAy 'S  N im:  Brooke Lean'he . " :' ' " '  
" " ~ .DMI IT Iml  I f  Dldh: June 27, 1990 at 4:13 pm . ,,. 
-!'- .' Woflld: 7 Ibs 0 oz. , Sex: Female 
] Plnnfll: Bob & Shelly ~b,~stian0 : 
" 1 . ~ b ~ l  H im:  LauraNlcole . 
Bate & . l lm of BMh: June 21, 1990 at 11:58 pm ' ::... 
WdgM: 10 Ibs, 14'/, oz. bx :  Female ~ '- , ' 
Paints: Ed & ~v Haugla~ .- ] 
] 
b SCHOOLS OUT SALE! , t 
7 ' .i i i .O  70  In the store :l" 
/  0 y4. o,i.o 
Skeena Mall ' 635-5236 
@ 
, , -  . . 
Textiles 11 -- Margarete %:. 
Introductory Foods and T H E  K I N S M E N  C L U B  Nutrition 11 -- Raymond Chre- 
tien. 
Text i le  Arts  and Crafts 11 - -  OF TERRACE 
Theresa Middleton. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION : .. 
Construction 11 - -  Joe .~. : . .  . .:... 
Mogg. 
Drafting 10-  Dennis 
Venema. 
Drafting I l - -  Scott Wilson. 
Drafting 12A --  Ulrik 
Englund . . . . . .  .=., 
• Mechanics 11 - -  Gerald Fell. 
Mechanics 12C Z-.Sulinder 
Ni~jar. 
Metalwork 11 -- Chad 
Elwood. 
Woodwork 10 -- Dennis 
Venema. 
MATHEMATICS 
Computer Studies 11 --  Troy 
Hansen, David Wolfe. 
Mathematics 10 --  Dennis 
Venema. 
Mathematics 10A --  Amber 
Dougan. 
Mathematics 11 --  Jason 
Krause, Scott Loptson, David 
Shepherd. 
Introductory Mathematics 11 
- -  Scott Wilson. 
Congratulations ToThe '' 
Caledonia Grads of '90: 
We wish to thank the. following Teh'aee b'dsit~esses 
for their donations and conffibutlons to'the'~:~ 
KINSMEN GRAD TAXI SERVICE ANDDANCE 
: .:. j j  • , .  - 
PHONES:  B.C. Telephone Co. VANS: Wilkinson BusinessMachlnes, Budget 
RADIOS:  AGK Telecommunications Ltd. Rent A Car, Northern Drugs, Tilden Rent A 
FUEL: Burdett Distributors Ltd. (Shell) Car, Terrace Totem Ford (AVIS) 
SPECIAL  THANKS:  City of Terrace (Parks & . . -- ' 
Roe.), Ed Harrison, Ken Harkness & Terrace • , ~ 
R.C.M.P., Terrace Klnettes " - - 
~Thenk You for  helping Kinsmen serve the Grads " " ?i!-~ i:." ~ 
- ' This space Is sponeoced by - 
ERRACE STANDAR 
S UMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lakelse Avenue 
Phone 6356302 
Licensed Premises 
HOURS: 
Weekdays 
6:30 a.m, - 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday 
7:00 a.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
Sunday ~ 
8:00 a.m. - 8:00,p.m. [___l .O,'.NLY . , .  L REA$ONAKEPfllCES~., . 
TERRACE 
TOURISM PROVIDES EMPLOYMENT FOR A WIDE RANGE OF 
SKILLS,,, AND FOR ALL AGESl THEECONOMIC BENEFITS TO 
OUR CHY ARE SIGNIFICANT,,, AND EVERY RESIDENT HAS A 
STAKE IN MAKING THE VISITOR'S STAY ENJOYABLE, BARB 
PRAWN 
• : COCKTAIL 
.tiger Prawns served to 
you on a chilled bed of 
lettuce with seafood 
cocktail sauce. 
NEW YORK 
CUT PEPPER 
STEAK 
Our chef's own spaoiaf 
recipe. Served with 
vegetable and choice of 
potato or dee. 
"STICKY" 
ROCK [r BABYBACK 
CORNISH RIBS 
DELUXE Ribs ore bar-b.qued, 
The hen is spilt then brushed with on apricot 
broiled and served wHh and orange glaze, Frul. 
a dch wine gravy, long ty, but not too sweet. 
grain and wild dee, and $ervocd with steamed 
vegetable, dee and Broc~:dl au 
Oeuree. 
All dishes are prepared fresh while 
you walt, so relax and enjoy an 
evening of fine dlnlngl~at Its beet In our 
elegant new dining room. 
: Reservations " 'c  mmnded . eo e BOWEN.GREYHOUND LINES A~ENTiN TERRACE. MOVEDTO . . . . .  I I ! !  
TERRACEWITHHERHUsBANDFOURYEARSAGOFROMPRINCE ' i ; '  .... OPEN AT 5:00 PM. 
: " :~ L I I  GEORGE, BARBLIKESTHEGOODwEATHERANDTHEFRIENDLY ; -!i'.~ ' 
HEIR FAM LY ' ; k~w~l~B, HOT sPRINGs. ~, 
RESORts: LT?dll I
WffH A~ISTANCE F I~OM THE C l IY  OF  TERRACE ' . . • j]J , , ' . : i  ~:" ' . . . . .  ) ,, 
i 
4 ' ~, :'k 
